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Dr. Marian Jernigan, Major Professor. 

The purpose of this study was to describe and compare 

recruiting, interviewing, and hiring procedures for entry

level executive trainees in three U.S.-based retail formats. 

A self-administered questionnaire was mailed to 124 retail 

executives working for 51 apparel specialty chain, 

38 conventional department, and 35 discount department 

stores. Questionnaires were returned by 71 retailers, 

yielding a response rate of 57.3%. 

The sample consisted of vice presidents, managers, 

directors, and other retail executives responsible for the 

recruiting, interviewing, and hiring of entry-level 

executive trainees at 25 apparel specialty chain, 

24 conventional department, and 22 discount department 

stores. Thirty (42.3%) reported annual sales volumes over 

$1 billion. Sixty-two (87.3%) had over 1,000 full-time 

employee equivalents and between three and 2,500 store units 

within their respective retail divisions. 

A one-way ANOVA was performed to determine if 

significant differences existed between store format and 
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recruiting (Hol), interviewing (Ho2), and hiring (Ho3) 

procedures used for entry-level executive trainees. Because 

significant differences at the .05 level were found for 

on-campus recruiting, Hol was rejected. 

Significant differences were found at the .05 level for 

5 of 35 personal achievements (extracurricular activities, 

work experience, reference verification, overall, and 

minimum gpa) used as screening criteria for applicant 

selection to interview. On this basis, Ho2 was accepted. 

Significant differences were found at the .05 level for 

average starting salary and analytical skills as hiring 

criteria. Due to pivotal role of starting salary, Ho3 was 

rejected. 

Results indicate that although there are similarities 

in the recruiting, interviewing, and hiring procedures used 

by retailers of different store formats, significant 

differences do exist. A retailer's annual sales volume may 

be as important as its format when evaluating recruiting, 

interviewing, and hiring of entry-level executive trainees. 

Students and the educators preparing them for retail 

executive careers could benefit from considering for which 

store(s) a student is most likely an employee match. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

College students need to know what is expected of them 

during the job search process (Erickson, 1995; Zwonitzer, 

1989). They need to know what criteria employers use for 

hiring and how recruitment is conducted. Knowing what 

emphasis potential employers place upon such elements as 

prior work experience, grade point average, and personal 

traits should assist students in self-evaluation of their 

suitability for retail careers when selecting a college 

major and seeking employment upon graduation (Brackney, 

1993; Moore, 1997/1998; 1996/1997). 

Retail firms need to recruit students who have the best 

possibility of fulfilling their expectations of an entry

level executive trainee (Mottino, 1995/1996). Likewise, 

students need to know win what retail format (apparel 

specialty chain, conventional department, or discount 

department store) they will have the best potential of being 

hired (Lazorchak, 1996/1997). Awareness of current facts 

regarding the recruiting procedures, interviewing methods, 

and hiring criteria used by retail firms should increase the 
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likelihood of achieving acceptable employer-employee matches 

(Bodenman, 1995; Merrich, 1996). 

Rationale for the Study 

Retailing is an industry defined by change, the pace of 

which has been accelerated by recent mergers, acquisitions, 

and technological advances. Therefore, those college 

graduates seeking careers as retail executives need access 

to current information. Commencing in the 1980s and 

continuing throughout the 1990s, a high degree of merger and 

acquisition activity altered the retailing landscape (Moin, 

1998; "Proffitt's, Inc. and Saks Holdings, Inc. Announce 

Merger", 1998). The number of retailing executive positions 

available to graduates was reduced. The executive trainee 

positions that remained became increasingly competitive and 

highly-technical in nature (Garner, 1997). 

A need exists to examine the current recruiting, 

interviewing, and hiring processes used for entry-level 

retail executive trainees within various retail formats such 

as apparel specialty chain, conventional department, and 

discount department stores. Applicants need to be given the 

best opportunity to be included in the recruiting process, 

interview effectively, and acquire those personal traits, 

experiences, and skills retail recruiters use as hiring 
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criteria. 

Studies of a universal nature on the job search process 

are numerous (Chang, 1996; Decker, 1995; Gordon, 1996). 

Although specific job search studies have targeted college 

majors such as engineering (Murray, 1993/1995), sport 

management (Mathner, 1996), mass communication (Shock, 

1994), nursing (Heupel, 1986), arts and sciences (Turner, 

1991), and liberal arts (Zmolek, 1987), studies exclusive to 

the job search process in retailing or merchandising are 

scant. 

Research regarding recruiting, interviewing, and hiring 

is voluminous; however, most has been nonspecific to retail 

environments (Klein, 1997; Smith, 1997; Wheeler, 1997/1998). 

A thorough review of the literature revealed a few recent 

studies of the recruiting procedures, interviewing methods, 

and hiring criteria used in retailing (Donnellan, 1998; 

Donnellan, 1996; Heitmeyer, Grise, & Force, 1992; Keech, 

1998). The bulk of recent retailing research has queried 

retailers regarding course content, job competencies, job 

satisfaction, and career development (Braguglia, 1994; 

Buckingham & Paulins, 1994; Cheek, 1992/1993; Daniels, 

1994/1995; Fiorito & Fairhurst, 1993; Im, 1991/1992). 



Past studies have consulted such retail professionals 

as managers and buyers (Lazorchak, 1996/1997; Moore, 

1997/1998; Seymour, 1994/1995; Wang, 1987/88). Although 

previous studies have sought input from retail 

professionals, the retail executive recruiter has not been 

among those surveyed. 

4 

After surveying retail buyers and managers regarding 

buying competencies, Kotsiopulos, Oliver, and Shim (1993) 

suggested that retail recruiters be included in future 

research efforts. Kotsiopulos et al., (1993) emphasized 

that because retail recruiters are uniquely positioned to be 

familiar with their companies' hiring processes and 

criteria, they could give valuable insight to retail 

educators and students regarding entry-level executive 

trainee positions. Previous research usually has not 

consulted retail executive recruiters who are responsible 

for recruiting, interviewing, and hiring of entry-level 

executive trainees. 

Further research limitations have been in the store 

formats studied. Past researchers have sampled retail 

executives employed by conventional department and specialty 

stores (Fishco, 1976; Lazorchak, 1996/1997; Seymour, 

1994/1995). Kotsiopulos et al., (1993) recommended that the 



spectrum of retail store formats examined be expanded to 

include discount department stores. Due to the rising 

importance of the discount department store format, these 

stores should be surveyed. 

5 

A new study has the potential to benefit retailing 

educators and students as well as retailers. Educators and 

students would have access to the hiring criteria used by 

retail executive recruiters in selecting executive trainees. 

This information could be used by educators in career 

counseling and by students for the job search process. 

Equipped with information regarding retail recruiting 

and hiring processes, students could be more effective and 

efficient in their job search endeavors. Prospective entry

level executive trainees could interview with clearer 

expectations of the recruiting process and the hiring 

criteria used by the different retail formats. 

In addition, retail employers would benefit. Retailers 

could anticipate interviewing students who better understand 

the recruiting and hiring process. Retailers who hire 

students with clear expectations can anticipate higher job 

satisfaction from these executive trainees which 

subsequently can reduce employee turnover (Gable, Hollon, & 

Deangello, 1984; Royalty, 1993). 
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High turnover rates are typical for retail executive 

trainees. Entry-level managerial trainees have exhibited 

exceedingly high turnover rates ranging from 24% up to 49%. 

Yet, trainees with an explicit grasp of the job have been 

found to be less likely to leave retail employment (Bailey, 

1992/1993). Consequently, executive trainee turnover rates 

and the corporate costs associated with mismatched employees 

should be reduced (White, 1995). 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to describe and compare 

recruiting procedures, interviewing methods, and hiring 

criteria used by apparel specialty chain, conventional 

department, and discount department stores in hiring entry

level executive trainees. 

Objective 

The primary objective of this study was to provide 

merchandising students and educators with current data on 

recruiting, interviewing, and hiring of retail executive 

trainees. This information could be used by students to 

prepare for and carry out effective and efficient job 

searches. Educators could apply the research findings to 

course content and to career counseling of students. 



Hypotheses 

1. There are no statistically-significant differences 

in the recruiting procedures used by apparel specialty 

chain, conventional department, and discount department 

stores for the selection of executive trainees. 
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2. There are no statistically-significant differences 

in the interviewing methods used by apparel specialty chain, 

conventional department, and discount department stores for 

the selection of executive trainees. 

3. There are no statistically-significant differences 

in the hiring criteria used by retail executives at apparel 

specialty chain, conventional department, and discount 

department stores for the selection of executive trainees. 

Delimitations 

This study was limited to the following: 

1. Retail executive recruiters and other retail 

executives U.S.-based apparel specialty chain, conventional 

department, and discount department stores with a minimum of 

100 full-time employees or their equivalent responsible for 

hiring entry-level trainees for their respective firms. 

2. Stores that sell apparel. 



3. Recruiting information provided by retail 

executives such the number of college students recruited 

annually by their firms and the geographical region(s) in 

which their firms recruit. 

4. Interviewing information provided by retail 

executives including interview format (traditional or 

innovative), interview stages, oral and written components, 

location and duration of the interview, rating methods, and 

number of candidates interviewed per position. 

5. Hiring criteria provided by retail executives 

including educational requirements, work experience, and 

personal qualities. 

Definitions of Terms 

8 

Apparel speciality chain store. Retail establishment 

that sells apparel for men, women, and/or children and that 

satisfies the definition of chain store and specialty store. 

Chain store. A member store of a centrally

merchandised, owned, and controlled retail firm operating 

multiple outlets (usually 12 or more) and offering a 

standardized merchandise mix (Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). 

Conventional department store. Also called a 

traditional department store, this store format satisfies 

the criteria of a department store (Lewison, 1997). Such a 



store often sells soft and hard goods which are primarily 

nationally-advertised brands, is fashion-oriented, and 

emphasizes service by providing customer assistance and 

checkout within each department. Macy's, Marshall Field, 

and Dillard's are examples of this store format (Jernigan & 

Easterling, 1990). 
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Department store. A large-scale retailing institution 

organized into sections or "departments" for the purposes of 

promotion, service, and control; selling a wide variety of 

merchandise, including apparel for the entire family and 

home furnishings. Department store types include 

conventional, specialty, national chain, and discount 

department stores (Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). 

Discount department store. A retail establishment that 

satisfies the criteria of a department store, sells soft and 

hard goods, and is volume-oriented. Operating on low 

margins in order to offer merchandise at prices below the 

recognized market level, this store format emphasizes self

service (Lewison, 1997). Wal-mart, Kmart, and Target are 

examples of this store format. 

Employee turnover. Voluntary or involuntary removal of 

employment initiated either by the employee or the employer 

(Darden, Hampton, & Boatwright, 1987). 



Executive recruiter. The employee responsible for 

interviewing and hiring retail executive trainees. 
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Executive trainee. An individual selected (hired) for 

preparation as a future executive in a retail organization. 

Hard goods. Merchandise such as furniture or household 

appliances made of rigid materials such as metal or wood 

(Anderson, 1993). 

Hiring criteria. Guidelines used by a company for 

acceptance or rejection of a job applicant. These may 

include an applicant's personal traits such as appearance, 

self esteem, and behavior and accomplishments including 

grade point average, academic major, and prior work 

experience (Engstrom, 1991/1992). 

Hiring process. The identification, evaluation, and 

employment of individuals suitable for a specific job within 

a business. These include recruiting, interviewing, and 

training (Long, 1992/1993). 

Interviewing method. The style of interaction between 

an employer and job applicant in order to determine 

suitability for employment. Interviews may differ in 

duration and format from company to company (Latham, 1989). 

Job search process. A sequence of activities designed 

to identify and secure one of several potential employment 



opportunities for which one is qualified (Gordon, 1996). 

Merchandising. The buying, selling, and promoting of 

fashion goods to target customers for the ultimate purpose 

of making a profit (Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). 
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National chain department store. A retail 

establishment that satisfies the criteria of a department 

store and is affiliated with a company operating similar 

establishments on a national basis (Lewison, 1997). Sears, 

Montgomery Ward, and J.C. Penney are national chain 

department stores in the United States (Jernigan & 

Easterling, 1990). 

Off-price apparel specialty store. A retail 

establishment that satisfies the definition of specialty 

store, acquires apparel at cut-rate prices, and passes the 

savings onto the customer by selling at prices below regular 

retail (Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). 

Recruiting procedure. The steps an employer follows to 

identify prospective employees (Albrecht, 1989/1990). 

Regional recruiter. The individual responsible for 

recruiting employees for a specific geographical area; 

subordinate to the retail executive recruiter. 

Retailing. The buying of goods from a variety of 

resources; assembling those goods in convenient locations 
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for resale to ultimate consumers (Jernigan & Easterling, 

1990). 

Soft goods. Merchandise such as apparel and household 

linens made of textile fabrics; also called dry goods 

(Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). 

Specialty department store. Also referred to as a 

departmentalized specialty store, this store format 

satisfies the criteria of a department store. Such a store 

presents a limited variety of merchandise categories (mostly 

soft goods) with a fashion orientation and full markup 

policy. These retailers operate stores large enough to 

serve as shopping center anchors (Lewison, 1997). Saks 

Fifth Avenue, Bergdorf Goodman, and Nieman-Marcus are 

examples of this store format. 

Specialty store. A retail establishment that carries 

either one or a few categories of merchandise (Jernigan & 

Easterling, 1990). 

Wholesale warehouse club. A type of discount 

department store that combines the concepts of wholesaling 

and retailing. Such a store sells a limited selection of 

brand-name goods on a cash-and-carry basis at deep discounts 

to small retailers and businesses as well as to ultimate 

consumers. Member businesses and consumers usually pay an 
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annual fee. Commodity products, offered in bulk quantities, 

are stored on steel shelving in large, no-frills warehouse 

buildings (Lewison, 1997). 

Wholesaling. The buying of goods from a producer by a 

middleman who then sells those goods to a retailer or an 

industrial user (Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A review of literature on the recruiting, interviewing, 

and criteria used by major U.S. retail corporations for 

hiring entry-level executive trainees was conducted as 

background for a study of these practices in three retail 

formats. Apparel specialty chain, conventional department, 

and discount department stores are defined. Discussed are 

retail store formats, college recruiting practices used by 

the retail industry, traditional and innovative interview 

formats, hiring criteria used by retail executives, and the 

role of retail employee turnover as it relates to 

entry-level retail executive trainees. 

Retail Store Formats 

Retail stores can be classified into two broad 

categories: department and specialty stores. Both 

categories include several store formats. Three store 

formats dominate retailing by market share in the United 

States: apparel specialty chain, conventional department, 

and discount department stores (Moukheiber, 1994). These 

14 
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three store formats provide employment opportunities to 

college graduates and offer careers in accordance with their 

varying size, scope, and target markets. 

Various entities such as the U.S. Department of 

Commerce and retail trade publications define store formats. 

Due to the changing nature of the retail industry, these 

groupings and definitions do not correspond in every detail. 

Department Stores 

Several sources offer definitions of a department 

store. Interpretation variations may be due to the fact 

that department stores have undergone dramatic changes in 

recent decades. Many department stores have been the 

subjects of mergers and acquisitions or have experienced 

market repositioning ("Department Stores Will Become More 

Specialized", 1987) . 

Krieger (1980) defined a department store as one 

"organized into a number of individual 'departments' and 

selling a great variety of merchandise, including men's, 

women's, and children's ready-to-wear and home furnishings" 

(p. 26). Most contemporary definitions contain the basic 

aspects named in this definition. 
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Lewison (1997) described a department store as a large

scale retail institution selling a wide variety of soft 

(about 80%) and hard (about 20%) lines. With few 

exceptions, department stores provide extensive customer 

service. The origin of the department store name comes from 

its practice of grouping merchandise for the purposes of 

promotion, service, and control. 

There are several types of department stores. Among 

these are conventional, specialty department, national 

chain, discount, and wholesale warehouse club department 

stores. Most are part of large ownership groups that 

provide centralized management for member store (Lewison, 

1997). 

Conventional Department Stores 

The U.S. Department of Commerce divides department 

stores into three classifications: conventional, national 

chain, and discount department stores. These three groups 

are designated with a standard identification code with the 

first three digits of 531. 

Standard identification classifications (SIC) are two-, 

three-, and four-digit codes used by the U.S. Bureau of the 

Census for the purposes of conducting the Census of Retail 

Trade. Two-digit SIC codes indicate a single business unit, 
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three-digit codes stand for businesses with from two up to 

10 outlets, and four-digit codes represent firms with 11 or 

more units. The codes also reflect the type of merchandise 

sold by the retailer. These codes are useful to retailers 

for purposes of comparison amongst their competition (Dunne 

& Lusch, 1999). 

The conventional department store is also known as the 

traditional department store. Such stores satisfy the 

general definition of a department store. The definition of 

this store category has undergone some modification during 

the last 20 years. Due to dramatic changes in retailing, in 

the late 1980s Stores magazine (Bergmann, 1987) revised its 

department store definition. Prior to 1987 Stores' 

definition was more closely aligned with that of the U.S. 

Commerce Department's SIC 531. 

For the sake of a store's internal (comparisons to 

others in the category) and external (how they are perceived 

by consumers) identity, Stores saw the need to change the 

definition of a department store to one that would encompass 

multidepartment soft good stores (specialty department 

stores) such as Nordstrom, Neiman-Marcus, and Saks Fifth 

Avenue. These stores have a fashion orientation, full 

markup policy, and can be shopping center anchors as can 
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conventional department stores such as Dillard's, Macy's, or 

Foley's. 

Stores' amended definition of a department store still 

conforms to the SIC 531 on some factors. To belong to this 

classification, stores are required to have checkout service 

and salespeople within each department, a catalog desk is 

permitted, and the store must not be a national general 

merchandise chain. Stores' definition of a conventional 

department store includes specialized department stores with 

a fashion orientation, full markup policy, and operating 

stores large enough to serve as shopping center anchors 

(Bergmann, 1987). 

The primary difference between the SIC 531 definition 

and Stores' definition of a conventional department store is 

in the merchandise lines carried. The main dissimilarity 

can be observed in the home furnishings category. Prior to 

1977, a conventional department store was required to have 

20% of its sales emanate from home furnishing merchandise 

such as linens, appliances, and furniture. That percentage 

was reduced to 15% in 1977. Stores' 1987 department store 

definition does not require this store format to offer any 

home furnishings (Bergmann, 1987). 
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Fairchild's Retail Store Financial Directory, 

(1996/1997) presented a similar definition to Stores' (1987) 

description. Fairchild describes conventional or 

traditional department stores as retail firms that carry 

wide assortments of national brands sold at full mark-up 

prices. Jernigan & Easterling (1990) explain that 

conventional department stores project a fashion orientation 

and are large enough to serve as shopping center anchors. 

Department Store Ownership Groups 

Although often once independent, family-owned stores, 

today's conventional department stores are often part of 

large ownership groups some of which operate stores under 

several unique names. The largest ownership groups are 

Dayton-Hudson Corporation, Dillard Department Stores, 

Federated Department Stores, May Department Stores Company, 

and Saks Incorporated. ( See Table 1.) 

Dayton-Hudson Corporation's combined 1997 revenue was 

$27.7 billion. The three department store divisions, 

Dayton's, Hudson's, and Marshall Field, totaled $3.1 billion 

in sales volume during 1997. Mervyn's 1997 sales volume 

totaled $4.2 billion and Target's 1997 sales volume was 

$20.3 billion ("Annual Report", 1998). 



Table 1 

Department Store Ownership Groups 

Corporate Headquarters 

Dayton-Hudson Corporation 
Minneapolis, MN 

Federated Department Stores 
Cincinnati, OH 

May Department Stores Company 
St. Louis, MO 

Dillard Department Stores 
Little Rock, AR 

1997 $ Sales in Billions 

27.7 

15.6 

12.3 

6.6 

Saks Incorporated 5.7a 
Alcoa TN 
acornbined 1997 $ sales in billions from Saks Holding (2.2) 
and Proffitt's (3.5). 
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Dillard Department Stores. Dillard's stores 

headquartered in Little Rock, Arkansas, operated 272 stores 

in 1997 with a sales volume of $6.6 billion ("Our Company", 

1998). In 1998 Dillard acquired Mercantile Stores, an 

ownership group operating 103 stores under 13 separate names 

with a 1997 sales volume of $3.1 billion. Dillard's 

acquisition of Mercantile makes it the fourth largest 

department store ownership group in sales volume. With 

Mercantile's sales volume added, Dillard's sales volume 
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approached $10 billion. 

At the time of the acquisition, Dillard's announced 

plans to sell about 25% of the Mercantile stores in order to 

eliminate duplicity in certain locations. Dillard's planned 

to convert the remaining Mercantile Stores to the Dillard's 

name ("Dillard's Will Acquire Mercantile", 1998). 

Federated Department Stores. Federated Department 

Stores, headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio, is the third 

largest department store ownership group with a 1997 sales 

volume of $15.6 billion. Started in 1929, it was also one 

of the first such groups. Federated aims for the middle

class market. The eight divisions operated by Federated 

include Bloomingdale's, The Bon Marche, Burdine's, 

Goldsmith's, Lazarus, Macy's, Rich's, and Stern's 

( "Corporate Overview", 1998) . 

May Department Stores Company. Headquartered in St. 

Louis, Missouri, May Department Stores Company consists of 

eight store divisions. With a 1997 sales volume of $12.3 

billion, May Company operated stores under the names of 

Famous-Barr, Filene's, Foley's, Hecht's, Kaufmann's, Lord & 

Taylor, Meier & Frank, and Robinson-May. ("Corporate 

Headquarters by Division", 1997). 
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Saks Incorporated. Headquartered in Alcoa, Tennessee, 

Saks Incorporated operates approximately 330 stores under 

eight store divisions. Saks Incorporated was formed in 1998 

when Proffitt's Incorporated purchased Saks Holdings owner 

of Saks Fifth Avenue ("Proffitt's, Inc. and Saks Holdings, 

Inc. Announce Merger", 1998). 

Prior to the 1998 merger, Proffitt's Incorporated 

operated 237 stores under six divisions, including 

Bergner's/ Boston Stores/Carson Pirie Scott, Herberger's, 

McRae's, Parisian, Proffitt's, and Younkers. Proffitt's 

1997 sales volume exceeded $3.5 billion ("Company 

Information" , 1 9 9 8 ) . 

Specialty Department Stores 

The National Retail Merchants Association designated a 

specialty department store (also called a departmentalized 

specialty store) as one that organized its merchandise into 

groups much like the conventional department store, but its 

range of categories was more limited (Krieger, 1980). 

Current definitions are based upon the NRMA's (Krieger, 

1980) definition. Lewison (1997) underscores that the 

merchandise offered by specialty department stores is often 

high-end in terms of fashion and price; and that these 
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stores are large enough to serve as shopping center anchors. 

Nordstrom, Neiman-Marcus, and Saks Fifth Avenue are examples 

of high-end specialty department stores. 

National Chain Department Stores 

The U.S. government describes national chain department 

stores as retail firms that fulfill the requirements of a 

department store. Such stores usually provide check-out and 

customer service within each department, may offer a catalog 

order service, and are affiliated with a parent company 

operating similar stores across the nation. National chain 

department stores (also called general merchandise chains) 

often sell corporate and/or unbranded soft and hard goods as 

well as service their own appliances (U.S. Department of 

Commerce, 1992). 

Stores in the national department store category 

include Sears, Montgomery Ward, and J.C. Penney. These 

stores have many characteristics of the conventional 

department store. Typically, national chains offer national 

and store brands of soft and hard goods at moderate prices 

for middle-America. 

J.C. Penney expended between $2 and $2.5 billion on an 

expansion project in the early 1980s. Penney's metropolitan 
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department stores were modernized and new locations in 

regional shopping malls were secured. Along with expansion, 

J.C. Penney redefined its image by proportioning its 

merchandise mix to consist of about 75% soft lines (Rogers & 

Grassi, 1988) . 

In 1987 Stores magazine included J.C. Penney in its 

annual list of Top 100 Department Stores because Penney's 

had adopted merchandising policies more similar to other 

conventional department stores such as Macy's or Dillard's 

(Bergmann, 1987). Penney's met the other conventional 

department store requirements of a full markup policy, 

fashion orientation, and ability to serve as a shopping 

center anchor. 

Discount Department Stores 

The discount department store format differs from that 

of the conventional department store mainly in the price 

charged to the ultimate consumer. Discounters' lower prices 

are attributed to reduced profit margins, higher inventory 

turnover rates, and customer self service (Krieger, 1980). 

Additionally, discount department stores feature less

expensive store designs, fixtures, and locations (Anderson, 

1993). These factors result in a store without a fashion

forward image. 
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Compared to conventional, specialty, and national 

department stores, there are fewer distinct discount 

department store organizations but each typically has 

numerous stores. Although, Target, Wal-Mart, and Kmart 

dominate this category there are several other stores of the 

type including Family Dollar, Dollar General, and Gibson's 

Discount Centers (Fairchild's Retail Store Financial 

Directory, 1996/1997). 

Early discount department stores ranged in size from 

40,000 to 80,000 square feet. By the mid-1990s a typical 

discount department store measured 200,000 square feet. 

Most often these stores are located in rural or suburban 

areas (Farris, 1996). 

Wholesale Warehouse Clubs 

The wholesale warehouse club is a unique type of 

discount store that combines the concepts of wholesaling and 

retailing. These stores sell a limited selection of brand

name goods on a cash-and-carry basis to small retailers and 

businesses as well as to ultimate consumers. In a two-level 

system, one for businesses and another for ultimate 

consumers, members pay an annual fee to buy goods at 

discounts below prices charged by supermarkets and 

discounters. Wholesale warehouse clubs offer bulk 



quantities of commodity products, especially foods, in 

large, unadorned warehouse buildings (Lewison, 1997). 

Price Company, founded in 1976 in San Diego, 
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California, was the first wholesale warehouse club. 

Wholesale and Sam's Club are the major stores in this 

category ("Discount Industry Annual Report", 1997). 

Costco 

Specialty Stores 

Krieger (1980) defined a specialty store as a retail 

establishment that concentrates on a specific merchandise 

classification such as women's apparel and accessories, 

books, shoes, or jewelry. Roger and Grassi (1988) noted 

that a specialty store carries wide assortments of a few 

merchandise lines within a broader category. 

A wide spectrum of pricing can be observed within the 

specialty store category. Pricing alternatives range from 

low economy prices, market pricing stressing fairness and 

value, and prestige pricing to top-of-the-line chic pricing 

(Lewison, 1997). 

Specialty stores range from a single-location store to 

chain stores operating thousands of units (Diamond, 1993). 

Individual units can be shops smaller than 200 square feet 

or large superstores over 10,000 square feet (Lewison, 

1997). Specialty stores carry lines which may range from 



tires to toys or apparel. Within the specialty store 

category are several store types such as apparel specialty 

chain, mom-and-pop, single-line, and off-price stores 

(Rogers & Grassi, 1988). 

Specialty Chain Stores 

Specialty chain stores consist of multiunit stores 

featuring either a single category or limited merchandise 
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categories. Individual stores which are part of a specialty 

chain tend to be smaller, more intimate retail settings than 

conventional or discount department stores. Because they 

limit offerings to a single or a few merchandise categories, 

speciality chains tend to offer more diversified assortments 

(Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). Casual Corner, Gymboree, The 

Gap, Talbots, and The Limited are among the numerous apparel 

specialty chain stores. 

The U.S. Department of Commerce (1992) divides apparel 

specialty stores into four classifications: (a) women's 

clothing stores (SIC 5621), (b) women's accessory and 

specialty stores (SIC 5632), (c) children's and infants' 

wear stores SIC 5641), and (d) men's and boy's clothing 

stores (SIC 5611). Other defining entities combine these 

within the apparel specialty category (Fairchild's Retail 



Store Financial Directory, 1996/1997; Ward's Business 

Directory of U.S. Private and Public Companies, 1998). 
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According to Chain Store Age ("Apparel Specialty 

Stores", 1996) for apparel specialty stores to effectively 

compete in the current retail environment, it is imperative 

for such stores to do a superior job of understanding their 

customers. This clear identification and awareness of 

customers' requirements enables apparel specialty chains to 

provide the merchandise assortments their customers desire, 

thus building customer loyalty. 

Off-Price Apparel Specialty Stores 

Off-price apparel specialty stores sell brandname 

merchandise at lower-than-usual retail prices. Types of 

off-price operations include factory stores, clearance 

outlets, and one-price retailers (Lewison, 1997). 

Off-price retailers buy manufacturers' surplus stock, 

overcuts, distressed merchandise, closeouts, and job lots, 

at cut-rate prices and pass the savings along to their 

customers. Off-price retailers differ from discounters who 

buy merchandise from vendors at the same prices as full

price retailers but sell it to consumers at a lower markup. 

Some off-price stores are small, independently-owned retail 

establishments and others are members of large chains 



(Jernigan & Easterling, 1990). 

The off-price specialty store can trace its existence 

back to the 1920s, when Loehrnann's opened in Brooklyn, New 

York. Close physical proximity to New York's garment 

district enabled Loehrnann's to access and offer overcuts, 

odd lots, and samples at reduced prices (Jernigan & 

Easterling, 1990). 

Even earlier, Filene's of Boston opened its automatic 

bargain basement in 1909. This outlet established the 

practice of reducing inventory prices by a certain percent 

(25%) on a set schedule (12, 18, and 24 days). At the end 

of 30 days any remaining merchandise was, and still is, 

given to charities (Diamond, 1993). 
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The off-price store category includes large chains such 

as Marshall's, Ross, and T.J. Maxx. The U.S. Department of 

Commerce (1992) identifies these three off-price specialty 

retailers as family clothing stores (SIC 5651). Stores 

(1998, July) magazine's annual list of the Top 20 Apparel 

Chains combines off-price with full-price stores. 

Mom-and-Pop Specialty Stores 

A morn-and-pop store is owned and operated by the 

proprietor and perhaps a few employees. These stores are 

often owned and operated by a married couple and/or other 
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family members thus explaining the name "mom-and-pop". 

Mom-and-pop stores are located in communities of all 

sizes and are the most numerous store type in the country. 

Even so, they account for less than half of the specialty 

store classification's sales volume (Jernigan & Easterling, 

1990). 

Single-Line Specialty Stores 

As its name implies, the single-line specialty store 

offers only one merchandise line (Ostrow & Smith, 1985). 

These are the most specialized of specialty stores because 

such stores offer wide assortments within a solitary 

merchandise category. Stores in this group may sell such 

items as jewelry, shoes, hosiery, or men's ties. 

Retail Recruiting 

Several researchers have studied retail recruiting 

practices (Carideo, 1993; Donnellan, 1998; Donnellan, 1996; 

Hisey, 1994; Thomas, 1993/1994). Topics addressed include 

the application of technology to retail recruiting, the 

numbers of recruits, the institutions at which retail 

organization recruit, and the impact of current economic 

conditions upon recruiting practices in retailing. 
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Donnellan (1996) surveyed 133 vice-presidents of human 

resource departments working for retailers regarding their 

firms' recruiting practices. Of the responding firms, 81% 

recruited on college campuses for management trainees. 

Technological devices have been applied to recruiting 

with many firms establishing Internet addresses (Drake, 

1996). Among retail web sites are those of Dayton-Hudson 

Corporation (www.dhc.com), Dillard Department Stores 

(www.dillards.com), Federated Department Stores 

(www.federated-fds.com), May Department Stores Company 

(www.maycompany.com), and Saks Incorporated 

(www.parisian.com). 

In the past, large retailers interviewed hundreds of 

college students yearly. For example, the recruiter for 

Macy's, New York, interviewed over 1,500 college students 

from over 50 colleges in the winter of 1985 (Byrne, 1985). 

In the early 1980s many conventional department store 

retailers reevaluated the colleges at which they recruited. 

In several cases, recruiting was limited geographically to 

colleges and universities close to retailers' corporate 

headquarters. Subsequently, some retailers imposed further 

limitations restricting their recruiting efforts to 

institutions that had consistently produced the most 
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effective executive trainee candidates (Gordon, 1996). 

Retail Recruiting Venues 

A variety of venues are available to the retail 

recruiter. Recruiting may take place on the college or 

university campus or from a remote site by means of 

electronic devices such as computers, video equipment, and 

telephones (Cox, Schlueter, Moore, & Sullivan, 1989; Drake, 

1996; Fletcher, 1997). 

Campus Recruiting 

New approaches for identifying and securing highly

qualified college graduates were implemented starting in the 

mid-1980s (Drake, 1996). Some recruiters identified high

quality students earlier than graduation (Hanigan, 1987) and 

followed exceptional graduates beyond graduation (Merrich, 

1996). Acknowledging professors' influences upon a 

student's career direction, many recruiters intensified and 

increased the frequency of their contacts with educators 

( Flynn, 1995) . 

Economic restrictions in the early 1980s forced 

retailers to reevaluate their on-campus recruiting efforts 

even though employee turnover rates were high. According to 

senior human resource and college placement officers, many 
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department store retailers began to make pivotal changes in 

college recruitment practices during the 1980s. Internship 

program participation was reassessed, prerecruiting efforts 

were reformulated, and the selection process for final 

candidates was refined by many corporate college recruiters 

(Drake, 1996). 

An overwhelming majority of the retailers contacted by 

Lake (1982), indicated that they conducted on-campus 

recruiting at 4-year colleges and universities rather than 

at 2-year colleges. The maturity level of the students was 

cited as the primary reason for preferring to recruit from 

4-year institutions. This reasoning was confirmed by 

findings of Posner's study (1981). Corporate recruiters 

were found to weigh more heavily a college student's 

maturity level than students realized. 

Recruiting Via Technology 

Technology has been applied to the recruiting process. 

The use of various electronic devices to expedite 

recruitment began in the mid-1980s. Some of these 

technologies include videoconferencing, telephone job lines, 

corporate recruiting videos, information systems, and 

Internet web sites (Drake, 1996; Scheier & Saia, 1996). 
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Recruiting by means of videoconferencing was first 

explored in the mid-1980s (Valenti, 1985). College 

recruiting by way of a videoconference was tested by 

Business People, Inc., in 1984. The method was so effective 

that a second videoconference was held in October 1985, in 

which 21 college campuses participated. This method enabled 

recruiters to target select college students. Participant 

companies cited major benefits as the ability of the 

videoconference forum to spread their firm's image 

nationwide and to give new firms exposure (Valenti, 1985). 

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, the development 

of telecommunication devices for business uses expanded. 

Many phases of business including interviewing and hiring 

have been refined through the application of 

videoconferencing technology ("Video-conferencing", 1995). 

Some retailers have installed toll-free telephone job 

lines ("Rent-a-Center's Rapid Growth", 1991). On such a job 

line, prospective employees can hear a listing of available 

positions and arrange to apply for employment with that 

firm. 

The advent of the corporate video enabled corporations 

to attract college students to their firms. Russell-Loretz 

(1995) cited 14 corporate recruiting videos that were 



produced in a drama format. This tactic enabled companies 

to portray themselves as they wish to be perceived. 
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Computerized information systems have been implemented 

by retailers. Such systems collect and analyze data about 

potential and existing employees. A profile addressing such 

aspects as personal traits and work record can be generated. 

This profile can assist in predicting if individuals will 

fit with the firm's style and employment needs. Sears 

established an information system designed to assist with 

employee recruitment and retention (Scheier & Saia, 1996). 

More recently, Internet web sites targeting college 

students have been established (Drake, 1996). Among the 

many retailers with web sites are Dayton-Hudson Corporation, 

Dillard's Department Stores, Federated Department Stores, 

May Department Stores Company, and Saks Incorporated. 

College recruiting schedules are posted on their firm's web 

site by Dayton-Hudson Corporation, Federated Department 

Stores, and May Department Stores ("College Recruitment 

Schedule", 1998; "College Recruitment", 1998; "Recruiting 

Events Calendar", 1998; "College Recruiting", 1997). 

The Interview Process 

Various interviewing formats are used in business 

today. These cover a spectrum ranging from unstructured, 
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informal sessions to structured, formal interviews with oral 

and written components. Prospective interviewees should be 

aware of the varying approaches to interviewing and know 

what to expect during an interview (Bhasin, 1997; Bodenman, 

1995; Howard, 1997; Kohn, 1995/1996; Moore, 1997/1998; Prat, 

1997/1998; Swinyard, Langrehr, & Scott, 1991). 

Kohn (1995/1996) investigated the effect of interview 

structure upon interview results. In this study, interview 

structure was not found to have major influences upon 

outcomes. However, the interviewee's perceptions of the 

organization and the job under consideration were supported 

as affecting interview outcomes. Personal-organization 

congruence (fit) was found to correlate with the 

interviewee's self-perceived organization and job fit, 

supporting the need for applicants to be informed and 

prepared for interviews. 

Bodenman (1995) investigated the role of perceived 

values during a screening interview in determining person

organization fit. Campus recruiters and interviewees 

(N=666) filled out a questionnaire immediately following an 

interview conducted at Pennsylvania State University. Study 

results indicated that shared values play a role in 

determining person-organization fit and interview outcomes. 
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Recruiters were found to use the inferences they made from 

the asking and answering of questions during the interview 

as the major assessment method of an interviewee's values. 

A statistically-significant relationship was found to exist 

between the recruiters' and candidates' perceptions of 

similarity of candidates' values to those of the firm. 

Traditional Interview Formats 

Several established interviewing formats are used by 

U.S. corporations. These include (a) structured, 

(b) one-on-one, (c) panel, and (d) in-house interviews. 

These interview types are not mutually-exclusive and may be 

used in conjunction with one another and with other 

nontraditional formats. 

Traditional interview formats grew out of the need for 

improving the unstructured approach to interviewing. 

Research has shown that unstructured interviews do not 

result in good hiring decisions. Interview methods that can 

be replicated provide a means of applicant evaluation 

("Improving Sales Associate Selection With Structured 

Interview", 1996). 
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Structured Interviews 

Structured interviews follow predetermined questions 

and use established rating scales. This interview format 

may contain oral and written segments (Maurer & Fay, 1988). 

Previous study and review has concluded that structuring the 

selection interview improves its psychometric properties 

(Campion, Palmer, & Campion, 1997). 

Moore (1997/1998) investigated sales managers' 

preinterview biases such as applicants' race, gender, and 

physical attractiveness. Female managers tended to regard 

all applicants as less qualified than male managers while 

older managers recommended significantly higher starting 

salary ranges. The researcher recommended increasing the 

interview's structure in order to mitigate the impact of 

irrelevant biases; one of which is applicant attractiveness. 

In a study of college recruiters conducting on-campus 

interviews at the University of Connecticut, Graves (1989) 

reported the need for structured interviews in order to 

properly assess college students and minimize interviewer 

bias. Wiesner and Cronshaw (1988) conducted a worldwide 

review of published and unpublished literature on interview 

formats. The literature on structured interviews reported 

this format's high validity. Campion et al. (1997) cited 
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standardization, job relatedness, and overlap with cognitive 

abilities as reasons that some considered the structured 

interview to be more valid than unstructured interview. 

Maurer and Fay (1988) stated two additional reasons for 

the validity of the structured format. First, the 

structured interview typically prohibits the interviewer 

from asking additional questions thus reducing the cognitive 

demands on the interviewer and maintaining a consistent 

interview experience from one candidate to the next. 

Secondly, the structured interview usually employs 

mechanical scoring rather than the subjective scoring which 

is typical of the unstructured interview. 

One-On-One Interviews 

An interview of one job applicant conducted by a single 

interviewer is common and is referred to as the one-on-one 

interview format. The economic advantages of this format to 

the company are obvious, especially when traveling to remote 

locations for recruiting. The disadvantage to the 

interviewee is intensified if the interviewer does not 

appear to relate positively to the applicant (Arvey & 

Campion, 1982). Howard (1997) labeled this as the "horns 

effect"--the opposite of the "halo effect" when the 

interviewer identifies favorably with the interviewee. 
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Howard (1997) suggested that the best evaluation tool 

is a series of tests carried out over several days by 

various interviewers. These interviewers should be trained 

to recognize and discount their personal biases. According 

to Howard (1997), the most serious problem with the one-on

one interview is the method's neglect of the candidate's fit 

with the organization and the position under consideration. 

Panel Interviews 

The panel interview uses more than one interviewer. 

Multiple interviewers in the form of a panel, group, or a 

board have been found to improve the reliability and 

validity of the employment interview (Arvey & Campion, 

1982). This approach is conducive with the recent corporate 

trend toward using teams for projects including interviewing 

(Prat, 1997). After a manager identifies a hiring need, a 

team may be assembled to develop questions, identify 

candidates, conduct interviews, and be involved in the 

hiring decision (Bhasin, 1997). 

A variation of the panel interview is the sequence 

interview. In this type of interview several interviewers 

may conduct separate interviews in succession (Tengler & 

Jablin, 1983), allowing interviewers to form independent 



opinions of applicants. 

In-House Interviews 

As its title implies, the in-house interview is 

conducted at the employer's place of business. Cox et al. 

(1989) surveyed 444 members of the American Society for 

Personnel Administration and identified four stages of the 

in-house interview format. In-house interviews progress 

through the (a) prearrival, (b) encounter, (c) decision

making stages, and if an offer of employment is made, end 

with (d) negotiation. 
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Interview stages. The prearrival stage of the in-house 

interview consists of contacting the candidate and then 

making arrangements for travel and other expenditures 

associated with the interview. The encounter stage is the 

actual time frame during which the interview takes place. 

Different levels of management conduct in-house interviews. 

The prearrival and encounter stages assist the company in 

determining who is the best candidate for the position and 

lead to the decision-making stage. 

Several company personnel may be involved in making the 

hiring decision. This decision is usually based upon a 

combination of the interviewee's behavior and information 
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provided during the interview along with the facts supplied 

by his/her resume' and references (Cox et al., 1989). The 

culmination of the interview process is the negotiation 

stage. At this point a job offer is made by the employer 

which the candidate may accept or reject. Further 

discussion of salary and benefits may take place. These 

negotiations may alter the outcome (Cox et al., 1989). 

In-house interview research findings. Cox et al. 

(1989) studied the stages of the corporate interview. In 

their research, candidates were flown to a company location 

for the in-house interview about 70% of the time. Interview 

expenses incurred by the candidates were paid by 67.8% to 

69% of the companies. 

Sixty-two percent of the in-house interviews lasted 

from 1 to 4 hours, 24% took from 5 to 6 hours, and 11.5% 

required an entire business day. Candidates usually 

interviewed with several people from 15 minutes to 1 hour. 

Almost 35% of the respondents replied that the prospective 

employee's immediate supervisor conducted the initial 

interview. Middle managers saw candidates in 33.6% of the 

companies while personnel managers interviewed candidates 

only at 25% of the firms represented by this sample. 
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facts stated in resumes. Thank-you letters were seen as 

inconsequential to candidates' employment prospects by 47.7% 

while 42.5% considered such letters helpful to candidates. 

Job offers were made by telephone or by mail in 55% of 

the cases in the Cox et al. (1989) study. Rejections were 

routinely made by mail. The time span allowed candidates to 

accept or reject offers ranged from 2 days (26.1%) to 1 week 

(36.5%) up to 2 weeks (18.5%). 

Study participants judged the in-house interview to be 

the primary decision-making tool. Cox et al. (1989) found 

that the final negotiation stage included the discussion of 

salary, offers and rejection, and the final decision. 

Innovative Interview Formats 

Several imaginative interview formats were developed 

during the 1980s. Among these are the (a) unstructured, 

(b) behavior description, and (c) situational interviews, 

and the (d) biographical data inventory. 

Technological advances have been applied to the field 

of interviewing ("Retail Technology", 1993). New interview 

formats using computer analysis of personal data (biodata), 

handwriting analysis, and such technical devices as 

telephones, computers, and video cameras have evolved 

(Harvey-Cook & Taffler, 1997; Mason, 1988/1989; Parrish, 



handwriting examiner (Brayer, 1998). 

In Parrish's (1988/1989) study, graphologists and 

interviewers evaluated consumer electronics repair 

technicians on nine job-related traits. In the Parrish 

study (1988/1989), graphologists were able to predict 

personality traits more accurately than traditional 

interviewers. Additionally, handwriting analysis was only 

half as costly as traditional interviewing methods. 

Technical Devices 
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Technical devices used to screen potential employees 

have included polygraph machines, computers, and telephones 

( "Telephone Interview", 19 8 9) . Such technical aids can 

expedite and simplify the interview process. 

Fletcher (1997, June) cautioned users of the telephone 

interview format to implement such procedures with care. 

Although telephone interviews for employment purposes do 

appear promising, research into their structure and 

implementation is scant. 

Automated hiring technology may provide recruiters with 

the ability to reduce the hiring cycle by up to 90%. Aspen 

Tree Software has developed a web-based interview system. 

Aspen Tree designs specific software for each client. For 

Cooper and Lybrand, Aspen Tree assembled a system called 
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Springboard. Applicants respond to 40 multiple-choice and 

several open-ended questions. Starting in September 1997, 

6,000 job applicants, the majority of whom were college 

students, went through the Springboard online selection 

process. About 40% of the applicants were eliminated by the 

online session outcome. The remaining 60% continued on to a 

face-to-face interview (Russell, 1998). 

Nike has used a product developed by Aspen Tree to hire 

employees for Nike retail stores. Experts concur that the 

computer should not make the final hiring decision, but 

should assist the human interviewer by flagging areas of 

interest or concern to gain applicable information 

(Thornburg, 1998). 

A recent interview trend is computer-assisted self 

interviewing. New York-based Mediamark Research Inc. has 

developed this ability for it own market research 

application. The self-administered procedure is called 

CASI-Audi. A notebook computer replays instructions, 

questions, and answer choices on the computer screen. By 

way of touch-screen technology, respondents can record 

answers and control the interview's pace (Gold, 1996). 

Although originally developed for consumer market research, 

this computer application could be adapted for job applicant 



screening at remote sites and provide cost savings for 

recruiters. 

In the early 1990s, Neiman-Marcus began to use 

computers to streamline applicant screening. After 

applications were scored by computer, the highest-scoring 

applicants were called in for personal interviews. This 
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approach has been determined effective in combating employee 

turnover (Stamps, 1995). 

Because of the restrictions of the Polygraph Protection 

Act in December 1988, businesses have sought alternatives 

for selecting reliable, honest employees. Self-administered 

telephone interviews are viewed by some as more reliable 

than the polygraph and pencil-and-paper personality tests 

("Telephone Interview", 1989). 

TeleScreen of Atlanta, Georgia, offers employment 

interviewing that has been validated by nationally

recognized psychology and test-measurement experts. 

Accessed via a toll-free telephone number, the interview 

asks 150 prerecorded questions on topics including previous 

employment, social conformity, absenteeism, and 

dependability. Peck found TeleScreen outperformed the 

polygraph in identifying problem applicants ("Telephone 

Interview", 1989). 
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Substance Abuse Screening 

Human resource professionals have included drug and 

alcohol testing in with the more common pen-and-paper tests 

for employment selection. Clearly, corporate personnel 

departments are struggling with the ethical and legal 

aspects of drug screening (Arthur & Doverspike, 1997). 

The Institute for a Drug-Free Workplace proposed 

legislation that would give corporations legal protection if 

they voluntarily follow government-established safeguards 

when testing employee for alcohol and illegal drug use. If 

enacted, the Private-Sector Drug-Free Workplace Act would 

permit businesses to test current and perspective employees 

for these substances as a condition of employment. Firms 

would be protected from legal action if certain safety 

standards for such testing are followed (Kirch, 1996). 

Applicant Tests in Retailing 

A wide variety of psychological tests are used in 

retailing. Tests specific to ones aptitude for the field, 

personality and behavior, and intelligence are typical types 

of measures used for potential employees. 
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Given to job applicants in a group setting, this test 

takes from 15 to 60 minutes to complete. The overall 

evaluation is established by the client organization and is 

based upon specific organizational requirements. One of 

four evaluations are possible (recommended, qualified, not 

recommended, and no opinion) in each of the instrument's 

four parts (integrity attitude, antisocial history, recent 

drug use, and work history). 

London House Personnel Selection Inventory. This 

instrument helps identify individuals who are likely to be 

honest and have a positive attitude toward work, safety, and 

customer service. Developed by SRA/London House (1975-80) 

for administration to groups of job applicants, London House 

is administered with no time restrictions. 

Stanton Inventory. Klump (1975-82) developed Stanton 

Inventory (SI) in order to indicate internal theft problems 

in the workplace. It is an untirned instrument given to 

groups of employees. 

Stanton Survey and Stanton Survey Phase II (Klump, 

Reed, & Perman, 1964-93) provide indicators of previous 

counterproductive workplace behavior and attitudes toward 

honesty. This instrument is given to applicants for 

employment individually as in a group and is not timed. 
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Personality and Behavior Tests 

Several tests developed to investigate an individual's 

personality and behavior are utilized by retailers. Some of 

these include Adult Personality Inventory (Krug, 1982), 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Myers & Briggs, 1943), 

Orientation and Motivations Inventory (Lorr, Youniss, & 

Stefic, 1981), and Occupational Personality Questionnaire 

(Saville & Holdsworth, Ltd., 1984). 

Adult Personality Inventory. The Adult Personality 

Inventory (Krug, 1982) is "a tool for analyzing and 

reporting individual differences in personality, 

interpersonal styles, and career/life-style preferences". 

Persons aged 16 or older can be given this test individually 

or in a group setting. Respondents usually need between 45 

and 60 minutes to complete the API which is published by 

MeriTech, Inc. 

Occupational Personality Questionnaire. Occupational 

Personality Questionnaire (OPQ) is a self-report instrument 

given to individuals or groups that requires about 35 

minutes to complete. Written and published by Saville and 

Holdsworth, Ltd. (1984) The test is available in Chinese 

(Mandarin), Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, 

Norwegian, Portuguese, and Spanish. 



The OPQ measures personality and motivational traits, 

which are particularly relevant to the work environment. 

Four measures are taken: interpersonal relationships, 

thinking styles, feelings and emotions, and social 

desirability. 

Orientation and Motivation Inventory. Developed by 

Lorr et al. (1981), Orientation and Motivation Inventory 

(OMI) measures "motivational dimensions which account for 
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how people behave". This instrument is given individuals in 

the 11th grade through college sophomores in a group 

session lasting from 30 to 45 minutes. 

Twelve aspects are scored in the OMI. These include 

theoretical versus practical, altruistic versus help

withholding, approval-seeking versus admitting-frailties, 

novelty-seeking versus liking-sameness, and achievement

motivated versus nonambitious. Also measured is 

psychological mindedness versus nonpsychological minded, 

power-seeking versus power-avoiding, planful-organized 

versus casual-unregulated, materially-oriented versus 

nonacquisitive, adventure-seeking versus cautious, people

oriented versus impersonal, and recognition-seeking versus 

recognition-avoiding. 
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Intelligence Tests 

Tests developed to measure mental capacity are applied 

to applicants for entry-level retail positions. One of the 

most frequently used by retailers is Watson-Glaser Critical 

Thinking Appraisal. Another is the Adult Literacy Scale. 

Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. This 

instrument was developed by Watson and Glaser (1942-80) to 

assess critical thinking abilities related to reading 

comprehension. Given in a group setting to high school and 

college students and other adults, it takes about 40 to 50 

minutes to complete. Six aspects are scored including 

inference, recognition or assumptions, deduction, 

interpretation, evaluation of arguments, as well as a total 

score. 

ESL/Adult Literacy Scale. Adult Literacy Scale (Roddy, 

1989) is designed to determine the appropriate starting 

level for English as a second language and literacy 

instruction. Individual adults are given 15 to 20 minutes 

to complete this test. The aspects measured include 

listening, grammar, life skills, reading, and composition. 

Humm Wadsworth Temperament Profile. The Humm Wadsworth 

Temperament Profile assesses an individual's character, 

leadership abilities, and predicts job performance. Along 



with biographical data and job evaluation facts this 

information provides the company with a candidate's 

suitability for the intended position (Robinson, 1985). 

Myers-Briggs Types Indicator. The Myers-Briggs Type 
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Indicator (Briggs, Myers, & Mccaulley, 1943) is based on 

personality theory of Jung. This instrument was designed to 

identify the basic preference of people in regard to 

perception and judgment so that the effects of each 

preference, singly and in combination, can be established by 

research and put to practical use. Four aspects are scored 

which include extraversion vs. introversion, sensing vs. 

intuition, thinking vs. feeling, and judgement vs. 

perception. 

A self-reporting method of easily-recognized reactions 

is used in a group setting of subjects. The inventory takes 

from 30 to 40 minutes to complete. Published by Consulting 

Psychologists Press, Inc., Myers-Briggs is also available in 

Spanish. 

The use of psychological or personality tests for 

recruiting purposes has evoked mixed reactions. Apparent 

controversy over this type of testing began to diminish in 

the early 1980s (Hill, 1983). Andrew Kirk, a management 

consultant, placed little confidence in either psychological 



or personality tests. Andrew Banks of Slade Consulting 

Group has cautioned that such tests should be used 

selectively (Critchley, 1984). 

Integrity Tests 
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For optimal hiring, Lousig-Nont (1997) recommends the 

use of reliable and scientifically-valid honesty and 

integrity tests. The use of integrity tests as a 

preemployment screening tool became more routine in the late 

1980s and early 1990s (Cochran, 1991/1992; Fletcher, 1990; 

Fletcher, 1992). Character or integrity tests have been 

shown to be effective tools for predicting a job candidate's 

trustworthiness or potential drug abuse ("A Little Polish", 

1997; Mercer, 1993). 

Wheeler (1997) conducted a study in which interview 

candidates (N=120) were assigned to a simulated interview. 

Wheeler (1997) noted that misrepresentation of skills and 

job-related work experience by a candidate had been 

virtually ignored because of the widespread use of 

structured interviews which have reduced concerns about a 

candidate's reliability, job relevance, and legality. An 

interviewee's belief that interview responses would be 

verified had no impact upon their responses. However, 
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candidates' length of response to interview questions and 

the interviewers' impression of the candidates' honesty were 

found to correlate significantly with the total score of the 

interview. 

Fletcher (1992) underscored that although openness can 

signify honesty, individuals displaying low degrees of 

openness can still be communicating honestly. Deliberate 

dishonesty during employment interviews was admitted by 25% 

of undergraduates surveyed by Keenan (1980). 

Integrity tests are used by some retailers. In a study 

of 116 apparel specialty and conventional department stores, 

Cochran (1991/1992) found that 35.34% of the retailers 

surveyed used integrity tests as preemployment screening 

tools. Cochran (1991/1992) found that applicants for 

managerial positions with apparel specialty and conventional 

department stores were often asked to pass an integrity test 

as a condition for employment. 

Paajanen (1989), investigated the prediction of 

employee behaviors that are counterproductive to businesses. 

Theft of property, as well as decreased production time and 

quality, were examined. Screening applicants using 

polygraph and written tests has had limited success in 

controlling these counterproductive behaviors. 
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Paajanen (1989) developed and tested a model using 

organizational variables and personality traits as a prior

to-employment predictor of job performance. Results of a 

survey of 5,000 hourly-wage employees indicated that such 

aspects as control of impulses and hostility, level of 

responsibility, and degree of work motivation are important 

indicators of productive employees. 

To some degree, dishonesty during interviewing may 

actually be the interviewee's attempt to portray 

himself/herself in a certain manner. These efforts at 

impression management can be unprofitable and even 

detrimental to the interviewee (Gilmore & Ferris, 1989). 

Fletcher's research (1990) confirmed that candidates trying 

to project a certain image during the interview received 

less-favorable rating from interviewers. 

Biographical Data Inventory 

The biographical data inventory, a personal history, 

summarizes an individual's aptitudes, skills, and 

experience. This method has been found to be an excellent 

indicator of future job performance. One important 

advantage of such a statistical model is that it is 

unbiased. Applied to the selection of graduate trainees in 

medium-sized firms, research conducted by Harvey-Cook and 



Taffler (1997) found this approach to be fairer and more 

accurate than subjective interview methods. 

Biographical data (also called biodata) was developed 

to replace the personal interview (Mason, 1988/1989). The 

intent is to reduce the often-criticized, intuitive, and 

subjective approaches to interviewing. The goal is to 
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develop an inventory of biographical data that then can be 

statistically analyzed. Admittedly the information gathered 

would need to be relevant, well-defined, and interpreted 

using a reliable scoring method. 

Hiring Criteria Used in Retailing 

The determination of whether or not to hire an 

applicant is one of the most important decisions in business 

(Hollon & Gable, 1979). Most companies follow a set of 

criteria for hiring new employees. Specific educational 

requirements, work experience, and personal qualities are 

typically among a company's corpus of hiring criteria. 

Recent studies by Keech (1998), Donnellan (1998, 1996) 

and Heitmeyer et al. (1992) investigated personal traits, 

skills, competencies, and accomplishments in relationship to 

hiring criteria. Keech (1998) consulted an expert panel of 

25 recruiters from a cross section of U.S. retailers 

regarding entry-level retail management competencies. 
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Keech (1998) identified entry-level retail management 

competencies from a broad, multi-company perspective. Each 

competency was then assigned to a learning category in order 

to assess the level of importance to retail recruiters 

working in a firm's store or merchandising division. Among 

the 25 retailers in the Keech (1998) research were 

3 discount stores, 6 department stores, and 3 apparel 

stores. Participants included corporate level (80.0%) and 

regional (16.0%) recruiters. 

Of the recruiters working for merchandising divisions, 

92.3% planned recruiting efforts, 84.6% coordinated 

recruiting efforts, and 76.9% personally recruited 

applicants for their firms. The majority of the recruiters 

working in the store division planned (87.0%) and 

coordinated (73.9%) recruiting efforts as well as personally 

recruited applicants (56.5%). 

In order to identify knowledge, attitude, and skill 

competencies (KAS competencies) the Delphi method of group 

consensus was used by Keech (1998). Levels of hierarchy 

were established within the KAS competencies for the store 

division and the merchandising division based upon the mean 

importance ratings assigned by the recruiters. 
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Fifty percent of the retail organizations surveyed by 

Keech (1998) required a college degree for entry-level 

retail management positions in the store division while 

62.5% had such requirements for management positions in the 

merchandising division. Retail firms (81.3%) indicated a 

grade point average requirement for their store division and 

50.0% for their merchandising division. 

For the store division, academic areas from which 

retail firms recruited included merchandising (37.5%), 

retailing (37.5%), management (37.5%), and marketing 

(31.3%), other (12.5%), and no specific area (12.5%). 

Academic areas from which retail organizations recruited for 

their merchandising division included merchandising (87.5%), 

marketing (87.5%), retailing (75.0%), management (75.0%), 

other (37.5%), and no specific area (25.0%). 

All study participants (Keech, 1998) recruited on 

college campuses for entry-level management positions in 

both their store and merchandising divisions. The average 

number of campuses recruited for the store divisions was 53 

and 25 for the merchandising division. 

Keech (1998) compared ratings given by retail 

recruiters to ratings given by merchandising educators and 

marketing educators. Findings indicted that differences 



exist among recruiters, merchandising educators, and 

marketing educators regarding specific competency 

categories. Results suggest the importance of industry-
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based competency identification for collegiate retailing and 

merchandising curricula. 

Donnellan (1998) asked 49 shopping-center developers 

about the educational requirements for management-level 

positions in shopping centers. Subjects were asked to rate 

the importance of 16 behaviors and characteristics for 

careers in shopping center management. 

Participants in the Donnellan (1998) study rated common 

sense as most important in shopping center management 

careers. Intelligence was placed a close second. 

Exhibiting high energy was rated as third most important. 

Establishing priorities and completing tasks in a timely 

manner were viewed as equally important. 

Two years earlier, Donnellan (1996) investigated the 

educational requirements for managerial positions in 

retailing. Respondents, vice-presidents of human resources 

with department, specialty, and discount stores, rated 

using good judgement and common sense, indicators of 

maturity, as most important. Demonstrating a high energy 

level was rated second most important. Relating well to 



one's subordinates was rated third. 

College grade point average was not judged important 

for management trainees by 71% of Donnellan's (1996) 

respondents. This confirms Skinner-Annable and Wilson's 
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(1988) findings that although a college degree was valued by 

many retailers, excelling academically is not a requirement. 

Similarities of results were noted in the two Donnellan 

studies (1998, 1996). Shopping center administrators and 

vice presidents of human resource departments in retail 

firms placed common sense as the most important personal 

characteristic in a potential employee. Displaying high 

energy was ranked second by the retailers and third by the 

shopping center administrators. Completing tasks in a 

timely manner was placed fifth by both respondent groups. 

Heitmeyer et al. (1992) surveyed retail executives 

working for department stores located in the southeastern 

United States. Respondents rated 31 retail skills and 

knowledge items as they relate to college graduates' career 

potential in retailing. One's ability to work well with 

numbers was rated as most important. Representative of 

one's communication and interpersonal skills, retail selling 

technique was rated as second most important. Supervision 

and assistance of the sales force was rated third 



substantiating managerial skills as one of the top 

requirements for success in the retail field (Key Research 

Themes in Retailing 1990-93, 1990). 

Hiring Criteria on Retai1ers' Web Sites 

Retail organizations present career information on 

their Internet web sites. Dayton-Hudson Corporation, 
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Dillard Department Stores, Federated Department Stores, May 

Department Stores Company, and Saks Incorporated are among 

those large retailers listing facts about career 

opportunities with their firms over the Internet. 

Dayton-Hudson Corporation maintains a web site 

(www.dhc.com) with separate pages for Target and Mervyn's 

each apart from Dayton's, Hudson's, and Marshall Field, 

their other department stores ("Career Paths", 1998). At 

Dayton-Hudson Corporation, career path direction and 

progress are to a great extent, self-determined by an 

executive trainees' abilities. Career tracks in both 

management and merchandising emphasizing the "big picture" 

are offered by Dayton-Hudson ( "Career Paths", 1998) . 

Federated Department Stores lists on their web site 

(www.federated-fds.com) the personal characteristics desired 

in prospective executive trainees. Personal traits 

specified by Federated are managerial spirit, problem-



solving ability, assertiveness, confidence, interpersonal 

skills, creativity, and leadership ("College Recruitment", 

1998) . 
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May Department Stores Company considers graduates with 

a bachelor's degree from an accredited 4-year college or 

university with a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 on a 

4.0 system. Both liberal arts and business majors are among 

those accepted into May Department Store's training program 

( "College Recruiting", 1997) . 

Although previous retail experience is not required, 

May Department Stores Company looks for individuals who 

exhibit leadership ability, ambition, competitiveness, and 

strong analytical skills. Aggressive, productive, 

competitive individuals with interpersonal skills are sought 

by this retailer. The ideal May Department Store Company 

employee is described as inquisitive, well-organized, and 

prepared to learn and work ("College Recruiting", 1997). 

Proffitt's Incorporated recently merged with Saks 

Holdings, Incorporated to form a combined company named Saks 

Incorporated. On Proffitt's web site, the firm stated that 

they seek enthusiastic and dedicated entry-level executive 

trainee candidates ("Employment Opportunities", 1998). 
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There are organizations which serve as intermediaries 

between job seekers and corporations. Jobtrak is one such 

firm. Jobtrak works with over 200 college career centers in 

the United States by providing job listings at no charge. 

Jobtrak provides an online campus recruiting management 

system to college career centers. Job seekers may search 

the database 24 hours daily, post their resume ✓ online, and 

access many other career resources including Jobtrak Career 

Forums, Job Search Manual, and Guide to Graduate Schools. 

Applicant Characteristics 

An applicant's personal traits (characteristics) play a 

major role in the hiring process. Several researchers have 

studied the role of applicants' traits in relation to 

interviewing and hiring (DeBell, 1991/1992; Engstrom, 

1991/1992; Long, 1992/1993; Richter, 1992). 

Vice President of Personnel Decisions International, 

George Paajanen, cautioned those in positions to make hiring 

decisions to use appropriate hiring criteria. In addition 

to relying upon feelings and instinct, commonly, hiring 

decisions are based upon erroneous or inapplicable candidate 

qualities (McShulskis, 1997). 

Graves (1989) observed that college recruiters 

conducting on-campus interviews at the University of 
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Connecticut based their decisions about candidates' 

personalities upon personal traits. Cox et al. (1989) 

identified five personal traits of job candidates considered 

by interviewers as most important. These included (a) work 

experience, (b) enthusiasm, (c) responses' appropriateness, 

(d) maturity, and (e) confidence demonstrated during the 

interview. 

Posner (1981) investigated the extent to which 

corporate recruiters, students, and faculty members shared 

an understanding of important job applicant characteristics 

and desirable job factors. Faculty were found to undervalue 

the amount of importance corporate recruiters attach to 

students' future ambitions. Along with "communications 

ability", "future potential" was judged to be one of the two 

most important student characteristics during an interview 

in Posner's study (1981). Posner's study (1981) also 

reconfirmed these results; two student characteristics 

(future potential and communications ability) were judged 

most important. 

Appearance 

Previous research has explored the role of appearance 

in impression formation (Engstrom, 1991/1992; Forsythe, 

Drake, & Cox, 1985). Engstrom (1991/1992) studied the 
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effects of appearance on evaluations of credibility. The 

results of this research indicated that appearance may not 

play as strong a role as some maintain. Three modes of 

dress were used: conservative, casual, and neutral. An 

interaction was observed between the mode of dress and the 

gender of the subject. Casually-dressed females were judged 

higher in character than conservatively-dressed males. 

Raza and Carpenter (1987) questioned if better

qualified candidates appear more attractive to interviewers. 

An applicant's intelligence and likability were most 

important in securing high ratings as a potentially superior 

employee. High ratings of skills became more important when 

determining whether to hire an individual. 

Forsythe et al. (1985) studied the effect of differing 

degrees of masculinity in female attire upon personnel 

managers ratings of applicants. Moderately-masculine 

clothing worn during interviews was found to effect 

positively ratings of female interviewees. However, female 

applicants wearing extremely-masculine clothing were rated 

lower. In an earlier study, college faculty expected 

corporate recruiters to be more strongly influenced by 

student appearance than study results showed (Posner, 1981). 
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Communication Ski11s 

Employers seek graduates with good communication skills 

(Thornburg, 1997). In addition to conversation and written 

language, communication is considered to include the 

nonspeaking methods of communicating attitudes and moods 

(Radtke, 1997) . 

College recruiters surveyed by Swett (1997) rated 

excellent communication skills as highly desirable 

characteristics in graduating college seniors seeking 

employment. Good oral and written communication skills were 

rated as the most important selection fact by college 

recruiters in a study conducted by Mottino (1995/1996). 

Verbal. Parton (1996/1997) investigated the effects of 

interviewee speech style on employment interview outcomes. 

Subjects listened to audiotaped interviews which manipulated 

powerful and powerless speech styles. Results indicated 

that a powerful speech style portrayed positive attributes 

such as competence and employability. 

Long (1992/1993) investigated job candidate self

monitoring and verbal impression during employment 

interviews. Study results showed a strong relationship 

between recruiters' ratings and hiring recommendations for 

candidates that exhibited self-monitoring skills. The 



ability to self-monitor during an interview was especially 

significant for applicants seeking people-oriented 

employment. 
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DeBell (1991/1992) investigated the impact of applicant 

characteristics during on-campus interviews. Ninety-two 

college students were interviewed by 40 recruiters. Female 

participants were rated significantly higher than males on 

their nonverbal behavior during the interview process. 

Although recruiters believed they were using a variety 

of factors equally when making hiring decisions, Hultz 

(1988) found that recruiters were relaying heavily upon the 

applicant's communication skills. In a video-taped 

interview of applicants, ranging in age from 16 to 25, 

interviewing for positions including retail jobs, 

"communication grammar" and "attitude" were judged as the 

two most critical factors by employers (Gordon, 1985). 

The importance of both verbal and nonverbal behaviors 

during the employment interview was studied by Shulman 

(1986). An interactive video, "The Screening Interview" was 

developed at Miami University, Ohio, to assist college 

students in preparing for on-campus employment interviews 

with corporate recruiters. Through simulated interviews, 

students became aware of the role of verbal and nonverbal 



behaviors at each stage of the interview process. 

Other research into the role of communication skills 

for retail management of all levels indicated that the 

relevance of communication skills was expected to keep 

growing (Bewayo, 1986). Posner's (1981) study of job 
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applicant characteristics found communications ability 

during an interview along with perceived future potential of 

the interviewee to be most important to recruiters. 

Nonverba1. Nonverbal manifestations of communication 

apprehension during the employment interview was 

investigated by Radtke (1997). Individuals who reported 

anxiety during communication as a personal trait (trait CA) 

were compared with people who experienced anxiety only 

during events such as interviews (state CA). Seventy-one 

students completed the Personal Report of Communication 

Apprehension (Mccroskey, 1982) as a measure of trait CA and 

the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Richmond, 1978) to 

measure state CA. After the subjects participated in a 

panel interview, the interviewers rated their perceptions of 

subjects' behaviors and overall anxiety using the Behavioral 

Assessment of Speech Anxiety (Mulac & Sherman, 1975). 

Results indicated that trait CA and state CA are 

exhibited via different nonverbal behaviors and that 
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perceived anxiety can predict state CA but not trait CA. 

Interestingly, individuals with high trait CA did not 

display agitated behaviors during the interview. This 

negative relationship can be used to predict traits CA 

levels. Those individuals with state CA were identified by 

rigid behaviors. General anxiety perceived by the 

interviewer predicted state CA but not trait CA thus 

suggesting that the individual with high trait CA has 

learned to reduce and control anxious behaviors. Perceived 

overall anxiety was found to increase displays of speech 

disfluency, inhibition, agitation, and rigid behaviors 

(Radtke, 1997). 

Vaughan (1996/1998) investigated information conveyed 

through both verbal content and nonverbal (visual) channels 

during interviews. Nonverbal cues such as a smile, gaze, or 

hand gesture and the posture and physical attractiveness of 

the interviewee were measured to represent the nonverbal 

communication channel. Study results suggested that 

relevant job-related personality dimensions may be conveyed 

through both verbal and nonverbal communication. 

Richter (1992) conducted a study to identify nonverbal 

cues available for use in a first-encounter situation, such 

as an interview. Sixty-two male and female undergraduate 
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students participated in a first-encounter situation then 

answered a questionnaire. Results indicated that the most 

important nonverbal cue was the amount of eye contact. An 

individual's body shape was found to be the least important 

nonverbal cue. 

Holmes (1983) conducted a study on how an interviewees' 

nonverbal behavior affected evaluations during a selection 

interview. Such aspects as exhibiting good eye contact, a 

high energy level, and speech fluency with few disturbances 

were shown to play a major role in recruiters' rating of 

applicants. Research findings by Arvey and Campion (1982) 

concur that nonverbal behavior has a significant impact upon 

interview ratings of candidates. 

Computer Skills 

Opinions on computer skills differ. Garner (1997) 

stated that people with specific computer skills, such as 

Internet connectivity and project management, are in high 

demand. While computer and other technical skills are 

valued abilities in potential employees, some recruiters 

have indicated qualified individuals can learn specific 

computer operations once on the job (Swett, 1997). 
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Interpersona1 Ski11s 

The ability to work with a variety of people in 

retailing, both associates and customers, is essential. 

Swett (1997) surveyed college recruiters who indicated that 

teamwork and leadership were among those skills they rated 

most highly when evaluating college seniors seeking 

employment. 

Federated and May Department Stores list leadership and 

interpersonal skills among those characteristics they desire 

in prospective executive trainees on their web sites 

("College Recruitment", 1998; "College Recruiting", 1997). 

On-campus recruiters screening college graduates for entry

level managerial positions were surveyed by Mottino 

(1995/1996). Demonstrating an "outgoing, people-oriented 

personality" was listed as one of the two most important 

applicant traits. Recruiters sought individuals who would 

lead by negotiation and promote a cooperative, team spirit. 

Mercer (1993) reported that validated tests are 

effective tools for ascertaining a candidate's interpersonal 

skills. One example is The Humm Wadsworth Temperament 

Profile assesses one's character, leadership abilities, and 

predicts job performance (Robinson, 1985). 
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Self-Esteem 

In DeBell's (1991/1992) study, self-esteem was 

indicated as an important factor for interviewing success. 

Second interviews were offered to those who scored 

significantly higher on career salience and self-esteem 

measures. Communication skills and appearance are avenues 

that can convey an applicant's self-esteem. The significant 

effect of self-esteem was supported by Arvey and Campion's 

(1982) research. 

Academic Major 

Graduates of most academic concentrations are 

considered for entry-level executive retail positions. 

Well-rounded students with good analytical skills are sought 

by recruiters (Dunne & Lusch, 1999; Heitmeyer et al., 1992). 

Donnellan (1996) found those who valued baccalaureate 

degrees specified degrees in retailing (89%), management 

(81%), and marketing (58%) most frequently. Swinyard et al. 

(1991) reported that retailers have criticized schools with 

strong marketing orientations for directing students away 

from retailing. 
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Academic Achievement 

Although most retail organizations require a college 

degree for acceptance into an entry-level executive training 

program, views on grade point average vary. Grade point 

average was identified as a valid predictor of recruiters' 

interview ratings of college students (DeBell, 1991/1992). 

Forty corporate recruiters interviewed 56 male and 36 female 

college students. Grade point average was found to be the 

best predictor of interview ratings for male applicants. 

Women's ratings could be predicted by several factors one of 

which was grade point average. 

Hultz (1988) studied the role of grade point average 

and recruiter decision making. Although the 151 college 

recruiters participating in the study believed that they 

used a wide array of criteria for decision making, grade 

point average in a student's major field of study was found 

to be one of two aspects that influenced their hiring 

decisions most heavily. 

Extracurricular Activities 

Although not a prerequisite for being selected for an 

executive trainee position, recruiters viewed favorably 

those employment candidates who exhibited a work history or 
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any entrepreneurial endeavors in addition to their college 

studies ( "Career Paths", 1998) . Exhibiting high grades and 

working during college were collaborated as important 

factors in securing employment by Marshall (1984). 

Students' employment status prior to graduation and grade 

point average in their major field of study were found to be 

the best predictors of job placement success. 

Contradictory results were obtained in an earlier 

study. Participation in extracurricular activities was seen 

as one of two least important job applicant characteristics 

in Posner's (1981) research. 

Personal Recommendations 

The importance placed upon information obtained from 

sources other than the applicant varies from one study to 

another. Lousig-Nont (1997) warned against hiring relying 

on impeccable references. Various aspects of reference 

letters were investigated by Juneja (1995). 

Letter length and quality were manipulated in the 

Juneja (1995) study. Both the short (under one page) and 

long (over one page) letters contained the same items of 

information. Both lengths were written in three levels of 

grammar quality (good, average, and poor). The reference 

letter's length did not have a significant effect on a 
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candidate's overall assessment. Juneja (1995) found that 

the reference letter's quality did have a significant effect 

on candidate assessment. The two higher quality levels 

portrayed the candidate more favorably than did the poor

quality letter. 

Posner's (1981) study results showed that students 

perceived recruiters placing more importance upon personal 

recommendations than recruiters actually did. Recruiters 

rated personal and faculty recommendations as the least 

important applicant characteristic. 

Results from 378 members of the National Retail 

Merchants Association (now the National Retail Federation), 

in a study by Hollon and Gable (1979) found retailers rely 

upon "non-self reports" (recommendations communicated 

verbally or in writing) to validate information given by 

employees to differing degrees. Importance of applicant 

information from "non-self" sources varied with the position 

sought and the retail firm's size. 

Employee Turnover 

Employee turnover in retailing is known to be high, 

often exceeding 30%. Better employee screening, job 

clarification, and recruiting could aid in achieving better 

employee-job matches. It has been discovered that students 



may have misconceptions about what a specific job entails. 

This in turn could save retail firms the costs associated 

with the replacement of mismatched employees (Brakefield, 

1990; Bertrand, 1990; White, 1995). 
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Long hours and scheduling problems were among the 

reasons cited by respondents to studies on voluntary 

turnover of retail management trainees in a wide spectrum of 

retail environments (Wells & Muchinsky, 1985). A heavy 

workload was cited as causing job tension among the 

department store buyers surveyed by Wang (1987/1988). 

Several studies have investigated retail turnover rates 

(Bailey, 1992/1993; Crandall, 1992/1993; Holzer, 1994). 

Studies by Gable and Hollon (1984) and Gable et al. (1984) 

examined the turnover rates typical of executive trainees in 

retailing. 

Gable et al. (1984) reported that executive trainees 

turnover has been documented at high rates. Entry-level 

managerial trainees were found to exhibit a turnover rate 

ranging from 24% up to 49%. Gable et al. (1984) found that 

retail trainees with a clear understanding of the job for 

which they were training were less likely to voluntarily 

leave retail employment. Data on 279 managerial trainees 

applicants were collected between January 1981 and December 



1982. Results imply that probit analysis can reduce 

managerial trainee turnover and that weighted application 

forms benefit retailers in the employee selection process. 
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Gable and Hollon (1984) conducted an extensive study of 

trainees at a 23-store chain of department stores from 

January 1977 through December 1982. Several factors were 

found in common among those trainees who endured the retail 

training programs. Those who finished the training programs 

were more often females with a high school or 2-year college 

degree having over 3 years of prior retail experience. 

Summary 

Corporate recruiting, interviewing, and hiring may vary 

from one retail format to another. Apparel specialty chain, 

conventional department, and discount department stores are 

major retail firms offering entry-level executive trainee 

positions to college graduates of merchandising programs. 

Most retail organizations can be categorized as either 

a department or specialty store. Included in the department 

store category are conventional, departmentalized specialty, 

national chain, discount, and wholesale warehouse club 

department stores. Specialty stores encompass apparel 

specialty chain, mom-and-pop, off-price, and single-line 

specialty stores. Currently, apparel specialty chain, 



conventional department, and discount department stores 

dominate the U.S. retail environment. 
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Retail corporations recruit prospective executive 

trainees primarily from 4-year merchandising programs. 

Determining applicant-organization fit is a major factor in 

job satisfaction and reduction of employee turnover and the 

associated expenses. Various types of interviews are used 

ranging from traditional to more innovative styles. The 

hiring criteria used by retail recruiters may consider a 

wide spectrum of academic, work experience, and personality 

variables. 

Many interview formats are used by retail recruiters of 

executive trainees. Traditional interview formats such as 

the structured, one-on-one, panel, and in-house are 

customary. Innovative interview formats include the 

unstructured, behavior description, situational, 

biographical data inventory, and handwriting analysis. 

Technical devices such as telephones, computers, and video 

cameras may be utilized in some innovative interviewing 

methods. Aptitude, personality, psychological, drug use, 

intelligence, integrity tests are also being used to screen 

potential executive trainees. 
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A wide spectrum of criteria is used by retailers for 

selecting executive trainees. Personal traits such as 

communication skills, and behavior during the interview, and 

are appraised. Personal recommendations along with academic 

major and achievement are regularly considered. Previous 

employment and extracurricular activities may be among those 

factors retail recruiters assess for entry-level executive 

trainee positions. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to describe and compare 

recruiting procedures, interviewing methods, and hiring 

criteria used by apparel specialty chain, conventional 

department, and discount department stores in hiring entry

level executive trainees. (See Appendices A, B, and C for 

store format lists.) A cover letter and a self-administered 

questionnaire were mailed to a nationwide sample of retail 

executives (see Appendices D and E). Described in this 

chapter are the procedures followed in conducting the 

research, including selection of the sample, development and 

administration of the research instrument, the pilot test, 

and data analysis. 

Sample Selection 

The population for the study was U.S.-based apparel 

specialty chain, conventional department, and discount 

department stores with at least 100 full-time employees or 

the equivalent. To determine the sample, an inventory was 

compiled from annual lists published in the following trade 
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publications and retail directories: "Discount industry 

annual report: Top 200 Discount Stores", (Discount Store 

News, 1997), Fairchild's Retail Store Financial (1997), "Top 

20 apparel chains", "Top 20 department stores", "Top 20 

discount stores" (Stores, 1998), and Ward's Business 

Directory of U.S. Private and Public Companies (1998). 

The three store formats were expanded from their 

strict definitions to include retail firms that function as 

members of that group due to size, image, or public 

perception. Included with the apparel specialty chain store 

group were off-price apparel specialty stores such as Ross 

and Marshall's. Large specialty department stores, such as 

Saks Fifth Avenue and Nordstrom, and national chain 

department stores, Sears and J.C. Penney, were included in 

the conventional department store list. Wholesale warehouse 

clubs, such as Sam's and Caldor, were added to the discount 

department store category. 

The corporate headquarters for each store listed was 

contacted by telephone in order to confirm mailing addresses 

and identify names and titles of retail executives 

responsible for the recruiting, interviewing, and hiring of 

entry-level executive trainees in each firm. Retail firms 

that were no longer in business, those with fewer than 100 
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full-time employees or the equivalent, and firms that 

declined to participate in the study were deleted from the 

sample lists. The final sample list of 134 stores included 

55 apparel specialty chain, 41 conventional department, and 

38 discount department stores. 

Instrument Deve1opment 

A self-administered questionnaire was developed by the 

researcher to collect data according to the purpose of the 

study. Recruiting, interviewing, and hiring procedures 

typically used in business were identified by a review of 

literature and provided the basis for questionnaire 

development. (See Appendix E.) 

The instrument was developed from three sources: items 

contained in two separate questionnaires (Donnellan, 1996; 

Heitmeyer et al., 1992) and the attributes listed by Dunne 

and Lusch as "prerequisites for success" (Retailing, 1999, 

pp. 22-24) . For the study instrument, items were 

categorized as personal achievements, skills, and traits. 

The questionnaire was designed with four sections to 

gather data regarding recruiting procedures, interviewing 

methods, hiring criteria, and descriptive demographics of 

the retail firms. The first section consisted of six 
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questions that sought demographic information about the 

responding executives and the retail firms. Respondents 

were asked to identify their retail format (apparel 

specialty chain, conventional department, or discount 

department store), their current position title, and the 

number of units in their retail division. Also requested 

were annual sales volume for their retail division, number 

of full-time equivalent employees, and geographical regions 

of store locations. 

The second section included 10 questions regarding 

where, when, and how entry-level executive trainees were 

recruited. Twenty-four questions on interviewing methods 

comprised the third section of the questionnaire. 

Information was gathered concerning interview format, 

length, and location. Other questions asked who conducted 

the interviews and what additional testing was required. 

In the third section, participants were asked to rate 

11 education and experience factors using a 4-point Likert

type scale for the degree of importance including 1 (none), 

2 (low), 3 (moderate), or 4 (high). How applicants' grade 

point average, college major, employment history, and 

extracurricular activities influence their likelihood of 

being interviewed were explored. Other topics addressed 



included how and when job offers or rejections are 

communicated and when the issue of salary is discussed. 

The fourth and final section of the questionnaire, 

contained eight questions about hiring criteria. 

Respondents were asked to rate 16 applicant skills such as 

computer, leadership, and communication skills. In a 

separate question, 26 applicant personality traits such as 

maturity, honesty, and creativity were rated. Items were 
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rated on a 4-point Likert-type scale for the degree of 

importance ranging from 1 (none), 2 (low), 3 (moderate), or 

4 (high). 

Respondents were asked to list the three personal 

achievements, skills, and traits they considered to be the 

most important for an entry-level executive trainee. The 

three least important personal achievements, skills, and 

traits were also requested. 

To establish content validity, the questionnaire was 

critiqued by a panel of experts including 10 academic 

educators and researchers in the field. Five of these were 

fashion and textiles faculty at Texas Woman's University. 

The remaining five were on the faculties of Auburn 

University, University of Arizona, University of Georgia, 

University of Kentucky at Lexington, and University of 
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Massachusetts at Amherst. 

Necessary revisions for clarity were made. These 

included a typographical error in the fifth response option 

of question four that was changed from "$300 million to $1 

billion" to "$600 million to $1 billion". A colon was 

placed after each U.S. geographical region to encourage 

respondents to check the appropriate region(s) and to limit 

circling of individual states listed for each region in 

questions six and 13. The options of "summer" and "winter" 

were added to question 16. Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was 

added to the list in question 23. The phrase "firm's 

starting salary" was changed to "firm's average starting 

salary" in question 33. Selection K, "leadership 

experience", was added to question 37. 

Pilot Test 

A pilot test of the research instrument developed for 

this study was conducted to establish reliability of the 

instrument. Five retail stores were selected to represent 

each of the three store formats (apparel specialty chain, 

conventional department, and discount department stores). 

Each store name was written on a slip of paper. The slips 

were put into three baskets; one for each store format. 

Five of each were randomly selected. Regional recruiters 
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for these stores were contacted by telephone and asked to 

participate in the pilot study. Those firms that did not 

participate in the pilot study were eligible for the study. 

The same procedures to be used in the study were 

followed in conducting the pilot study. Participants were 

sent a cover letter explaining the study, a questionnaire, 

and a self-addressed, stamped return envelope. Also, each 

pilot study participant was given the address where the 

questionnaire could be accessed on the Internet 

(www.flash.net/~trainees). 

Pilot study data were collected in November 1998 from 

four apparel speciality chain, three conventional 

department, and three discount department store regional 

recruiters. All responses were received by return mail. 

No additional modifications were indicated by the results of 

the pilot. 

Instrument Administration 

The researcher encouraged participation in the study by 

contacting retail executives from the three store lists by 

telephone. A maximum of three attempts over a 5-day period 

were made during December 1998 in order to secure agreement 

to participate. Retailers (N=l24) that indicated an 

interest in the study were mailed a cover letter, 



a questionnaire, and a self-addressed, stamped return 

envelope. 
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In addition to return mail, study participants were 

given three additional response methods. Respondents could 

reply by e-mail, fax, or answer the questionnaire on an 

Internet web site (www.flash.net/~trainees). In order to 

encourage participation in the study, respondents were 

allowed to select the method that they preferred. 

The cover letter explained the purpose of the study and 

the importance of each respondent's participation to the 

success of the study. Participants were assured of complete 

anonymity and confidentiality of their responses in the 

cover letter. (See Appendix D.) 

Participants were given the opportunity to request a 

copy of the study's results. A postcard was included with 

the questionnaire for participants to return separately from 

the questionnaire in order to receive a summary of the 

results. Respondents were asked to provide their mailing 

and/or e-mail address for this purpose. On this postcard, 

participants were told that the study's results would be 

posted on the Internet web site from July 1, 1999 through 

November 30, 1999. 



In the cover letter, potential participants were told 

that they could complete the questionnaire at their 

convenience within the next two weeks. In order to 
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encourage an adequate response rate, those who had not 

returned a questionnaire within that time frame, were sent a 

reminder postcard (Dillman, 1978) (see Appendix F). 

This reminder postcard contained the information 

necessary to contact the researcher if they required a copy 

of the survey. If they needed another questionnaire, one 

was mailed or faxed to them. Those who had not responded by 

the fourth week after the initial mailing were contacted by 

telephone to remind them about the questionnaire. 

reminder postcard in Appendix F.) 

Seventy-one retail executives responded to the 

(See 

questionnaire. Sixty-one (85.9%) responded by return mail, 

8 (11.3%) responded on the Internet web site, and 2 (2.8%) 

returned the questionnaire via fax. 

Data Analysis 

Responses to the questionnaire form on the Internet web 

site entered directly into a database. Data were directly 

transferred to The Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS). Because with this method, data did not 

have to be reentered manually into SPSS, the integrity of 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to describe and compare 

the recruiting procedures, interviewing methods, and hiring 

criteria used for entry-level executive trainee positions in 

the retail industry. Study participants were executive 

recruiters or other retail executives responsible for 

recruiting, interviewing, and hiring entry-level executive 

trainees for their respective U.S.-based retail firms. 

These retail executives worked for one of three retail 

formats (apparel specialty chain, conventional department, 

and discount department stores), listed in selected retail 

trade publications and directories (Discount Store News, 

1997; Fairchild's Retail Store Financial Directory, 

1996/1997; Stores, 1998; and Ward's Business Directory of 

U.S. Private and Public Comganies, 1998), and employing a 

minimum of 100 full-time employees or the equivalent. All 

participation in this study was voluntary. 
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Sampl.e 

The sample list of 124 retail firms included 51 apparel 

specialty chain, 38 conventional department, and 35 discount 

department stores. Of the 71 retail executives who 

responded to the questionnaire, 61 (85.9%) responded by 

return mail, 8 (11.3%) on the Internet web site created for 

this study, and 2 (2.8%) via fax. Twenty-five (35.2%) 

apparel specialty chain, 24 (33.8%) conventional department, 

and 22 (30.9%) discount department stores were represented 

in the study. (See Table 2). 

Tabl.e 2 

Response by Store Format 

Store 
Formats 

Specialty 
Department 
Discount 
All 

Eligible 
Stores 

51 
38 
35 

124 

Returned 
Questionnaires 

25 
24 
22 
71 

% of 
Format 

49.1 
63.2 
62. 9 
57.3 

% of 
Total 

35.2 
33.8 
30.9 

100.0 

An overall response rate of 57.3% was realized. Of the 

124 retail stores qualified to participate in the study, 71 

responded. Of the 51 apparel specialty chain stores 

eligible for the study, 25 responded, making the response 
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rate for this store format 49.1%. Of 38 conventional 

department stores, 24 participated in the study resulting in 

a 63.2% response rate. Twenty-two discount department 

stores of the 35 eligible returned questionnaires accounting 

for 62.9% in this category. 

Initially, participation in the study was encouraged by 

telephone contact of potential respondents. Further 

participation was garnered by a follow-up postcard and 

reminder telephone call to all eligible stores (Dillman, 

1978). Reminder postcards sent to each participant 2 weeks 

following the original mailing, resulted in 7 additional 

responses. A reminder telephone call a month after the 

initial mailing resulted in two additional responses. 

Demographics 

The questionnaire gathered demographic data about the 

retail firms, including store format, number of stores in 

the retail division, annual sales volume, number of 

full-time and/or equivalent employees, and the geographical 

regions in which stores were located. 

Position Titles 

Respondents were asked to indicate their position 

title. Thirty-one (43.7%} identified themselves a manager, 
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21 (29.6%) as a director, and 8 (11.3%) as a vice president. 

Eleven (15.5%) cited that their position title did not align 

with any of the three choices provided. Table 3 presents 

the position titles reported by respondents. 

Of the 31 (43.7%) retail executives who identified 

themselves as a manager, 8 were in positions titled college 

relations and recruiting, 6 in human resources, 4 in 

recruiting, and 3 in employment. Two managers each held 

positions entitled store staffing or training, development, 

and recruitment. One manager each worked in a position 

called executive recruiting/college relations, executive 

employment, recruitment and placement, or corporate 

recruiting. 

Of the 21 (29.6%) retail executives identifying their 

positions as director, 9 were in human resources and 2 in 

store operations. One each held a position entitled 

corporate recruiter/assistant vice president, college 

relations, executive staffing, storeline staffing, 

recruitment, or employment relations/recruitment 

coordinator. 

Of the 8 (11.3%) respondents who identified themselves 

as a vice president, 4 were in human resource positions. 

One each worked in information systems, executive recruiting 



Table 3 

Position Titles Reported by Retail Executives 

Title 

Manager 
College relations/recruiting (8) 
Human resources (6) 
Recruitment (4) 
Employment (3) 
Store staffing (2) 
Training, development, recruitment (2) 
Executive recruiting/college relations 
Executive employment 
Recruitment & placement 
Corporate recruiting 

Director 
Human resources (9) 
Store operations (2) 
Executive staffing 
College relations 
Storeline staffing 
Recruitment 
Corporate recruiter/assistant vice president 
Employment relations/recruitment coordinator 

Other 
Recruiter (2) 
Employment representative 
Human resources 

Vice president 
Human resources (4) 
Information systems 
Executive recruiting & placement 
Operations 
College relations 

Total 

n 

31 

21 

11 

8 

71 

Note: Two managers, 4 directors, and 7 whose titles 
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g.. 
0 

43.7 

29.6 

15.5 

11.3 

100.0 

were in the other category did not specify their complete 
position titles. 
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and placement, operations, or college relations. 

Of the 11 respondents whose position titles were 

indicated as other than those named in the three categories 

provided 2 were recruiters. One each described him/herself 

as an employment representative or in human resources. 

Table 4 presents respondents' position titles by store 

format. Eleven (15.5%) respondents from conventional 

department stores identified themselves as a manager. 

Apparel specialty chain and discount department stores each 

had 10 (14.1%) managers participate in the study. Director 

was cited as the position title of respondents from 8 

(11.3%) discount department, 7 (9.9%) apparel specialty 

chain, and 6 (8.5%) conventional department stores. Six 

(8.5%) apparel specialty chain, 3 (4.2%) conventional 

department, and 2 (2.8%) discount department store retailers 

indicated their position titles were "other" than the three 

provided in the questionnaire. Respondents from 4 (5.6%) 

conventional department along with 2 (2.8%) each from 

apparel specialty chain and discount department stores 

identified themselves as a vice president. 



Table 4 

Position Titles Reported by All Store Formats 

Title 

Manager 
Director 
Other 
Vice 
President 

Total 

Specialty 
n 

10 
7 
6 
2 

25 

g_ 
0 

14.1 
9.9 
8.5 
2.8 

35.3 

Store Format 

Department 
n ~ 

0 

11 15.5 
6 8.5 
3 4.2 
4 5.6 

24 33.8 

Discount 
n 

10 
8 
2 
2 

22 

g_ 
0 

14.1 
11.3 

2.8 
2.8 

30.9 

Number of Store Units 

N 

31 
21 
11 

8 

71 

All 
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g_ 
0 

43.7 
29.6 
15.5 
11.3 

100.0 

As shown in Table 5, the number of stores ranged from 3 

to 2,500. Twenty-eight (43.8%) reported fewer than 100 

stores. Only 4 reported 2,200 or more units. A majority of 

respondents had fewer than 800 units per retail division. 

Apparel specialty chains participants reported from 3 

to 1,160 units. Conventional department stores ranged from 

11 to 2,500 units per division. Discount department stores 

numbered from 5 to 2,220 individual units. 



Tab1e 5 

Number of Units per Retai1 Division by Store Format 

No. of 
Units 

2500 
2400 
2300 
2200 
2100 
2000 
1900 
1800 
1700 
1600 
1500 
1400 
1300 
1200 
1100 
1000 

900 
800 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 

<100 

Total 

Note: 

Store Formats 

Specialty Department Discount 

1 

1 

2 
1 

1 

1 
3 
2 
2 
2 1 

3 
4 1 2 
3 6 
3 17 8 

20 22 22 

All 
Formats 

1 

1 

2 
1 
1 

1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
7 
9 

28 

64 

Five apparel specialty chain and 2 conventional 
department stores did not answer this question. 
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Notably, 17 (80.9%) of the 21 conventional department 

stores had fewer than 100 units, 19 (29.7%) discount 

department stores had fewer than 400 units, and 19 (29.7%) 

apparel specialty chain stores had up to 700 units per 

retail division. All three store formats had at least one 

retail firm with over 1,000 units. 

Annual Sales Volume 

Table 6 presents the annual sales volumes reported by 

respondents. The highest number (n=30, 44.8%) reported an 

annual sales volume exceeding $1 billion. Annual sales 

volumes for the other participants were as follows: 12 

(17.9%) $300 to $599 million, 9 (13.4%) $600 million to $1 

bi 11 ion , 8 ( 11 . 9 % ) $ 1 0 0 to $ 2 9 9 mi 11 ion , 6 ( 8 . 9 % ) $ 2 0 to $ 9 9 

million, and 2 (2.9%) under $20 million. 

Data were collapsed into three annual sales volume 

categories and compared to the three store formats. Of the 

30 (44.8%) stores with annual sales volumes over $1 billion, 

13 (19.4%) were conventional department, 9 (13.4%) discount 

department, and 8 (11.9%) apparel specialty chain stores. 

(See Table 7.) 



Table 6 

Annual Sales Volumes 

Sales Volume 

<$20 million 
$20-99 million 

$100-299 million 
$300-599 million 
$600 million-1 billion 
>1 billion 

Total 

All Store Formats 

n 

2 
6 
8 

12 
9 

30 

67 

Q.. 
0 

2.9 
8.9 

11.9 
17.9 
13.4 
44.8 

100.0 
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Note: Four participants did not respond to this question. 

Of the 21 (31.3%) stores with annual sales volumes 

between $300 million and $1 billion, 9 (13.4%) were 

conventional department and 6 (8.9%) each were apparel 

specialty chain or discount department stores. 

Sixteen (23.9%) stores reported annual sales volumes of 

$299 million or less. Nine (13.4%) apparel specialty chain 

stores along with 1 (1.5%) conventional department and 6 

(8.9%) discount department stores reported sales volumes in 

this category. 

Apparel specialty chain stores had similar numbers in 

each annual sales volume category. Nine (39.1% of n) 



Table 7 

Annual Sales Volume by Store Format 

Store Formats 

Sales Volume Specialty Department 
n %N %n n %N %n n 

~ $299 million 9 13.4 39.1 1 1.5 4.4 6 

$300 million 6 8.9 26.1 9 13.4 39.1 6 
to $1 billion 

2:. $1 billion 8 11. 9 34.8 13 19.4 56.5 9 

Total 23 34.3 100.0 23 34.3 100.0 21 

Note: Two apparel specialty chain, 1 conventional department, 
and 1 discount department store did not answer this question. 

Discount 
%N %n 

8.9 28.6 

8.9 28.6 

13.4 42.9 

31. 3 100.0 

N 

16 

21 

30 

67 

All 
%N 

23.9 

31. 3 

44.8 

100.0 

f-' 
0 
--..] 
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reported annual sales volumes equal to or less than $299 

million, 8 (34.8% of n) had $1 billion or more, and 6 (26.1% 

of n) cited between $300 million and $1 billion. 

More than half of the conventional department stores 

in this study reported annual sales volumes of $1 billion or 

more (n=l3, 56.5% of n). Another 9 (39.1% of n) declared 

between $300 million to $1 billion; another 1 (4.4% of n) 

had sales of $299 million or less. 

Annual sales volumes for 9 (42.9% of n) discount 

department stores exceeded $1 billion. Six (28.6% of n) 

discount department stores each reported annual sales 

volumes of between $300 million to $1 billion and below $299 

million. 

Number of Employees 

Exhibited in Table 8 are the full-time equivalent 

employees with each respondent's firm at the time of data 

collection. Sixty-two (91.2%) firms reported the equivalent 

of at least 1,00 full-time employees, three (4.4%) employed 

between 250 and 499, and two (2.9%) had from 100 to 249. 

One (1.5%) firm reported between 500 and 999 full-time 

equivalent employees. No firm reported having the 

equivalent of fewer than 100 full-time employees. 
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Table 8 

Number of Full-Time Equivalent Employees by Store Format 

Full-time 
Employees Specialty 

n Q.. 
0 

Store Format 

Department 
n Q.. 

0 

Discount 
D. Q.. 

0 

All 
N Q.. 

0 

100-249 2 2. 9 2 2.9 
250-499 2 2.9 1 1.8 3 4. 4 
500-999 1 1.8 1 1. 8 

>1,000 21 30.9 23 37.1 18 26.5 62 91.2 

--- ---··--- ----- ----------

Total 25 36.8 23 37.1 20 29.4 68 100.0 

Note: Three participants did not answer this question. 

All of the 23 (37.1%) conventional department stores 

that answered this question, reported over 1,000 full-time 

employees or the equivalent thereof. Twenty-one (30.9%) 

apparel specialty chain retailers employed more than 1,000 

full-time equivalents. Two (2.9%) each reported having 

between 100 and 249 or 250 and 499 full-time equivalent 

employees. 

Most of the discount department stores (n=18, 26.5%) 

reported employing the equivalent of over 1,000 full-time 

employees. Discount department stores had one (1.8%) each 

employing between 250 and 499 or 500 and 999 full-time 

equivalents. 
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Stores by U.S. Region 

Table 9 shows the geographical areas in which stores 

were located. Forty-seven (66.2%) of the retail firms had 

stores located in the Midwest, 45 (63.4%) had stores in the 

South, 40 (56.3%) in the Northeast, and 38 (53.5%) in the 

West. Stores in the remote states of Alaska and Hawaii or 

remote territories including Guam, Puerto Rico, and The U.S. 

Virgin Islands were operated by 8 (11.3%) retailers. 

Apparel specialty chain retailers reported 20 (28.2%) 

stores each in the Midwest and the South. The remainder of 

the apparel specialty chain retailers had stores in the 

following locations: 18 (25.4%) in the Northeast, 17 (23.9%) 

in the West, and 2 (2.8%) in remote regions. 

Table 9 

Store Locations by U.S. Geographical Region 

Store Format 

Region Specialty Department Discount All 
n £. D. % n £. N £. 

0 0 0 

---------···------ ---~ --- --·-- - -- --- -- --- -

Midwest 20 28.2 13 18.3 14 19.7 47 66.2 
South 20 28.2 11 15.5 14 19.7 45 63.4 
Northeast 18 25.4 11 15.5 11 15.5 40 56.3 
West 17 23.9 9 12.7 12 16.9 38 53.5 
Remote 2 2.8 2 2.8 4 5.6 8 11.3 

-- - - - --- - -- ·····-- --- - -- ------ - -- ----------- -----
Note: Respondents could select more than more answer. 



Discount department retailers reported 14 (19.7%) 

locations in the Midwest and South. The remainder of the 

discount department stores were located as follows: 12 

(16.9%) in the West, 11 (15.5%) in the Northeast, and 4 

(5.6%) in remote states and/or territories. 
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Conventional department retailers reported 13 (18.3%) 

stores in the Midwest and 11 (15.5%) each in the South and 

Northeast. Nine (12.7%) others were in the West and 2 

(2.8%) in remote locations. 

Stores in Foreign Locations 

Five (7.0%) U.S.-based retailers reported having stores 

in foreign locations. Two (2.8%) had stores in Canada and 1 

(1.4%) each in Mexico, Europe, and South America. No retail 

firm reportned to have stores in Central America or Asia at 

the time data were collected. 

One (1.4%) apparel specialty chain had stores in Canada 

and Europe. One (1.4%) conventional department store had 

units located in Mexico and South America. The second 

(1.4%) store in Canada was a discount department store. 

Recruiting 

Retail executives were asked about various aspects of 

their firm's recruiting practices. Among these were the 
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methods of identifying potential entry-level executive 

trainees, minimum educational requirements, positions for 

which college graduates were recruited, and college majors 

considered. Participants were also asked to state the 

locations of their firms' repeat recruiting visits, times of 

year, and how often such sessions were scheduled. 

Methods Used to Identify Trainees 

Table 10 presents the 14 methods used to identify 

entry-level executive trainees cited by respondents. 

Current employees were eligible with 58 (82.9%) firms. 

Campus recruiting was conducted by 53 (75.7%) respondents. 

Walk-in applicants were considered by 44 (62.9%) companies. 

Thirty-two (45.7%) firms used a web site to identify 

potential entry-level executive trainees. 

Telephone job lines were used by 9 (12.9%) respondents, 

8 (11.4%) placed advertisements in newspapers, 6 (8.5%) 

considered referrals from existing employees, and 5 (7.1%) 

utilized outside recruiters. Two (2.9%) used internships to 

identify entry-level executive trainees. One (1.4%) each 

used job fairs, mailed-in resumes, on-line recruiting 

services (Jobtrak), state employment division, or recruited 

from other retailers. 
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Conventional department store retailers reported using 

campus recruiting most often (n=23, 32.9%) to identify 

entry-level executive trainees. Twenty-three (32.9%) 

retailers in this store format considered current employees 

for trainee positions, and 14 (20.0%) each walk-in and web 

site applicants. 

Identification of entry-level executive trainees 

through newspaper advertisements, referrals from current 

employees, and internship participants were each approaches 

used by 2 (2.9%) conventional department stores. Potential 

trainees were identified through telephone job lines and 

mailed-in resumes by 1 (1.4%) firm each. No conventional 

department stores reported using outside recruiters, job 

fairs, on-line recruiting services, the state government's 

employment division, or recruiting from other retailers. 

Entry-level executive trainees were obtained from 

current employee most often by discount department store 

firms (n=l9, 27.1%). Fourteen (20.0%) considered walk-in 

applicants, 13 (18.6%) used campus recruiting, and 10 

(14.3%) relied upon a web site. 

Telephone job lines were utilized by 5 (7.1%) discount 

department store firms, referrals from current employees by 

4 (5.7%), newspaper advertising by 3 (4.3%), and outside 
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recruiters, state employment division, and recruiting from 

other retailers were methods each used to identify potential 

entry-level executive trainees by 1 (1.4%) discount 

department retail firm. No discount department retailer 

reported using internships, job fairs, mailed-in resumes, or 

on-line recruiting services to identify entry-level 

executive trainees. 

Eighteen (25.7%) apparel specialty chain firms 

considered current employees, 17 ( 24.3%) used campus 

recruiting, and 16 (22.9%) considered walk-in applicants for 

entry-level executive trainee positions. Web sites were 

used by 8 (11.4%) retailers in this store format. Four 

(5.7%) identified potential trainees from internships, 3 

each (4.3%) from telephone job lines and newspaper 

advertisements, and 1 (1.4%) each from job fairs and on-line 

recruiting services. No apparel specialty chain retailer 

reported using referrals from current employees, 

internships, mailed-in resumes, recruiting from other 

retailers, and the state government employment division as 

sources to identify entry-level executive trainees. 



Table 10 

Methods Used to Identify Entry-Level Executive Trainees 

Store Format 

Method 

Current employees 
Campus recruiting 
Walk-ins 
Web site 
Telephone job lines 
Newspaper advertising 
Referrals from 

current employees 
Outside recruiters 
Internships 
Job fairs 
Mailed-in resumes 
On-line recruiting services 
Recruiting from other retailers 
State employment division 

Specialty 
n 

18 
17 
16 

8 
3 
3 

--
4 

--
1 

--
1 

--
--

Q.. 
0 

25.7 
24.3 
22.9 
11.4 

4.3 
4.3 

--
5.7 
--

1. 4 
--

1.4 
--
--

Department 
n 

21 
23 
14 
14 

1 
2 

2 
--

2 
--

1 
--
--
--

Q.. 
0 

30.0 
32.9 
20.0 
20.0 
1.4 
2.9 

2.9 
--

2.9 
--

1. 4 
--
--
--

Note: One participant did not answer this question. 
Respondents could select more than one answer. 

Discount 
n % 

19 27.1 
13 18.6 
14 20.0 
10 14.3 

5 7.1 
3 4.3 

4 5.7 
1 1.4 

-- --
-- --
-- --
-- --

1 1.4 
1 1.4 

All 
N 

58 
53 
44 
32 

9 
8 

6 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Q.. 
0 

82.9 
75.7 
62.9 
45.7 
12.9 
11.4 

8.5 
7.1 
2.9 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 

f----' 
f----' 
(.Jl 
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Recruitment Positions 

Listed in Table 11 are the positions for which 

retailers recruited college graduates. Forty-three (60.6%) 

recruited college graduates for executive trainee positions. 

Assistant buyer was the second-most frequently {n=35, 49.3%) 

recruited position. Other positions for which college 

graduates were recruited included: assistant store manager 

(n=29, 40.8%), department manager {n=23, 32.4%), store 

manager {n=l4, 19.7%), and buyer {n=l0, 14.1%). Two (2.8%) 

discount department and one (1.4%) apparel specialty chain 

store(s) did not recruit college students. 

Executive trainee was the position for which 19 (26.8%) 

conventional department stores recruited college graduates. 

Conventional department stores recruited college graduates 

for assistant buyer (n=9, 12.6%), department manager (n=7, 

9.9%), and buyer (n=2, 2.8%) positions. College graduates 

were recruited by 1 (1.4%) conventional department store 

each for assistant store manager and store manager 

positions. 

Assistant buyer was a position for which 16 (22.5%) 

apparel specialty chains recruited college graduates. 

Apparel specialty chains recruited college graduates for 

other positions as follows: 14 (19.7%) for assistant store 
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manager, 12 (16.9%) for executive trainee, 9 (12.6%) each 

for department manager and store manager, and 3 (4.2%) for 

buyer. One apparel specialty chain did not recruit college 

graduates for any position. 

Fourteen (19.7%) discount department stores recruited 

college graduates for assistant store manager positions. 

Discount department stores recruited college graduates for 

other positions as follows: 12 (16.9%) for executive 

trainee, 10 (14.1%) for assistant buyer, 7 (9.9%) for 

department manager, 5 (7.0%) for buyer, and 4 (5.6%) for 

store manager. Two (2.8%) discount department retail firms 

reported not recruiting college graduates for any positions. 

Ten (14.1%) discount and 9 (12.6%) conventional 

department stores recruited college graduates for assistant 

buyer positions. Both department manager and store manager 

positions were available to college recruits at 9 (12.6%) 

apparel specialty chain stores. Department manager 

positions were filled by college recruits both at 7 (9.9%) 

conventional and discount department stores. Five (7.0%) 

discount department stores recruited for buyer, 4 (5.6%) for 

store manager, and 3 (4.2%) apparel specialty chain stores 

for buyer. Two (2.8%) conventional department stores 



Table 11 

Positions For Which Retailers Recruit College Graduates 

Store Format 

Position Title Specialty Department 
n % n 9,. 

0 

Executive trainee 12 16.9 19 26.8 
Assistant buyer 16 22.5 9 12.6 
Assistant store manager 14 19.7 1 1. 4 
Department manager 9 12.6 7 9.9 
Store manager 9 12.6 1 1.4 
Buyer 3 4.2 2 2.8 
None 1 1. 4 -- --

NQte: Respondents could select more than one answer. 

Discount 
n 

12 
10 
14 

7 
4 
5 
2 

9,. 
0 

16.9 
14.1 
19.7 

9.9 
5.6 
7.0 
2.8 

All 
N 

43 
35 
29 
23 
14 
10 

3 

% 

60.6 
49.3 
40.8 
32.4 
19.7 
14.1 

4.2 

f-.l 
f-.l 
0) 



recruited college graduates for buyer, 1 (1.4%) for 

assistant store manager, and another (1.4%) for store 

manager positions. 

Minimum Educationa1 Requirements 

119 

Table 12 displays minimum educational requirements for 

entry-level executive trainees. Bachelor's degrees were 

required by 37 (53.6%) retail firms, 12 (17.4%) required a 

high school diploma, 5 (7.2%) considered those with at least 

an associate's degree. Fifteen (21.7%) respondents' firms 

enforced no minimum educational requirement. None required 

a Master's of Business Administration (MBA) or other 

master's degree for executive trainees. 

Eighteen (26.1%) conventional department stores 

required entry-level executive trainees to hold a bachelor's 

degree. The minimum educational requirement for the balance 

of the conventional department retailers was as follows: 

3 (4.3%) had no minimum educational requirement, 2 (2.8%) a 

high school diploma, and 1 (1.4%) an associate's degree. 

A bachelor's degree was the minimum requirement at 11 

(15.9%) apparel specialty stores. The rest of the apparel 

specialty stores had the following requirements: 7 (10.1%) 



Tabl.e 12 

Minimum Educational. Requirements for Entry-Level. Trainees 

High school diploma 
Associate's degree 
Bachelor's degree 
No educational requirement 

Total 

Specialty 
n 

6 
1 

11 
7 

25 

g.. 
0 

8.7 
1.4 

15.9 
10.1 

36.2 

Store Formats 

Department 
n 

2 
1 

18 
3 

24 

g.. 
0 

2.8 
1. 4 

26.1 
4.3 

34.8 

Discount 
n 

4 

3 
8 

5 

20 

g.. 
0 

5.8 
4.3 

11.6 
7.3 

28.9 

Note: Two discount department stores did not answer this question. 

N 

12 
5 

37 
15 

69 

All 
g.. 
0 

17.4 
7.2 

53.6 
21.7 

100.0 

f---1 
N 
0 
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had none, 6 (8.7%) a high school diploma, and 1 (1.4%) and 

associate's degree. 

Entry-level executive trainees were required to have at 

least a bachelor's degree by 8 (11.6%) discount department 

retailers. Five (7.3%) applied no minimum educational 

requirement, 4 (5.8%) a high school diploma, and 3 (4.3%) an 

associate's degree. 

Noteworthy, is that minimum educational requirements 

were reported in the same sequence by all three store 

formats. Bachelor's degrees were required by the largest 

number of each store format followed by no educational 

requirement, high school diploma, and associate's degree. 

College Recruiting 

Various aspects of college recruiting were 

investigated. When annual campus recruiting was conducted 

was asked. In what regions and more specifically at what 

colleges and universities retailers recruited was queried. 

From what college majors retailers recruited entry-level 

trainees was asked. The reasons for repeated recruiting 

visits were explored. 
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Majors Recruited 

Table 13 presents the college majors from which 

retailers recruit by store format. Both merchandising and 

retail majors were recruited by 37 (52.1%) retail firms for 

executive trainee positions. Marketing majors were sought 

by 36 retailers (50.7%). Business or management majors were 

approached by 35 (49.3%). 

College graduates having majored in any subject were 

considered by 31 retailers (43.7%). Twenty-seven (38.0%) 

respondents recruited students with majors in accounting/ 

finance or textiles/apparel/fashion. Liberal arts majors 

were recruited by 20 (28.2%), economics by 17 (23.9%), and 

computer science majors by 14 (19.7%) respondents. 

Merchandising majors were recruited by 17 (23.9%) and 

retailing majors by 16 (22.5%) apparel specialty chain 

stores. Students majoring in management were sought by 14 

(19.7%) apparel specialty chain firms. Thirteen (18.3%) 

apparel specialty chain retailers recruited students 

majoring in marketing or textiles/apparel/fashion. Twelve 

(16.9%) apparel specialty chains recruited business majors, 

9 (12.7%) recruited any major, 7 (9.9) accounting/finance, 5 

(7.0%) each in liberal arts and computer science, and 4 

(5.6%) recruited those majoring in economics. 



Table 13 

College Majors Recruited by Retailers 

Academic 
Major 

Merchandising 
Retailing 
Marketing 
Business 
Management 
Any major 
Accounting/Finance 
Textiles/Apparel/Fashion 
Liberal Arts 
Economics 
Computer Science 

Specialty 
n 

17 
16 
13 
12 
14 

9 
7 

13 
5 
4 
5 

£. 
0 

23.9 
22.5 
18.3 
16.9 
19.7 
12.7 

9.9 
18.3 

7.0 
5.6 
7.0 

Store Format 

Conventional 
n £. 

0 

11 15.5 
13 18.3 
14 19.7 
14 19.7 
12 16.9 
13 18.3 
11 15.5 

9 12.7 
10 14.1 

8 11.3 
4 5.6 

Discount 
n 

9 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
5 
5 
5 
5 

£. 
0 

12.7 
11.3 
12.7 
12.7 
12.7 
12.7 
12.7 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 

All 
N 

37 
37 
36 
35 
35 
31 
27 
27 
20 
17 
14 

£. 
0 

52.1 
52.1 
50.7 
49.3 
49.3 
43.7 
38.0 
38.0 
28.2 
23.9 
19.7 

f-' 
N 
w 
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Fourteen (19.7%) conventional department stores each 

recruited marketing and business majors. Those majoring in 

retailing or any subject were sought by 13 (18.3%) 

conventional department retailers. Management majors were 

recruited by 12 (16.9%) and 11 (15.5%) conventional 

department stores recruited accounting/finance or 

merchandising majors. Those majoring in liberal arts were 

recruited by 10 (14.1%), textiles/apparel/fashion by 9 

(12.7%), economics by 8, and computer science by 4 (5.6%) 

conventional department stores. 

Merchandising, marketing, business, accounting/finance, 

management, or any major were recruited by 9 (12.7%) 

discount department stores. Retailing majors were recruited 

by 8 (11.3%) discount department firms. Computer science, 

liberal arts, textiles/apparel/fashion, economics, and 

computer science majors were each recruited by 5 (7.0%) 

discount department store firms. 

On-Campus Recruiting 

Fifty (70.4%) participants had actively recruited on 

college/university campuses for entry-level executives 

trainees within the past year; 21 (29.5%) had not conducted 

on-campus recruiting. As shown in Table 14, only those who 
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had conducted on-campus recruiting during the previous year 

answered the items about campus recruiting. 

Forty-three (86.0%) respondents whose firms recruited 

on college/university campuses stated that employees working 

in their human resource or personnel office were most likely 

to perform this task. Store managers took part in on-campus 

recruiting visits in 25 (50.0%) cases. Some companies sent 

an employee designated as a campus recruiter (n=24, 48.0%) 

or a regional recruiter {n=15, 30.0%). Buyers conducted 

college recruiting in 18 instances (36.0%). 

Retail executives in human resource or personnel 

positions were most likely to participate in on-campus 

recruiting from conventional department stores (n=21, 

42.0%). Sixteen conventional department stores (32.0%) sent 

a campus recruiter, 15 (30.0%) a buyer, and 14 (28.0%) a 

store manager to on-campus recruiting visits. A regional 

recruiter was sent by 8 (16.%) conventional department 

stores. 

Apparel specialty chain firms were most likely to send 

a human resource/personnel executive to on-campus recruiting 

visits {n=12, 24.0%). Store managers were sent by 6 

(12.0%), either a campus or regional recruiter by 3 (6.0%) 

each, and a buyer by 1 (2.0%) apparel specialty chain firm. 
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As did the other two store formats, discount department 

stores most often sent an executive from human resources/ 

personnel to on-campus recruiting visits (n=lO, 20.0%). A 

store manager or campus recruiter each was sent in 5 (10.0%) 

cases. Four (8.0%) firms sent regional recruiters and 2 

(4.0%) a buyer. 

Table 14 

Retail Executives Who Visit Campuses for Recruitment 

Store Format 
Title 

Specialty Department Discount All 
n g.. 

0 n % n % N % 

Human 
Resources/ 12 24.0 21 42.0 10 20.0 43 86.0 
Personnel 

Store 
Manager 6 12.0 14 28.0 5 10.0 25 50.0 

Campus 
Recruiter 3 6.0 16 32.0 5 10.0 24 48.0 

Buyer 1 2.0 15 30.0 2 4.0 18 36.0 

Regional 
Recruiter 3 6.0 8 16.0 4 8.0 15 30.0 

Note: Twenty-one respondents did not answer this question. 
Respondents could select more than one item. 

Geographical Locations. The areas of the United States 

in which respondents' firms conducted college recruiting are 
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shown in Table 15. Twenty-seven (54.0%) recruited at 

colleges in the Midwest. Colleges and universities in the 

South and Northeast were each frequented by 24 (48.0%) 

retailers, 20 (40.0%) recruited regularly at colleges in the 

West, and 2 (4.0%) in remote areas. 

Table 15 

Campus Recruiting by U.S. Geographical Region 

Region 

Midwest 
South 
Northeast 
West 
Remote 

Specialty 
n 

17 
7 
8 
6 

9-
0 

34.0 
14.0 
16.0 
12.0 

Note: Eleven apparel 
department stores did 

Store Format 

Department 
n % 

11 22.0 
12 24.0 
11 22.0 

7 14.0 
1 2.0 

specialty chain 
not answer this 

Discount 
n % 

9 18.0 
5 10.0 
5 10.0 
7 14.0 
1 2.0 

All 
N 9-

0 

27 54.0 
24 48.0 
24 48.0 
20 40.0 

2 4. 0 

and 10 discount 
question. 

Seventeen (34.0%) apparel specialty chain retailers 

recruited at colleges/universities in the Midwest. The 

Northeast was the recruitment site for 8 (16.0%), the South 

for 7 (14.0%), and the West for 6 (12.0%) apparel specialty 

chain firms. No apparel specialty chain reported college 

recruiting in remote states or territories. 
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Twelve (24.0%) conventional department stores reported 

campus recruiting visits in the South. The Midwest and 

Northeast were each college recruiting sites for 11 (22.0%) 

conventional department store retailers. Seven (14.0%) 

recruited in the West, and 1 (2.0%) recruited in remote 

states and territories. 

The Midwest was the location of college recruiting by 9 

(18.0%) discount department stores. Colleges in the West 

were recruited by 7 (14.0%), the South and Northeast each by 

5 (10.0%), and remote states/territories by 1 (2.0%) 

discount department firm(s). 

The regions in which retail firms recruited most often 

also had the highest number of stores. Respondents reported 

47 stores in the Midwest, the region identified by 37 

respondents for repeat recruiting. This congruity persists: 

45 stores in the South, 40 in the Northeast, 38 in the West, 

and 8 in remote areas. The South and Northeast were cites 

of on-campus recruiting by 24 respondents, 20 recruited in 

the West, and 2 in remote regions. 

Colleges and Universities. Seventy-nine colleges and 

universities were named as recruitment sites. Listed in 

Table 16 are the ones that received 2 or more annual visits. 

Indiana University was cited most often (n=6). Texas A & M 
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Table 16 

Colleges and Universities Where Retailers Recruit 

College/University Times Cited 

Indiana University/Bloomington 6 
Texas A & M/College Station 4 
Penn State 4 
University of Arizona 4 
University of Texas/Austin 4 
University of Wisconsin/Madison 4 
Brigham Young University 3 
Bryant College 3 
Boston College 3 
Drexel University 3 
Florida State University 3 
Iowa State 2 
University of California/Berkeley 2 
University of California/Santa Clara 2 
University of Cincinnati 2 
University of Florida 2 
University of Illinois 2 
University of Kentucky 2 
University of Massachusetts/Amherst 2 
University of Oregon 2 
University of Wisconsin/Stout 2 
University of Wisconsin/Whitewater 2 

at College Station, Penn State, University of Arizona, 

University of Texas at Austin, and University of Wisconsin 

at Madison were each cited by 4 retailers. The following 5 

institutions were each visited by 3 retailers: Brigham Young 

University, Bryant College, Boston College, University of 

Massachusetts at Amherst, and University of Florida. Eleven 
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Table 17 

Colleges and Universities Cited by One Retailer for Repeat 

Recruiting Visits 

Institutions of Higher Education 

Appalachian State U 
Bemijdi State U 
Boston University 
Bowling Green State U 
California State/Fresno 
California State 

Polytechnic/Pomonaa 
Central Piedmont CC 
Central Washington U 
Colorado State U 
Cornell University 
Emporia State U 
Fashion Institute of 

Design & Merchandising 
Fort Hayes State U 
Jackson State U 
James Madison University 
Kansas State U 
Massasoit CC 
Miami University (Ohio) 
Michigan State U 
Mississippi State 
North Dakota State 
Old Dominion 
Ohio State U 
Oregon State U 
Philadelphia College of 

Textiles & Science 
Purdue 

Randolph-Macon Woman's College 
Rhodes College 
Southwest Texas State 
St Cloud State U 
St Louis University 
SUNY/Albany 
SUNY/Binghamton 
Tennessee State U 
Texas Tech U 
U of Alabama 
U of California/Los Angeles 
U of Connecticut 
U of Houston 

U of Massachusetts/Framingham 
U of Memphis 
U of Mississippi (Ole Miss) 
U of Missouri/Columbia 
u of Minnesota 
u of North Carolina/Charlotte 
u of North Carolina/Greenville 
u of Pennsylvania 
u of Tennessee 
u of Toledo 
U of Virginia 
U of Wisconsin/Green Bay 
U of Wisconsin/Milwaukee 
Virginia Wesleyan College 
Western Michigan U 
Winthrop University 

Note: U = university, CC= community college, and SUNY = 
State University of New York. 
aLos Angeles Campus. 



other universities were named by 2 respondents each. An 

additional 56 colleges/universities were each cited by 

1 retailer. These are listed in Table 17. 
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Reasons for repeated recruiting visits were explored. 

Most often, it was the institution's close geographical 

proximity to the retail firm (n=40, 80.0%) that encouraged 

repeated recruiting visits. Past performance of alumni for 

the retailer was another reason firms continued to recruit 

from specific colleges/universities (n=32, 64.0%). The 

reputation and/or prestige of the institution was impetus 

for maintaining a recruiting program in 29 cases (58.0%). 

In 12 instances (24.0%), retailers served on the 

institution's advisory committee. Ten (20.0%) respondents 

indicated they had other reasons than those listed for 

recruiting at specific colleges; however, none of these 

reasons was delineated. 

Frequency of Recruiting Visits. Table 18 displays the 

times of year and frequency of campus recruiting. Spring 

was the time of year during which campus recruiting visits 

were most often scheduled (n=37, 74.0%). Thirty-six (72.0%) 

retailers recruited on-campus in the fall, 13 (26.0%) 

annually, 10 (20.0%) in the winter, and 2 (4.0%) in the 

summer. Eight (16.0%) reported holding college on-campus 
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recruiting visits as the need arose. 

Conventional department stores reported holding campus 

recruiting visits both in the fall and spring (n=20, 40.0%). 

Nine (18.0%) recruited on-campus annually, 5 (10.0%) as 

needed, 4 (8.0%) in the winter, and 1 (2.0%) in the summer. 

Discount department stores reported having on-campus 

recruiting equally in the fall and spring (n=9, 18.0%). 

Four (8.0%) held on-campus recruiting in the winter, 3 

(6.0%) as needed, and 1 (2.0%) each annually or in summer. 

Table 18 

Campus Recruiting: Frequency and Time of Year 

Store Format 
College/ 

University Specialty Department Discount 
n % n % n % N 

Spring 8 21.6 20 54.1 9 24.3 37 
Fall 7 19.4 20 55.6 9 25.0 36 
Yearly 3 23.1 9 69.2 1 7.7 13 
Winter 2 20.0 4 40.0 4 40.0 10 
As Needed 5 62. 5 3 37.5 8 
Summer 1 50.0 1 50.0 2 

Note: Eleven apparel specialty chain and 10 discount 
department stores did not answer this question. 

All 
g.. 
0 

74.0 
72.0 
26.0 
20.0 
16.0 

4. 0 

Apparel specialty chain retailers recruited on-campus 

during Spring (n=8. 16.0%). Seven (14.0%) recruited in the 
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Fall, 3 (6.0%) recruited each year, and 2 (4.0%) recruited 

in Winter. No apparel specialty chain stores recruited in 

the summer or on an as-needed basis. 

Summary of Recruiting Activities 

Methods for the identification of potential entry-level 

executive trainees included from walk-in applicants, campus 

recruiting, and via telephone job lines and Internet web 

sites. Fifty-eight (82.8%) respondents indicated that 

potential trainees were identified from among their current 

employees. An additional method to those listed in the 

questionnaire provided by respondents was the use of 

newspaper advertising (n=8, 11.4%). 

College graduates were recruited for executive trainee 

positions by 43 (60.6%) retail firms. Among the positions 

for which retail firms recruited college graduates were 

buyer and assistant buyer, store manager and assistant store 

manager, and department manager. 

Minimum education requirements for entry-level 

executive trainees ranged from none to a 4-year college 

degree. A bachelor's degree was the minimum education 

requirement for 37 (52.1%) retail companies. No retail 

firms reported requiring a master's degree for entry-level 

executive trainee positions. 
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The majority (n=50, 70.4%) of the participants reported 

having conducted on-campus college recruiting during the 

previous year. No campus recruiting was reported by 21 

(29.5%) participants. 

All of the college majors listed in the questionnaire 

were considered by retailers, and 31 (43.7%) considered 

students with any major. Most frequently, those students 

majoring in merchandising or retailing were recruited as 

entry-level executive trainees (n=37, 52.1%). 

An array of retail executives participated in campus 

recruiting visits. In the case of all three store formats, 

these executives most frequently worked in human resources 

or personnel (n=43, 56.0%). 

All three store formats reported recruiting in all 

regions of the United States. The Midwest was the site of 

the most recruiting activity (n=27, 54.0%). Apparel 

specialty chains (n=17, 25.9%) and discount department 

stores (n=9, 33.4%) conducted the largest portion of their 

recruiting at colleges/universities in the Midwest. 

Conventional department stores (n=12, 50.0%) recruited most 

often at colleges/universities in the South. 

Seventy-eight individual colleges and universities were 

named as sites of repeated recruiting visits by all three 
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Seventy-eight individual colleges and universities were 

named as sites of repeated recruiting visits by all three 

store formats. Each institution was named by at least 1 and 

up to as many as 6 retailers. Reasons cited for repeated 

recruiting at a specific institution included past 

performance of alumni and reputation of the institution. 

Close geographical proximity to the retailer was named most 

often (n=40, 80.0%) as the reason for repeated recruiting at 

a specific college or university. 

Recruiting visits were held during the fall, winter, 

spring, summer, or as the need arose. Thirteen (26.6%) 

retail firms conducted college recruiting on an annual 

basis. Spring was the time of year during which most retail 

firms held college recruiting visits (n=37, 74.0%). 

Interviewing 

Retailers were asked about various aspects of the 

interviewing process. All 71 respondents were eligible to 

answer these questions. Among the aspects investigated were 

length of interviews, location for interviewing, who 

conducted the interview, what technological devices, if any, 

were used, what types of tests were required, if any, and 

how offers or rejections were communicated to candidates. 
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Personal Achievements 

The importance of various personal achievements as 

interview selection criteria interview was asked. Among the 

personal achievements evaluated were educational degrees and 

major, grade point average in one's major and overall, 

extracurricular activities, recommendations from faculty and 

previous employers, as well as work, retail, managerial and 

leadership experience. 

Reported as having the highest level of importance for 

applicant selection to interview were work experience 

(3.70), leadership experience (3.56), and retail sales 

experience (3.51). No study participant rated educational 

degrees, work experience, or retail sales experience as 

having no importance. Rated as having the lowest importance 

relative to applicant selection for an interview were 

faculty recommendations (2.63), educational major (2.72) and 

major grade point average (2.86). (See Table 19). 

Table 20 displays the overall ratings by apparel 

specialty chain retailers for 11 personal achievements as 

screening criteria. Based upon these ratings, work 

experience (3.87) was the most important personal 

achievement for screening entry-level executive trainees. 

Experience in retail sales (3.69), leadership (3.35), and 
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management (3.30) followed. Apparel specialty chain 

retailers rated faculty recommendations (2.57), educational 

major (2.65), and extracurricular activities (2.69). 

Table 21 displays the overall rating by conventional 

department store retailers for 11 personal achievements as 

screening criteria. Leadership experience (3.77) was rated 

highest. Both extracurricular activities and work 

experience were rated 3.48. Recommendations (2.69) from 

both previous employers and faculty were rated lowest by 

conventional department store executives. 

Table 22 shows the overall ratings for 11 personal 

achievement by discount department store executives. Work 

experience (3.70) was rated highest followed by leadership 

experience (3.57). Managerial and retail sales experience 

were both rated 3.48. Overall grade point (2.57) and major 

grade point average (2.60) were rated lowest. 

Work and leadership experience received one of the 

three highest ratings from respondents in all store formats. 

As screening criteria, faculty recommendations were rated 

one of the three lowest by all three store formats. 

Three Most Important Persona1 Achievements 

Presented in Table 23 are the three most important of 

11 personal achievements as rated by respondents. In order 
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to compare the rankings assigned to personal achievements, 

those ranked first were weighted with a value of 3, second 

with a 2, and third with 1. These value were multiplied by 

the number of respondents that assigned each personal 

achievement first, second, or third place resulting in a 

composite score (CS) (Spiegel & Stephens, 1998). 

Work experience receive a composite score of 83 making 

it the highest-ranked of the 11 personal achievements. 

Ranked second were educational degrees (CS=78), followed by 

retail sales (CS=76) and leadership experience (CS=61). 

Table 24 shows the rankings and composite scores given 

by apparel specialty chain respondents for 11 personal 

achievements. Respondents selected their first, second, and 

third choice for screening criteria of entry-level executive 

trainees. Retail sales experience (CS=33) was rated highest 

followed by educational degrees (CS=29), and leadership 

experience (CS=22). Both extracurricular activities and 

educational major received the lowest composite score (CS=l) 

followed by major grade point average (CS=2) and overall 

grade point average (CS=3). 

Table 25 displays the rankings and composite scores 

given by conventional department store executives for 

personal achievements as screening criteria. Educational 
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degrees (CS=27), leadership experience (CS=26), and retail 

sales experience (CS=25) received the highest composite 

scores. The lowest scores were for educational major 

(CS=3), faculty recommendations (CS=3), and previous 

employers' recommendations (CS=l). 

Table 26 presents the rankings and composite scores for 

11 personal achievements as screening criteria by discount 

department store executives. Highest were managerial 

experience (CS=26), educational degrees (CS=22), and 

leadership experience (CS=21). Recommendations from faculty 

and previous employers (CS=2) and extracurricular activities 

(CS=O) received the lowest composite scores. 

There was some agreement on the personal achievements 

as hiring criteria for entry-level executive trainees by 

respondents. Educational degrees, leadership and retail 

sales experiences were scored in the top 4 of the 11 

personal achievements by all store formats. Management 

experience was scored first by discount department, fifth by 

apparel specialty, and seventh by conventional department 

stores. 

There was both agreement and disagreement among the 

three store formats about which personal achievements as 

hiring criteria for entry-level executive trainees should be 
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ranked lowest. Recommendations from previous employers and 

faculty were scored in the lowest 3 of the 11 personal 

Table 19 

Personal Achievements as Screening Criteria for All Store 

Formats 

Personal Achievement 

Work experience 
Leadership experience 
Retail sales experience 
Managerial experience 
Educational degrees 
Employers' recommendations 
Extracurricular activities 
Overall grade point average 
Major grade point average 
Educational major 
Faculty recommendations 

Level of Importance 

None--Low--Mod--High 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

20 47 
4 21 41 
5 23 39 

1 9 27 30 
7 35 24 

2 13 36 16 
2 18 26 20 
4 12 38 13 
4 11 41 10 
4 18 38 7 
4 27 26 10 

Overall 
Rating 

3.70 
3.56 
3.51 
3.28 
3.26 
2.99 
2.97 
2.90 
2.86 
2.72 
2.63 

Note: Five respondents did not answer questions regarding 
educational degrees, gpa in major, extracurricular 
activities, and leadership experience. Four respondents 
did not answer each of the other items. 



Table 20 

Personal Achievement as Screening Criteria for Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

Personal Achievement 

Work experience 
Retail sales experience 
Leadership experience 
Managerial experience 
Previous employers' recommendations 
Educational degrees 
Overall grade point average 
Major grade point average 
Extracurricular activities 
Educational major 
Faculty recommendations 

Level of Importance 

None---Low---Moderate--High 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

-- -- 2 12 
-- -- 3 11 
-- 3 4 7 
-- -- 4 10 
-- -- 9 5 
-- 3 8 3 

2 3 8 1 
2 4 6 2 
2 6 4 1 
2 3 8 1 
3 6 4 1 

Overall 
Rating 

3.87 
3.69 
3.35 
3.30 
3.13 
3.13 
2.91 
2.83 
2.69 
2.65 
2.57 

J---l 
,J::>. 

J---l 



Table 21 

Personal Achievement as Screening Criteria for Conventional Department Stores 

Personal Achievement 

Leadership experience 
Extracurricular activities 
Work experience 
Educational degrees 
Retail sales experience 
Overall grade point average 
Major grade point average 
Managerial experience 
Educational major 
Previous employers' recommendations 
Faculty recommendations 

Level of Importance 

None---Low---Moderate--High 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

-- -- 10 11 
-- 6 10 5 
-- -- 7 14 
-- 2 11 7 
-- -- 10 11 

1 4 12 4 

1 3 12 4 
-- 2 9 10 

1 5 13 2 
-- 3 12 6 
-- 9 11 1 

Overall 
Rating 

3.77 
3.48 
3.48 
3.43 
3.35 
3.17 
3.13 
3.09 
2.78 
2.69 
2.69 

~ 
.t::,.. 

N 



Tabl.e 22 

Personal. Achievement as Screening Criteria for Discount Department Stores 

Personal Achievement 

Work experience 
Leadership experience 
Managerial experience 
Retail sales experience 
Educational degrees 
Previous employers' recommendations 
Educational major 
Extracurricular activities 
Faculty recommendations 
Major grade point average 
Overall grade point average 

Level of Importance 

None---Low---Moderate--High 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

-- -- 11 18 
-- 1 5 23 

1 7 12 9 
-- 5 10 14 
-- 2 14 13 

2 11 9 8 
1 10 14 4 

-- 4 12 13 
1 11 9 8 
1 3 22 3 
1 5 16 7 

Overall 
Rating 

3.70 
3.57 
3.48 
3.48 
3.20 
3.14 
2.71 
2.70 
2.62 
2.60 
2.57 

I--' 
.i::,. 

w 
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Table 23 

Three Most Important Personal Achievements as Screening 

Criteria for All Store Formats 

Personal Achievement 

Work experience 
Educational degrees 
Retail sales experience 
Leadership experience 
Managerial experience 
Overall grade point average 
Extracurricular activities 
Previous employers 

recommendations 
Faculty recommendations 
Major grade point average 
Educational major 

13 
17 
14 

8 
7 
4 
2 

2 
1 
2 
1 

Rankings 

17 
8 

12 
13 
10 

2 
1 

2 
4 
1 
1 

10 
11 
10 
11 

3 
5 
5 

2 
1 
3 
2 

Composite 

83 
78 
76 
61 
44 
21 
13 

12 
12 
11 

7 

achievements by conventional and discount department store 

executives. Conventional department and apparel specialty 

chain stores ranked educational major in the lowest three. 

Extracurricular activities was ranked among the lowest three 

by both discount department and apparel specialty stores. 

Three Least Important Personal Achievements 

Table 27 presents the 3 least important of 11 personal 

achievement as ranked by respondents. The items were 
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weighted as before to determine a composite score (Spiegel & 

Stephens, 1998). Faculty recommendations (CS=98) were 

ranked as the least important personal achievement followed 

by educational degrees (CS=63), educational major (CS=57), 

and extracurricular activities (CS=49). 

Table 24 

Three Most Important Personal Achievements as Screening 

Criteria for Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

Personal Achievement 

Retail sales experience 
Educational degrees 
Leadership experience 
Work experience 
Managerial experience 
Previous employers' 

recommendations 
Faculty recommendations 
Overall grade point average 
Major grade point average 
Extracurricular activities 
Educational major 

Grade Point Average 

1st 

4 
6 
4 

1 

2 
1 

Rankings 

8 
4 
2 
4 
3 

1 
2 
1 

5 
3 
6 
4 
1 

1 

1 
2 
1 
1 

Composite 

33 
29 
22 
12 
10 

9 
7 
3 
2 
1 
1 

Table 28 presents the minimum grade point average (gpa) 

for entry-level executive trainees imposed by respondents. 
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Forty (60.6%) companies had no minimum gpa requirement. A 

minimum gpa standard was enforced by 26 (39.4 %) retailers. 

Those minimum gpa requirements, ranged from 2.7 to 3.0. 

One (1.4 %) respondent stated requiring at least a 2.7 gpa. 

Another 2 respondents (2.8 %) cited a minimum gpa of 3.0. 

Twenty-three of the 26 respondents who indicated their firms 

had a minimum gpa standard, did not report that standard. 

Table 25 

Three Most Important Personal Achievements as Screening 

Criteria for Conventional Department Stores 

Personal Achievement 

Educational degrees 
Leadership experience 
Retail sales experience 
Work experience 
Overall grade point average 
Extracurricular activities 
Managerial experience 
Major grade point average 
Educational major 
-Faculty recommendations 
Previous employers' 

recommendations 

5 
1 
7 
2 
4 
2 
2 
1 

Rankings 

3 
9 
1 
6 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

6 
5 
2 
2 
2 
4 

1 
1 

1 

Composite 

27 
26 
25 
20 
14 
12 

8 
5 
3 
3 

1 



Table 26 

Three Most Important Personal Achievements as Screening 

Criteria for Discount Department Stores 

Rankings 
Personal Achievement 
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1st Composite 

Managerial experience 
Educational degrees 
Leadership experience 
Retail sales experience 
Work experience 
Major grade point average 
Overall grade point average 
Educational major 
Faculty recommendations 
Previous employers' 

recommendations 
Extracurricular activities 

4 
6 
3 
3 

1 

1 

6 
1 
2 
3 
7 

1 

1 

1 

2 
2 
8 
3 
4 
1 
2 

26 
22 
21 
18 
18 

4 
4 
3 
2 

2 
0 

Seventeen (25.8%) apparel specialty chain retailers had 

no minimum gpa standard for entry-level executive trainees 

while 6 (9.1%) did enforce a minimum standard. A 2.75 gpa 

was required by 1 (1.5%) apparel specialty chain retail 

firm. 
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Table 27 

Three Least Important Personal Achievements as Screening 

Criteria for All Store Formats 

Personal Achievement 

Faculty recommendations 
Educational degrees 
Educational major 
Extracurricular activities 
Overall grade point average 
Employers' recommendations 
Managerial experience 
Major grade point average 
Retail sales experience 
Leadership experience 

Table 28 

20 
12 

7 
8 
7 
7 
5 
1 
3 
1 

Rankings 

15 
8 
9 
9 
7 
5 
4 
8 
3 
2 

8 
11 

7 
7 
9 
8 
6 
9 
1 
3 

Minimum Grade Point Average Requirements 

Standard 

None 
Minimum 
3.0 
2.75 

Specialty 
n 

17 
6 

1 

£. 
0 

25.8 
9.1 

1.5 

Store Format 

Department 
n 

8 
15 

2 

£. 
0 

12.1 
22.7 

3.0 

Discount 
n 

15 
5 

~ 
0 

22.7 
7.6 

Composite 

N 

98 
63 
57 
49 
44 
39 
29 
28 
16 
10 

40 
26 

2 
1 

All 
~ 
0 

60.6 
39.4 

3.0 
1.5 

Note: Two apparel specialty chain, 1 conventional 
department, and 2 discount department stores did not answer 
this question. 



No minimum gpa standard was required by 15 (22.7%) 

discount department store firms. Five (7.6%) reported a 

minimum standard but none were specified. 
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Fifteen (22.7%) conventional department stores reported 

a minimum gpa requirement while another 8 (12.1%) enforced 

no such requirement. A 3.0 gpa was required by 2 (3.0%) 

retailer firms of this store format. 

Initial Interview Duration 

The length of typical initial interviews are shown in 

Table 29. The most common length was 30 to 60 minutes 

(n=49, 71.0%) followed by under half an hour (n=18, 26.1%). 

One retailer (1.5%) cited 1 to 2 hours as typical for an 

initial interview with their company. Another (1.5%) said 

that first interviews took over 2 hours. 

Initial interviews lasting from 30 to 60 minutes were 

reported by 21 (30.4%) discount department retail firms. 

Under 30 minutes was the typical length at 7 (10.1%) firms 

and 1 to 2 hours at 1 (1.4%) discount department store. No 

respondent in this store format reported initial interviews 

of over 2 hours. 

Fifteen (21.7%) conventional department stores held 

initial interviews taking 30 to 60 minutes. Another 6 

(8.7%) firms in this store format held interviews under 30 
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minutes. No retailer in this store format reported initial 

interviews over 1 hour. 

Initial interviews with 10 (14.5%) apparel specialty 

chain stores lasted 30 to 60 minutes. Under 30 minutes was 

the common interview length with 5 (7.2%) apparel specialty 

chains. No store in this format reported interviews of 1 to 

2 hours; yet 1 (1.4%) firm conducted interviews longer than 

2 hours. For all store formats, initial interviews lasting 

from 30 to 60 minutes were most typical. 

Follow-Up Interviews 

Table 30 presents information regarding follow-up 

interview procedures. Typically, follow-up interviews were 

held 2 to 4 weeks (n=29, 43.9%) after the initial interview. 

Twenty-two respondents said the follow-up sessions were 

conducted 1 to 2 weeks (33.4%) after the initial interview. 

Fourteen companies (21.2%) scheduled follow-ups within 1 

week of the preliminary interview. One (1.7%) retail firm 

held no follow-up interviews and were instructed to skip 

this question. 

Follow-up interviews were held 2 to 4 weeks after the 

initial interview by 15 (22.7%) discount department 

retailers. Eight (12.1%) respondents in this store format 
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reported follow-ups 1 to 2 weeks after the first interview. 

Within a week was the time frame given by 5 (7.6%) discount 

department stores. One (1.5%) did not hold follow-up 

interviews. 

Table 29 

Initial Interview Length 

Length 
of time 

<30 minutes 
30-60 minutes 
1-2 hours 
>2 hours 

Specialty 

n % 

5 7.2 
10 14.5 

1 1.4 

Note: Two respondents did 

Store Format 

Department 

n 

6 
15 

not 

g_ 
0 

8.7 
21.7 

answer 

Discount 

n % N 

7 10.1 18 
21 30.4 49 

1 1.4 1 
1 

this question. 

All 

g_ 
0 

26.1 
71.0 

1.4 
1.4 

Eleven (16.7%) respondents from conventional department 

store firms reported follow-up interview 2 to 4 weeks after 

the initial interview. Six (9.1%) firms held follow-ups 1 

to 2 weeks after the initial interview and another 3 (4.5%) 

did so by 1 week. 

Table 31 shows follow-up interview locations. Often 

follow-ups were conducted at the firm's headquarters (n=51, 

78.5%). Thirty (46.2%) retailers held follow-up sessions at 
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one of their retail stores. Five (7.7%) firms gave 

on-campus follow-ups, 2 (3.1%) conducted them by telephone, 

and 1 (1.7%) did so via an electronic device at a remote 

site. None cited using the Internet or videoconferencing. 

Table 30 

Time Between Initial and Follow-Up Interviews 

Time 
Period 

By 1 week 
1-2 weeks 
2-4 weeks 
None held 

Note: Five 

Specialty 
n % 

6 9.1 
7 10.6 
3 4.5 

respondents 

Store Format 

Department 
n 

3 4.5 
6 9.1 

11 16.7 

Discount 
n % 

5 7. 6 
8 12.1 

15 22.7 
1 1.5 

All 
N 

14 
22 
29 

1 

did not answer this question. 

9-
0 

21.2 
33.4 
43.9 
1.5 

Twenty-two (33.8%) discount department stores held 

follow-up interviews at their corporate headquarters, 11 

(16.9%) at one of their retail stores, and 4 (6.2%) on a 

college/university campus. One (1.5%) reported conducting 

follow-up interview at a remote site via an electronic 

device. 

Corporate headquarters was the site for follow-up 

interviews for 17 (26.2%) conventional department stores. 

Eleven (16.9%) conducted follow-ups at one of the firm's 
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retail stores and 1 (1.5%) at the college/university campus. 

Table 31 

Location of Follow-Up Interviews 

Store Format 

Location Specialty Department Discount 
n % n % n % N 

Corporate 
headquarters 12 18.5 17 2 6. 2 22 33.8 51 
Retail store 8 12.3 11 16.9 11 16.9 30 
On-campus 1 1.5 4 6.2 5 
Telephone 2 3.1 2 
Remote site 1 1.5 1 

Note: Six participants did not answer this question. 
Respondents could select more than one answer. 

All 
$l.. 
0 

78.5 
46.2 
7.7 
3.1 
1.5 

Follow-up interviews were held at apparel specialty 

chain corporate headquarters according to 12 (18.5%) 

respondents. Eight (12.3%) cited a retail store as the 

place their firm held follow-up interviews while 2 (3.1%) 

used the telephone for this purpose. Respondents working 

for apparel specialty chain firms reported no follow-up held 

on college/university campuses. 

Noteworthy is the fact that respondents from all three 

store formats reported conducting follow-up interviews at 

their firms' corporate headquarters most often and at one of 
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their retail stores second. Both conventional and discount 

department retailers listed on-campus follow-ups as the 

third location. 

Interview Formats 

Participants were asked what type of interviews their 

firms used for evaluating executive trainee candidates. Six 

interview formats were identified from the literature as 

typical in business environments. Respondents were asked to 

cite any other interview formats used by their companies. 

Study participants were given a list of six interview 

formats from which to select. The traditional one-on-one 

interview was used most often (n=64, 90.1%). In-house 

interviews conducted at the firm's headquarters or in one of 

its retail stores were used by 45 (63.4%) companies. 

Forty-one (57.7%) indicated their firms used the behavioral 

description interview. (See Table 32.) 

The situational interview format was used by 37 

retailers (52.1%). Biographical data was used by 14 firms 

(19.7%). Twelve companies (16.9%) used the panel interview 

format. Although 6 respondents indicated that their firms 

used interview formats other than those listed, no 

additional interview formats were mentioned by study 



participants. 

Table 32 

Interview Types by Store Format 

Store Format 
Interview 

Type Specialty Department Discount 
n 

One-on-one 24 

In-house 17 

Behavior 
Description 18 

Situational 17 

Biodata 6 

Panel 3 

Other 

g_ 
0 

28.2 

23.9 

25.4 

23.9 

8.5 

4.2 

n 

23 

14 

15 

8 

3 

4 

4 

% n % 

32.4 17 23.9 

19.7 14 19.7 

21.1 8 11.3 

11.3 12 16.9 

4.2 5 7.0 

5.6 5 7.0 

5.6 2 2.8 

N 

64 

45 

41 

37 

14 

12 

6 

Note: Respondents could select more than one answer. 

Employment Tests 
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All 
g_ 
0 

90.1 

63.4 

57.7 

52.1 

19.7 

16.9 

8.5 

Table 33 lists the wide spectrum of tests given by 

retailers to prospective employees. Included were aptitude 

personality, and intelligence tests. In additional to seven 

tests listed in the questionnaire, several others were cited 

by respondents. (See Table 34.) 



Table 33 

Test Types for Executive Trainee Applicants 

Test 

None given 

Analytical 

Intelligence 

Aptitude 

Other 

Integrity 

Substance 
abuse 

Personality 

Polygraph 

Handwriting 
analysis 

Company-
specialized 

Physical/ 
medical 

Specialty 
n 

13 

6 

4 

9 

5 

2 

2 

1 

1 

£. 
0 

18.3 

8.5 

5.6 

12.7 

7.0 

2.8 

2.8 

1.4 

1.4 

Store Format 

Department 
n 

8 

7 

9 

3 

1 

1 

£. 
0 

11.3 

9.9 

12.7 

4.2 

1.4 

1.4 

Discount 
n £. 

0 

7 9.9 

7 9.9 

4 5.6 

4 5.6 

4 4.2 

6 8.5 

1 1. 4 

1 1. 4 

1 1. 4 

N 

28 

20 

17 

13 

12 

9 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

All 
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£. 
0 

39.4 

28.2 

23.9 

18.3 

16.9 

12.7 

5.6 

1.4 

1.4 

1.4 

1.4 

Twenty-eight (39.4%) respondents reported that no such 

tests were given to entry-level executive trainee applicants 
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by their firms. Of the tests administered to potential 

executive trainees, analytical tests were most common (n=20, 

28.2%). Seventeen companies (23.9%) gave intelligence 

tests; 13 (18.3%) administered aptitude tests. 

Integrity tests were utilized by 9 respondents (12.7%). 

Four (5.6%) companies required testing for substance abuse. 

One (1.4%) company each gave a polygraph, handwriting 

analysis, psychological/personality, or a company

specialized test. The firm that reported using a company

specialized did not name the test. No retail firm required 

a physical/medical exam. 

The existing tests cited by respondents included Adult 

Personality Inventory, Employee Aptitude Survey, Greentree, 

London House Personnel Selection Inventory, Reid Report, 

Stanton Inventory, Orion, Occupational Personality 

Questionnaire, Orientation and Motivation Inventory, Watson

Glaser, and Wonderlic Personnel Test. Among the company

specialized tests were instruments designed to measure 

analytical and math skills, customer service and supervisory 

skills, and software proficiency in Word and Excel. 

Table 34 show the specific tests used by retail 

companies. Forty (56.3%) named no specific test(s). Eight 

(11.3%) administered the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. The 



Employment Inventory and Firo Test were each used by 2 

retailers (2.8%). 
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Of the 22 respondents (31.0%) who indicated that they 

used specific tests other than those listed, 6 respondents 

(8.4%) administered the Reid Report and 4 (5.6%) used the 

Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. No respondents 

cited using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, 

the Taylor-Johnson, or the Humm Wadsworth Temperament 

Profile. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (n=8, 11.3%) and 

Employment Inventory (n=2, 2.8%) were each used by 10 

retailers. (See Table 36.) 

Fifteen (21.1%) apparel specialty chain retailers 

reported using no specific test for executive trainee 

reported using no specific test for executive trainee 

applicants. Four (5.6%) indicated that tests other 

than the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (n=l, 1.4%) were used 

by their firms. The Employment Inventory and the Firo Test 

were not used by any apparel specialty chain. 

Fourteen (19.7%) discount department stores reported 

using tests other than the Myers-Briggs (n=2, 2.8%), the 

Employment Inventory (n=2, 2.8%), and the Firo (n=l, 1.4%) 

for executive trainee applicants. No test were specific 

test were used by 13 (18.3%) discount department firms. 



Table 34 

Specific Tests for Executive Trainee Applicants 

Store Format 

Test 

None 
Other 
Myers-Briggs 
Firo 
Employment Inventory 

Specialty 
n 

15 
4 
1 

--
--

~ 
0 

21.1 
5.6 
1.4 
--
--

Department 
n 

12 
4 
5 
1 

--

~ 
0 

16.9 
5.6 
7.0 
1. 4 
--

Not~: Respondents could select more than one answer. 

Discount 
n 

13 
14 

2 
1 
2 

~ 
0 

18.3 
19.7 

2.8 
1. 4 
2.8 

N 

40 
22 

8 
2 
2 

All 
~ 
0 

56.3 
30.9 
11.3 

2.8 
2.8 

I--' 
m 
0 
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Twelve (16.9%) conventional department stores used no 

specific test for executive trainee applicants. Five (7.0%) 

used the Myers-Briggs, 4 (5.6%) used tests other than those 

named in questionnaire, and 1 (1.4%) used the Firo Test. 

The Employment Inventory was not used by any conventional 

department store. 

Respondents were given the opportunity to name other 

tests other those listed that their firms administer to 

executive trainee applicants. Those listed were the Adult 

Personality Inventory (API) (Krug, 1982), Employee Aptitude 

Survey (ESI) (Grimsley, et al., 1952-85), Greentree, London 

House Personnel Selection Inventory, Orientation and 

Motivation Inventory (OMI) (Lorr, et al., 1981), 

Occupational Personality Questionnaire (OPQ) (Saville & 

Holdworth, 1984), Orion, Reid Report (Reid Psychological 

Systems, 1969-92), Stanton Inventory (Klump, 1975-82), 

Watson-Glaser Criticial Thinking Appraisal (Watson & Glaser, 

1942-80), and Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic, 1939-89). 

(See Table 35.) 

Watson-Glaser was used by 5 (23.9%) discount department 

retailers. Two (9.6%) used the Reid Report and 1 (4.8%) 

each used the Employee Aptitude Survey, Onagon, Occupational 

Personnel Questionnaire, Leadership, and a company-
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specialized test. Wonderlic, Adult Personality Inventory, 

London House, Orion, and Greentree were not administered to 

entry-level executive trainee applicants by discount 

department firms. 

The Reid Report was given to executive trainee 

applicants by 3 (14.3%) apparel specialty chain retailers. 

The Wonderlic and Orion were each administered by 1 (4.8%) 

apparel specialty chain. Watson-Glaser, Employee Aptitude 

Survey, Adult Personality Inventory, London House, Onagon, 

Greentree, Leadership, Occupational Personnel Questionnaire, 

and company-specialized test were given by no apparel 

specialty chain retailer. 

One (4.8%) conventional department store each gave 

entry-level executive trainee applicants the Reid Report, 

Employee Aptitude Survey, Adult Personality Inventory, 

London House, or Greentree. No retailers in this store 

format administered Watson-Glaser, Wonderlic, Orion, Onagon, 

Leadership, Occupational Personnel Questionnaire, or a 

company-specialized test to trainee applicants. 

The response methods employed by each retail firm for 

tests given to applicants are displayed in Table 36. Verbal 

answers were used by 36 firms (50.7%) and handwritten 

answers were required by 32 (45.1%). 



Table 35 

Additional Tests Cited by Retailers 

Test 

Reid Report 
Watson-Glaser 
Employee Aptitude Survey 
Wonderlic 
Adult Personality Inventory 
London House 
Orion 
Company-specialized 
Onagon 
Greentree 
Leadership 
Occupational Personnel 

Questionnaire 

Specialty 
n 

3 
--

--
1 

--
--

1 
--
--
--
--

--

~ 
0 

14.3 
--
--

4. 8 
--
--

4. 8 
--
--
--
--
--

Store Formats 

Department 
n 

1 
--

1 
--

1 
1 

--
--
--

1 
--
--

~ 
0 

4.8 
--

4.8 
--

4.8 
4. 8 
--
--
--

4.8 
--
--

Discount 
n ~ 

0 

2 9.6 
5 23.9 
1 4. 8 

-- --
-- --
-- --
-- --

1 4. 8 
1 4. 8 

-- --
1 4.8 
1 4.8 

All 
N % 

6 28.6 
5 23.9 
2 9.6 
1 4. 8 
1 4. 8 
1 4. 8 
1 4. 8 
1 4. 8 
1 4. 8 
1 4.8 
1 4.8 
1 4. 8 

NQte: Twenty-one participants answered this question. Respondents could 
select more than one answer. 

I-' 
(j) 

w 
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A computer keyboard was used by interviewees at 5 

(7.0%) firms. One (1.4%) company each used audio or video 

recorders. No company reported the use of touch-screen 

input computers for applicant tests. 

Sixteen (22.5%) apparel specialty retailers indicated 

that applicants were given tests to which verbal responses 

were required. Tests were responded to in writing in 10 

(14.1%) and on a computer keyboard in 4 (5.6%) cases. 

No apparel specialty chain or conventional department 

store retailers reported using audio or video recordings as 

test response methods. Written tests were given by 12 

(16.9%) and verbal tests by 9 (12.7%). One (1.4%) 

conventional department stores used a computer keyboard. 

Verbal responses were used by 11 (15.5%) and written 

responses were used by 10 (14.1%) discount department 

stores. No discount department retailer reported using a 

keyboard for applicant tests. Audio and video recording 

were test response methods each used by 1 (1.4%) discount 

department store firm. 

Electronic Interviewing 

Table 37 displays the technological devices used for 

interviewing by retail firms. One (2.1%) firm used four 
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devices: the telephone, computer, video recorder, and audio 

recorder. Another 7 (14.6%) retailers, and the afore

mentioned, used two devices: the telephone and computer. 

Forty-one (85.4%) indicated use of only one device and in 

each case it was the telephone. All respondents to this 

question (n=48, 100.0%) used the telephone for corporate 

interviews. 

Twenty (41.7%) discount department stores used the 

telephone, 4 (8.3%) the computer, and 1 (2.1%) each audio 

and video recorders for corporate interviews. Seventeen 

(35.4%) conventional department stores used the telephone 

and 3 (6.3%) the computer for corporate interviews. 

The use of video and audio recorders was not reported 

by any apparel specialty chain or conventional department 

store retailers. Eleven (22.9%) apparel specialty chain 

firms reported using the telephone and 1 (2.1%) the computer 

for corporate interviews. For the three store formats, the 

telephone was the most-used technical device for interviews. 

Interview Logistics 

Study participants were asked about several aspects of 

the actual interview. Who conducted the interview, where it 

was held, and who paid for the associated costs were asked. 

How many applicants per entry-level executive trainee 
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devices: the telephone, computer, video recorder, and audio 

recorder. Another 7 (14.6%) retailers, and the afore

mentioned, used two devices: the telephone and computer. 

Forty-one (85.4%) indicated use of only one device and in 

each case it was the telephone. All respondents to this 

question (n=48, 100.0%) used the telephone for corporate 

interviews. 

Twenty (41.7%) discount department stores used the 

telephone, 4 (8.3%) the computer, and 1 (2.1%) each audio 

and video recorders for corporate interviews. Seventeen 

(35.4%) conventional department stores used the telephone 

and 3 (6.3%) the computer for corporate interviews. 

The use of video and audio recorders was not reported 

by any apparel specialty chain or conventional department 

store retailers. Eleven (22.9%) apparel specialty chain 

firms reported using the telephone and 1 (2.1%) the computer 

for corporate interviews. For the three store formats, the 

telephone was the most-used technical device for interviews. 

Interview Logistics 

Study participants were asked about several aspects of 

the actual interview. Who conducted the interview, where it 

was held, and who paid for the associated costs were asked. 

How many applicants per entry-level executive trainee 



Table 36 

Applicant Test Response Methods 

Response Method Specialty 
n % 

Verbal 16 22.5 
Written 10 14.1 
Computer w/ keyboard 4 5.6 
Audio recording -- --
Video recording -- --

-

Store Format 

Department 
n 

9 
12 

1 
--
--

9-
0 

12.7 
16.9 
1.4 
--
--

Not~: Respondents could select more than 1 answer. 

Discount 
n 9-

0 

11 15.5 
10 14.1 
-- --

1 1.4 
1 1.4 

36 
32 

5 
1 
1 

All 
N 9-

0 

50.7 
45.1 
7.0 
1.4 
1. 4 

f-1 
m 
-...) 
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Table 37 

Technology Used for Corporate Interviews 

Store Format 

Devices Specialty Department Discount All 
n % n % n % N % 

Telephone 11 22.9 17 35.4 20 41.7 48 100.0 
Computer 1 2.1 3 6.3 4 8.3 8 16.7 
Video 
recorder 1 2.1 1 2.1 

Audio 
recorder 1 2.1 1 2.1 

Note: Twenty-three participants did not answer this 
question. Respondents could select more than one answer. 

position were typically interviewed was queried. Starting 

salary, resume' and reference verification, and method of 

job offers and rejections were questioned. 

Interviewers 

Executive trainee candidates were most often interviewed 

by personnel from the human resource department (n=50, 

70.4%). Often, an executive recruiter handled the 

interviewing of executive trainee candidates (n=29, 40.8%). 

Twenty (28.2%) respondents indicated that a store manager or 

another human resource representative interviewed these 

candidates. The person who would be the trainee's immediate 
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supervisor was another potential interviewer (n=4, 9.3%). 

Meals as an Interview Activity 

Study participants were asked if applicants were 

interviewed a during meal; usually, companies did not (n=45, 

63.8%). Twenty-two (31.0%) respondents stated that 

sometimes applicants were interviewed during a meal. Of 

these 22, one revealed that candidates were "observed during 

dinner" while another said that candidates were always 

served a continental breakfast during their follow-up 

interview. Interviews during meals was standard for 2 

companies (2.8%). 

Payment for Expenses 

Table 38 shows how often retail firms paid for the 

expenses incurred during in-house interviews. Two (2.8%) 

retail executives indicated that their firms did not conduct 

in-house interviews. 

Forty (56.3%) firms always paid for an applicant's 

costs resulting from an in-house interview. Costs were 

covered by 18 (25.4%) other retailers some of the time. 

Interviewing costs were never paid by 2 (2.8%) of the 

companies in this study. 
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Table 38 

In-House Interviewing Costs Paid by Retailers 

Store Format 

Frequency Specialty Department Discount All 

Always 
Sometimes 
Never 
Do not hold 

n 

13 
6 
1 
2 

g. 
0 

19.7 
9.1 
1.5 
3.0 

n 

18 
4 
1 

g. 
0 

27.3 
6.1 
1.5 

n 

9 
8 
4 

g. 
0 

13.6 
12.1 

6.1 

N 

40 
18 

6 
2 

g. 
0 

60.6 
27.3 

9.1 
3.0 

Note: Three apparel specialty chain, 1 conventional 
department, and 1 discount department store did not answer 
this question. 

Eighteen (27.3%) conventional department stores always, 

4 (6.1%) sometimes, and 1 (1.5%) never paid the costs 

associated with in-house interviews. Thirteen apparel 

specialty chain stores always, 6 (9.1%) sometimes, and 1 

(1.5%) never paid in-house interviewing expenses. Nine 

(13.%) discount department retailers always, 8 (12.1%) 

sometimes, and 4 (6.1%) never paid such costs. 

Number Interviewees per Position 

As shown in Table 39, the number of applicants 

interviewed for each trainee position ranged from 1 to 200. 

Six (8.5%) respondents each cited 4.5, 5, 7, and 10 the 

typical number interviewed with their respective firms. 
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Five (7.0%) respondents each cited 3 or 4; another 4 (5.6%) 

respondents reported 20 as typical at their firms. Two 

(2.8%) respondents each cited 2.5, 3.5, 7.5, and 12.5 as the 

number interviewed for each trainee opening. 

The number of applicants interviewed for each trainee 

position ranged from 2.5 to 60 with apparel specialty 

chains. Apparel specialty chain retailers reported 5 as the 

typical number of applicants interviewed per trainee 

conventional department retail firms ranged from 1.5 to 200. 

The number of applicants interviewed per trainee 

position ranged from 1 to 20 at discount department store. 

Discount department retailers cited both 4 and 10 (n=3, 

5.7%) as the typical number interviewed per trainee opening. 

Reference and Resume' Verification 

Retail executives were asked how often an executive 

trainee applicant's references were contacted. Three (4.2%) 

retailers said they never contacted references. References 

were contacted sometimes by 20 (28.2%) respondents. Forty-

five (63.4%) retailers always contacted the references given 

by an applicant. 



Table 39 

Typical Number Interviewed Per Trainee Position 

Applicants 
Interviewed 
Per Position 

1.0 
1.5 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
6.5 
7.0 
7.5 

10.0 
11.0 
12.5 
15.0 
16.0 
20.0 
30.0 
33.3 
50.0 
60.0 

200.0 

Specialty 
n 

2 
2 
1 
1 

3 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

g_ 
0 

3.8 
3.8 
1.9 
1.9 

5.7 
1.9 

1.9 
1.9 

1.9 

1.9 
1.9 

Store Format 

Department 
n 

1 

1 

1 
2 
3 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 

1 
2 
1 
1 

1 

g_ 
0 

1. 9 

1.9 

1. 9 
3.8 
5.7 

1.9 
1. 9 
3.8 
1.9 
1.9 

1.9 
3.8 
1.9 
1.9 

1.9 

Discount 
n % 

1 1. 9 

2 3.8 
1 1.9 
3 5.7 
1 1.9 

1 1.9 

1 1.9 
1 1.9 
3 5.7 

1 1.9 
1 1.9 

2 3.8 

Note: Nine apparel specialty chain, 4 conventional 
department, and 5 discount department stores did not 
this question. 
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All 
N % 

1 1.9 
1 1.9 
2 3.8 
5 9.4 
2 3.8 
5 9.4 
3 5.7 
6 11.3 
1 1.9 
1 1.9 
1 1.9 
3 5.7 
2 3.8 
6 11.3 
1 1.9 
2 3.8 
1 1.9 
1 1.9 
4 7.5 
1 1.9 
1 1.9 
1 1.9 
1 1.9 
1 1.9 

answer 

When being considered for an executive trainee opening, 

how often applicants' resume' information is verified was 
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asked. Two (3.0%) retailers never confirmed the information 

supplied in an executive trainee's resume'. Twenty-three 

(34.8%) respondents indicated resumes were checked 

sometimes. Resumes were always verified by 41 (62.1%) of 

the retailers surveyed. 

Entry-Level Salaries 

Table 40 displays the average starting salary range for 

an entry-level executive trainee. Average starting salaries 

ranged from under $20,000 to over $35,000. Twenty-five 

(35.2%) stated that between $25,001 and $30,000 was an 

average starting salary; 18 (25.4%) respondents confirmed a 

starting salary range of $20,001 to $25,000. 

Ten (14.1%) said $30,001 to $35,000 was a typical 

starting salary range. Starting salaries with 9 (12.7%) 

of the retail firms exceeded $35,000. Eight participants 

did not this answer question. A starting salary under 

$20,000 was indicated by 1 (1.4%) firm. 

The average starting salary for entry-level executive 

trainees with apparel specialty chain firms was between 

$25,001 and $30,000. Eight (12.7%) retailers from this 

store format reported starting salaries of $20,000 to 

$25,000, 2 (3.2%) of $30,001 to $35,000 and 1 (1.6%) each 

under $20,000 and over $35,000. 
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Table 40 

Entry-Level Executive Trainee Salaries 

Store Format 
Starting 

Salary Range Specialty 
n g. 

0 

Department 
n g. 

0 

Discount 
n % 

All 
N g. 

0 

Under $20,000 1 1.6 1 1.6 
$20,000-25,000 8 12.7 3 4.8 7 11.1 18 28.6 
$25,001-30,000 9 14.3 8 12.7 8 12.7 25 39.7 
$30,001-35,000 2 3.2 5 7.9 3 4. 8 10 15.9 

Over $35,000 1 1.6 7 11.1 1 1. 6 9 14.3 

Note: Four apparel specialty chain, 1 conventional 
department, and 3 discount department store did not answer 
this question. 

An entry-level executive trainee's average starting 

salary was reported by 8 (12.7%) conventional department 

stores to be between $25,001 and $30,000, by 7 (11.1%) to be 

over $35,000, by 5 (7.9%) between $30,001 and $35,000, and 3 

(4.8%) between $20,000 and $25,000. No conventional 

department store retailer reported an average starting 

salary under $20,000 for entry-level executive trainees. 

At discount department retailers, the average starting 

salary for entry-level executive trainees was reported by 8 

(12.7%) respondents to be between $25,001 and $35,000, by 7 

(11.1%) between $20,001 and $25,000, 3 (4.8%) between 

$30,001 and $35,000, and 1 (1.6%) over $35,000. No discount 
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department retail firm reported an average starting salary 

under $20,000. 

As for the results for all store formats as a whole, 

each store format individually reported the most starting 

salaries to be between $25,001 and $35,000. The second most 

cited salary range for conventional department stores was 

over $35,000 while for apparel specialty chain and discount 

department retailers it was $20,000 to $30,000. 

When asked if an executive trainee's salary was 

negotiable, 42 (59.2%) answered that is was sometimes; 21 

(29.6%) responded never. Starting salaries for entry-level 

executive trainees were reported as always negotiable by 3 

respondents (4.2%). (See Table 41.) 

Tab1e 41 

Neqotiab1e Starting Sa1aries 

Store Format 

Frequency 

Always 
Sometimes 
Never 

Specialty 
n 

2 
17 

4 

% 

3.7 
31.5 

7.40 

Department 
n 

11 
2 

g.. 
0 

20.4 
3.7 

Discount 
n 

1 
14 

5 

g.. 
0 

1.9 
25.9 

9.3 

N 

3 
42 
11 

All 
% 

5.5 
77.8 
20.4 

Note: Two apparel specialty chain, 1 conventional 
department, and 2 discount department stores did not answer 
this question. 
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Job Offers and Rejections 

The methods used to communicate position offers are 

presented in Table 42. Offers for executive trainee 

positions were made via telephone by 52 (74.2%) retailers. 

Executive trainee position offers were made in a letter by 

31 (44.2%) firms; 27 (38.5%) firms made offers in person, 

and 27 (38.5%) used all three methods. 

Thirty-four (48.6%) respondents used only one method to 

communicate employment offers. They were as follows: 20 

(14.0%) by letter, 7 (11.4%) by telephone, and 6 (8.6%) in 

person. Eighteen (25.7%) respondents used two communication 

methods for offers of employment. These were as follows: 11 

(15.7%) used both a letter and in person, 7 (10.0%) used the 

telephone and a letter, and no respondent reported using the 

telephone and in person. One respondent noted that letters 

were used as formal follow-up to personal contact. 

Fifteen (21.0%) executives indicated that their 

companies used two methods of offering positions to entry

level executive trainees. Five (7.0%) of these made job 

offers in person and by telephone. Ten (14.0%) used both 

the telephone and letters. 
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Table 42 

Communication of Offers of Employment 

Store Format 

Method Specialty Department Discount All 
n % n % n % N Q.. 

0 

Telephone 17 24.3 19 27.1 16 22.9 52 74.3 
Letter 7 10.0 17 24.3 7 10.0 31 44.3 
In person 10 7. 0 7 10.0 10 7.0 27 38.6 

Note: One apparel specialty chain store did not answer this 
question. 

Conventional department retailers used the telephone 

more often to communicate position offers (n=19, 27.1%). 

Letters were used by 17 (24.3%) and in person by 7 (10.0%) 

conventional department stores. 

Apparel specialty chain retailers communicated offers 

of employment most often by telephone (n=17, 24.3%). Ten 

(7.0%) made offers in person, and 7 (10.0%) did so in a 

letter. 

Discount department stores were most likely to offer 

positions of employment by telephone (n=l6, 22.9%). Ten 

(7.0%) made the offer in person, and another 7 (10.0%) sent 

a letter. 
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Table 43 presents how retailers communicated employment 

rejections. Fifty-eight (81.7%) sent the information in a 

letter (81.7%), 24 (33.8%) by telephone, and 6 (8.5%) did so 

in person. Two (2.8%) firms did not communicate rejections 

to interviewees. 

Table 43 

Communication of Rejections of Employment 

Method 

Letter 
Telephone 
In person 

Note: One 
question. 

Store Format 

Specialty Department Discount 
n % n 

17 24.3 22 
9 12.9 6 

2 

apparel specialty 

% n 

31.4 19 
8. 6 9 
2.9 4 

chain store 

~ 
0 

27.1 
12.9 
5.7 

did not 

All 
N 

58 
24 

6 

answer 

~ 
0 

47.3 
34.3 
8.6 

this 

Rejections of employment were communicated in a letter 

by 22 (31.4%), by telephone by 6 (8.6%), and in person by 2 

(2.9%) conventional department store retail executives. 

Rejections of employment were communicated in a letter by 19 

(27.1%), by telephone by 9 (12.9), and in person by 4 (5.7%) 

conventional department store retail executives. 

Seventeen (24.3%) apparel specialty chain executives 

communicated employment rejections in a letter and another 9 
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(12.9%) did so by telephone. No respondent with this store 

format reported doing so in person. Executives with all 

three retail formats used letters most often to issue 

rejections of employment. 

Summary of Interview Activities 

Experience in work, leadership, and retail sales were 

identified as the personal achievements used most as 

applicant screening criteria interview with a retail firm. 

Faculty recommendations, educational degrees and major had 

the least impact upon an applicant's likelihood to be 

selected to interview. 

Forty (56.3%) companies had no minimum gpa requirement 

for entry-level executive trainee applicants. A minimum gpa 

standard was enforced by 26 (36.6%) retailers. One apparel 

specialty chain cited a 2.75 gpa, and 2 conventional 

department stores named a 3.0 gpa as the minimum with their 

respective firms. 

The length of a typical initial interview ranged from 

30 minutes to over 2 hours. Thirty to 60 minutes was the 

most common length (n=49, 71.0%). 

Follow-up interviews were conducted as soon as 1 week 

to as long as 4 weeks after the initial interview. Most 
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often follow-up interviews were held 2 to 4 weeks (n=29, 

44.6%) after the initial interview. Typically follow-up 

interviews were conducted at the firm's corporate 

headquarters (n=51, 78.5%) or at one of their retail stores 

(n=30, 46.2%). 

The traditional one-on-one interview was used most 

(n=64, 90.1%). In-house interviews were used by 45 (63.4%) 

companies. Forty-one (57.7%) indicated their firms used the 

behavioral description interview format. 

Retailers were found to give prospective employees 

various examinations including psychological, integrity, and 

substance abuse. Tests administered to potential executive 

trainees included analytical (n=20, 28.2%), intelligence 

(n=l7, 23.9%), and aptitude (n=l3, 18.3%) tests. Response 

methods for applicant tests included verbal (n=36, 50.7%), 

hand-written (n=32, 45.1%), computer with keyboard input 

(n=S, 7.0%), and audio or video recorders (n=l, 1.4%). 

Technological devices retail firms used for 

interviewing included telephone, computer, video recorder, 

and audio recorder. Human resource executives (n=50, 

70.4%), an executive recruiter (n=29, 40.8%), or store 

manager (n=20, 28.2%) interviewed entry-level executive 

trainee candidates. The number of applicants interviewed 
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per trainee position ranged from one (n=l, 1.4%) to 200 

(n=l, 1.4%). Five or 10 interviewees was cited as typical 

(n=6, 8.5%). Usually, companies did not interview applicants 

during meals (n=45, 63.8%). In about half of the cases, 

applicants' in-house interview expenses were paid by the 

retailer (n=40, 56.3%). 

Average starting salaries for entry-level executive 

trainees ranged from under $20,000 to over $35,000. 

Starting salaries of $25,000 to $30,000 were cited most 

often (n=25, 35.2%). 

Offers for executive trainee positions were made over 

the telephone (n=52, 74.2%), in a letter (n= 31, 44.2%), or 

in person (n=27, 38.5%). Firms reported communicating 

employment rejections in a letter (n=58, 81.7%), by 

telephone (n=24, 33.8%), or in person (n=6, 8.5%). 

Hiring 

Retailers were asked an array of questions dealing with 

the hiring of entry-level executive trainees in the retail 

industry. Topics covered included skills as well as 

personal achievements and traits. In an open-ended format, 

respondents were given the opportunity to advise both 

students and college educators regarding preparation for 



careers as retail executives. 

Applicant Skills 

Retailers were asked to rate 16 skills relating to 

assessment of applicants for entry-level executive 
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positions. Included were computer, teamwork, communication, 

interpersonal, leadership, planning, and analytical skills. 

Among the skills rated highest by retailers from all 

store formats were interpersonal and teamwork skills, oral 

communication, and leadership and problem solving ability. 

As shown by Table 44, the skills rated lowest were foreign 

language competency, and computer word processing and 

presentation software. 

Three Most Important Skills 

Retailers were asked to select from the 16 applicant 

skills the three considered most important by their firm for 

executive trainees. Leadership (CS=83) and interpersonal 

(CS=79) skills received the highest composite scores and 

were each chosen by 20 (28.6%) respondents as the first most 

important applicant skill. Foreign language (CS=O), written 

communication (CS=l), and computer word processing (CS=2) 

were ranked the lowest. (See Table 48.) 
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Skills for Apparel Specialty Chain Stores. Leadership 

(CS=23) and interpersonal (CS=21) skills were ranked highest 

of the 16 skills by apparel specialty chain stores. Four 

skills (written communication, foreign language, computer 

Table 44 

Skills for Entry-Level Executives: All Store Formats 

Skills 

Teamwork 
Interpersonal 
Oral communication 
Problem-solving 
Leadership 
Organizational 
Task prioritization 
Planning 
Analytical 
Motivate others 
Time-management 
Written communication 
Spreadsheet software 
Word processing 
Presentation software 
Foreign language 

All Store Formats 

None--Low--Mod--High 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

12 55 
12 55 
13 54 

1 13 53 
2 11 54 
2 17 48 
2 18 46 
4 19 42 
1 26 40 
6 22 38 
4 34 29 

13 27 27 
3 12 33 18 
2 16 39 10 
6 21 37 3 

34 29 4 

Overall 
Rating 

3.82 
3.82 
3.81 
3.78 
3.78 
3.69 
3.67 
3.58 
3.58 
3.48 
3.37 
3.21 
3.00 
2.85 
2.55 
1.55 

Note: Four respondents each did not answer items on 
teamwork, interpersonal, oral communication, problem
solving, leadership, organizational, analytical, time
management, written communication, word processing, 
presentation software, and foreign language; 5 did not 
answer task prioritization, motivates others, and 
spreadsheet software; and 6 did not answer planning. 



Tab1e 45 

Ski11s for Entry-Leve1 Executive Positions: Appare1 

Specia1ty Chain Stores 

Level of Importance 
Skills 

None--Low--Mod--High 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Teamwork 5 10 
Oral communication 4 11 
Interpersonal 3 12 
Problem-solving 3 12 
Leadership 2 13 
Organizational 1 1 13 
Task prioritization 3 12 
Analytical 8 7 
Planning 1 3 10 
Motivate others 4 11 
Time-management 8 7 
Written communication 3 5 7 
Word processing 2 11 2 
Spreadsheet software 3 8 3 
Presentation software 2 6 7 4 
Foreign language 7 7 1 

Note: Not all participants answered every item. 
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Overall 
Rating 

3.83 
3.83 
3.74 
3.74 
3.66 
3.61 
3.61 
3.48 
3.41 
3.39 
3.39 
3.17 
2.96 
2.91 
2.43 
1.69 

word processing, and planning) receive composite scores of 

zero. The remaining 10 skills received composite scores 

ranging from 1 to 9, skipped no more than 1 point, and were 

evenly distributed throughout that 8-point range. (See 

Table 49). 
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Table 46 

Skills for Entry-Level Executive Positions: Conventional 

Department Stores 

Level of Importance 
Skills 

None--Low--Mod--High Overall 
(1) (2) (3) (4) Ratings 

Problem-solving 1 2 18 3.91 
Teamwork 2 19 3.83 
Interpersonal 4 17 3.87 
Oral communication 5 16 3.87 
Leadership 1 4 16 3.87 
Teamwork 2 19 3.83 
Organizational 1 8 12 3.83 
Analytical 1 8 12 3.83 
Task prioritization 8 13 3.82 
Planning 1 6 14 3.77 
Motivate others 1 8 12 3.59 
Time-management 1 14 6 3.57 
Written communication 5 6 10 3.30 
Spreadsheet software 3 3 7 8 3.26 
Word processing 2 4 11 4 2.91 
Presentation software 3 5 11 2 2.69 
Foreign language 9 11 1 0 1.52 

Note: Not all participants answered every item. 

Skills for Conventional Department Stores. Respondents 

in this store format ranked interpersonal (CS=23), 

leadership (CS=19), and computer presentation software 

(CS=l5) skills highest. Written communication and foreign 

language received composite scores of zero. The remaining 

11 skills received composite scores ranging from 1 to 11, 
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skipped no more than 2 points, and were evenly distributed 

throughout that 10-point range. (See Table 50). 

Table 47 

Skills for Entry-Level Executive Positions: Discount 

Department Stores 

Level of Importance 
Skills Overall 

None--Low--Mod--High Rating 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Interpersonal 5 23 3.86 
Leadership 1 4 23 3.81 
Teamwork 5 23 3.81 
Oral communication 4 24 3.71 
Problem-solving 7 21 3.67 
Organizational 8 20 3.62 
Task prioritization 2 5 21 3.57 
Planning 2 9 17 3.57 
Motivate others 5 8 15 3.48 
Analytical 9 19 3.43 
Time-management 3 10 15 3.14 
Written communication 5 14 9 3.14 
Spreadsheet software 6 15 7 2.81 
Word processing 10 14 4 2.67 
Presentation software 1 10 16 1 2.52 
Foreign language 17 9 2 1.43 

Note: Not all participants answered every item. 

Skills for Discount Departments Stores. Leadership 

(CS=37), analytical (CS=29), interpersonal (CS=26), and 

teamwork (CS=25) skills were ranked highest by respondents 

in this store format. Computer word processing and foreign 
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language received composite scores of zero. The remaining 

10 skills received composite scores ranging from 1 to 11, 

skipped no more than 2 points, and were distributed 

throughout that 10-point range. (See Table 51). 

Least Important Skills 

The skills judged by participants as least important 

for entry-level executive trainees are listed in Table 53. 

Forty-eight (68.6%) of the respondents named foreign 

language competency as the first least important. Being 

skilled on computer presentation software was rated by 15 

retailers as first least important. 

Comparing Ratings and Rankings of Skills 

Of 16 skills for entry-level executive trainees, 

interpersonal (3.82) and leadership (3.78) skills were rated 

among the top five by respondents from the three store 

formats. When asked to select the most important three from 

the list, leadership (CS=83) and interpersonal (CS=79) 

skills were ranked 35 points higher than all of the others. 

(See Tables 44 and 48). 

Interpersonal (3.74) and leadership (3.66) skills were 

rated among the top five by apparel specialty chain store 

respondents. This store format ranked leadership (CS=23) 
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and interpersonal (CS=21) skills highest and 11 points 

higher than any other skill. (See Tables 45 and 49). 

Conventional department store respondents rated 

interpersonal (3.87) and leadership (3.87) among the top 

five skills for entry-level executive trainees. When asked 

to select the three most important skills, interpersonal 

(CS=23) and leadership (CS=19) were ranked highest by this 

store format. 

The comparison of ratings and rankings reveals an 

inconsistency on the importance of computer presentation 

software skills to conventional department stores. Computer 

presentation software skills (2.69) were rated second lowest 

yet were ranked as third most important (CS=15). (See 

Tables 46 and 50). 

The ratings and rankings by discount department store 

respondents of interpersonal, leadership, and teamwork 

agree. These 3 skills were rated highest and ranked among 

the top 4. There is inconsistency in the rating and ranking 

of the fourth skill, analytical. Ranked among the top 4 by 

discount department respondents, 9 of the 16 skills were 

rated above analytical (3.43). (See Tables 47 and 51). 
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Preferred Foreign Language 

Although, respondents ranked foreign language 

competency as the first least important skill, when an 

applicant was multi-lingual, speaking Spanish was preferred. 

Forty-seven (66.2%) of respondents cited Spanish as the 

Table 48 

Three Most Important Skills as Hiring Criteria: All Store 

Formats 

Skill Rankings 

Composite 

Leadership 20 8 7 83 
Interpersonal 20 7 5 79 
Analytical 7 7 9 44 
Teamwork 4 13 5 43 
Computer presentation software 8 5 34 
Prioritization 2 7 4 24 
Organizational 2 6 5 23 
Oral communication 3 5 2 21 
Motivational 1 3 10 19 
Problem-solving 4 9 17 
Time-management 1 5 7 
Computer spreadsheet 1 3 5 
Planning 1 2 1 4 
Computer word processing 1 2 
Written communication 1 1 
Foreign language 

Note: One participant did not answer this question. 
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Three Most Important Skills as Hiring Criteria: Apparel 

Specialty Chain Stores 

Skill Rankings 
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Composite 

Leadership 6 3 1 23 
Interpersonal 5 3 21 
Motivational 1 2 2 9 
Oral communication 2 1 7 
Analytical 2 2 6 
Organizational 2 2 6 
Teamwork 2 1 5 
Computer presentation software 1 1 1 5 
Task prioritization 1 1 4 
Computer spreadsheet 1 1 3 
Problem-solving 3 3 
Time-management 1 1 
Written communication 
Foreign language 
Computer word processing 
Planning 

preferred language. (See Table 54.) 

Chinese and Japanese both were cited by 6 participants 

(8.5%). Three (4.5%) named French, and 1 each said they 

preferred German or Italian. Three retailers (4.5%) 

selected other, and each of these filled in Portuguese as 

the language they favored. 
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Personal Traits 

Retailers were presented with a list of 26 personal 

traits. Study participants were asked to indicate how much 

importance their firms placed upon each personal trait for 

hiring an executive trainee. (See Table 55.) 

Table 50 

Three Most Important Skills as Hiring Criteria: Conventional 

Department Stores 

Skill Rankings 

Composite 

Interpersonal 6 3 1 23 
Leadership 5 1 2 19 
Computer presentation software 4 1 1 15 
Organizational 2 2 1 11 
Teamwork 1 2 3 10 
Task prioritization 1 3 9 
Analytical 1 1 3 8 
Problem-solving 2 3 7 
Planning 2 1 5 
Motivational 1 4 4 
Oral communication 2 4 
Computer spreadsheet 1 1 4 
Time-management 1 1 
Computer word processing 1 1 
Written communication 
Foreign language 
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Table 51 

Three Most Important Skills as Hiring Criteria: Discount 

Department Stores 

Skill Rankings 

1st Composite 

Leadership 9 3 4 37 
Analytical 6 4 3 29 
Interpersonal 7 1 3 26 
Teamwork 2 9 1 25 
Task prioritization 4 3 11 
Computer presentation software 2 2 1 11 
Oral communication 1 2 1 8 
Organizational 2 2 6 
Problem-solving 1 3 5 
Motivational 4 4 
Computer spreadsheet 1 1 4 
Time-management 1 2 4 
Planning 1 3 
Written communication 1 1 
Computer word processing 
Foreign language 

Personal Trait Rankings 

Motivation (M=3.84) was rated highest by retailers from 

the three store formats. Being hard-working (M=3.83) was 

valued second highest. Three personal traits were each 

rated third: responsibility, high energy level, and 

initiative (M=3.78). Based upon the overall rating, 

willingness to relocate (M=2.72) was rated least important 



Table 52 

First Most Important Skill as Hiring Criteria by Store Format 

Store Format 
Skills 

Specialty Department Discount 
n 

Teamwork 2 
Leadership 3 
Task prioritization 1 
Analytical 3 
Interpersonal 3 
Organizational 1 
Oral communication 2 
Ability to motivate others 2 
Computer presentation software 3 
Planning --
Word processing 1 
Spreadsheet software 1 
Time-management skills --

NQt~: One apparel specialty chain, 

g. 
0 

3.0 
4. 8 
1.5 
4. 8 
4. 8 
1.5 
3.0 
3.0 
4. 8 
--

1.5 
1.5 
--

n 

4 
2 
5 
3 
1 
4 
1 

--
1 
1 

--
--

1 

g. 
0 n 

6.0 7 
3.0 3 
7.5 1 
4.8 1 
1.5 3 
6.0 1 
1.5 2 
-- 1 

1.5 1 
1.5 1 
-- --
-- --

1.5 --

2 conventional department, 
and 1 discount department store did not answer this question. 

g. 
0 

10.4 
4. 8 
1.5 
1.5 
4.8 
1.5 
3.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
--
--
--

N 

13 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
5 
3 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 

All 
g. 
0 

19.4 
12.0 
10.4 
10.4 
10.4 

9.0 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
3.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

f-l 
\.0 
w 



of the 26 personal traits, a sense of humor (M=3.03) was 

rated second least important, and openness (M=3.13%) was 

rated third least important personal trait as hiring 

criteria for an executive trainee. 
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Table 59 ranks the hiring criteria respondents selected 

from the 26 personal traits if their firms were limited to 

three criteria. Maturity and honesty (CS=40) were selected 

Table 53 

Three Least Important Skills as Hiring Criteria: All Store 

Formats 

.. 
Skills Rankings 

Composite 

Foreign language 48 2 10 158 
Computer presentation software 15 26 19 116 
Computer word processing 3 12 7 40 
Computer spreadsheet 1 10 11 34 
Written communication 2 9 6 30 
Motivational 6 6 18 
Time-management 1 2 3 10 
Analytical 5 5 
Leadership 1 1 3 
Interpersonal 1 2 
Prioritization 1 2 
Planning 1 1 
Teamwork 
Organizational 
Oral communication 
Problem-solving 

Note: Ten participants did not answer this question. 
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Preferred Foreign Languages 

Store Format 

Language Specialty Department Discount 
n Q.. 

0 n Q.. 
0 n % 
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All 
N % 

Spanish 16 23.9 15 22.4 16 23.9 47 70.1 
Chinese 1 1.5 3 4.5 2 3.0 6 9.0 
Japanese 3 4.5 3 4.5 6 9.0 
French 1 1.5 1 1.5 1 1.5 3 4.5 
Other 2 3.0 1 1.5 3 4.5 
German 1 1.5 1 1.5 
Italian 1 1.5 1 1.5 

Note: One apparel specialty chain, 2 conventional 
department, and 1 discount department store did not answer 
this question. Portuguese was the language named as 
other in all 3 cases. 

most frequently. Responsibility and common sense (CS=33) 

were second. Third were hard-working and motivation 

(CS=31). No respondents selected appearance as one of the 

top three hiring criteria for executive trainees. 

Traits for Appare1 Specia1ty Chains. Rankings of 

personal traits as hiring criteria by respondents from 

apparel specialty chains are displayed in Table 60. Four 

personal traits ranked highest (CS=ll). These included 

maturity, common sense, high energy level, and 

competitiveness. 
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Six personal traits received composite scores of zero. 

No apparel specialty chain store respondent ranked 

managerial spirit, openness, relates well to supervisors, 

sense of humor, decisiveness, or appearance as first, 

second, or third most important personal trait for executive 

trainees. 

Traits for Conventional Department Stores. Rankings of 

personal traits by respondents from conventional department 

stores placed maturity (CS=25) first. Dedication/loyalty, 

willingness to relocate, self control, decisiveness, 

openness, and appearance all received composite scores of 

zero. (See Table 61.) 

Traits for Discount Department Stores. The highest 

ranked personal traits as hiring criteria by a discount 

department store respondent was responsibility (CS=9). As 

shown in Table 62, relates well to supervisors, sense of 

humor, appearance, and competitiveness all received 

composite scores of zero. 

Composite scores of personal traits as hiring criteria 

by respondents at apparel specialty chain and discount 

department stores were similar. Composite scores by apparel 

specialty respondents ranged from zero to 11 while those by 

discount department respondents ranged from zero to 9. 
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Respondents from these two retail formats ranked the 26 

personal traits in a compact manner, with no more than one 

point separating the items. 

Comparing Ratings and Rankings of Personal Traits 

Rankings of personal traits by conventional department 

store respondents differed from the other two formats. 

Although ranked among the top three by all store formats, 

maturity was ranked 11 points higher than any other personal 

trait by conventional department store respondents. The 

rankings of the remaining items ranged from zero to 14 

skipping no more than two points within that range. These 

rankings occupy a similar place on the composite score 

spectrum and are evenly distributed as are the rankings 

assigned to all personal traits by apparel specialty chain 

and discount department stores. 

Based upon the composite scores, both common sense and 

maturity ranked among the highest three by all store formats 

(See Tables 49, 50, and 51). Based upon the level of 

importance ratings, all three store formats rated several 

personal traits higher (See Tables 56, 57, and 58). Ratings 

for maturity were 3.67 (apparel specialty chain), 3.57 

(conventional department), and 3.52 (discount department). 

Ratings for common sense were 3.36 (apparel specialty 
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chain), 3.65 (conventional department), and 3.62 (discount 

department). 

Top Three Hiring Criteria by Sales Volume 

Retailers were asked to name the three personal traits 

their firms would use as hiring criteria. The data were 

examined by sales volume relating to the 26 hiring criteria. 

First Most Important Hiring Criteria. Honesty was 

rated first most important by retailers in all sales volume 

categories (n=lO, 14.9%). Maturity, responsibility, 

motivation, and common sense were all rated as first most 

important personal trait by 5 (7.0%) retailers with sales 

volume exceeding $1 billion. Three (4.2%) retailers rated 

important hiring criteria by 6 retailers (9.0%). No 

retailers indicated self control, appearance, sense of 

humor, relates well to supervisors, or willingness to 

relocate as the first most important hiring criteria. (See 

Table 63.) 

There some disagreement in the rating of 26 personal 

traits as hiring criteria among the three retail store 

formats. Retail executives from apparel specialty chain 

stores rated honesty, high energy level, and responsibility 

highest. High energy, motivation, and hard-working received 
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the highest ratings from conventional department store 

executives. Honesty, hard-working, and motivation were 

rated highest by discount department store retailers. 

Apparel specialty chain and discount department stores 

rated honesty highly important. High energy level was 

important to apparel specialty chain and conventional 

department store executives. Both conventional and discount 

department stores rated motivation and hard-working highly. 

Respondents from all three store formats rated 

willingness to relocate lowest. Sense of humor was rated 

second lowest and openness third lowest by both apparel 

specialty chain and conventional department store retailers. 

Discount department stores rated openness as fifth lowest. 

Firms in the $300 million to $1 billion annual sales volume 

category cited honesty and maturity as the first most 

important personal trait to use for hiring criteria. 

Second Most Important Hiring Criteria. Hard-working 

was selected as the second most important personal trait by 

the 10 (14.1%) retailers in all annual sales volume 

categories. Decisiveness, appearance, willingness to 

relocate, managerial spirit, openness, and sense of humor 

were not named by any respondent. 
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Of the retailers that cited hard-working as second most 

important hiring criteria, 6 had annual sales exceeding 

$1 billion, and sales for 4 firms were $299 million or less. 

Initiative was selected by 9 (12.7%) retailers with annual 

sales volumes over $300 million. Seven (9.9%) retailers 

working for firms with annual sales volumes over $300 

million cited high energy level and people-oriented as the 

second most important hiring criteria. (See Table 64.) 

Third Most Important Hiring Criteria. Common sense was 

selected by 6 (8.5%) retailers as the third most important 

personal trait as hiring criteria. Responsibility, 

maturity, hard-working, and people-oriented were each cited 

by 5 (7.0%) retailers as the third most important hiring 

criteria. Self control, openness, sense of humor, relates 

well to subordinates and supervisors, appearance, 

dedication/loyalty, and willingness to relocate were not 

selected by any respondents as the third most important 

personal trait. Appearance and sense of humor were not 

identified as first, second, or third most important hiring 

criteria by retailers of all sales volumes. 

Common sense and responsibility (n=3, 4.2%) were each 

chosen by retail executives from firms with annual sales 



Table 55 

Personal Traits as Hiring Criteria: All Store Formats 

All Store Formats 
Traits 

None----Low--Moderate--High 

Motivation -- -- 11 58 
Hard-working -- -- 12 57 
Initiative -- 1 13 55 
High energy level -- 1 13 55 
Responsibility 0 0 15 53 
Enthusiasm -- 1 14 54 
People-oriented -- 3 17 47 
Confidence -- 1 24 44 
Ambition -- 2 23 42 
Maturity -- -- 28 40 
Flexibility -- 3 23 43 
Relates well to supervisors -- 1 26 38 
Relates well to subordinates -- 6 19 44 
Common sense, assertiveness -- 4 24 41 
Dedication/loyalty -- 3 29 35 
Managerial spirit 1 4 25 37 
Self control -- 3 32 31 
Competitiveness 1 9 32 27 
Appearance 1 5 40 23 
Creativity -- 13 33 23 
Openness 1 12 32 23 
Sense of humor 2 12 37 18 
Willingness to relocate 7 19 29 14 

Overall 
Rating 

3.84 
3.83 
3.78 
3.78 
3.78 
3.77 
3.66 
3.62 
3.60 
3.59 
3.58 
3.57 
3.55 
3.54 
3.48 
3.46 
3.42 
3.23 
3.23 
3.14 
3.13 
3.03 
2.72 

N 

69 
69 
69 
69 
68 
69 
67 
69 
67 
68 
69 
65 
69 
69 
67 
67 
66 
69 
69 
69 
68 
69 
67 N 

0 
I-' 
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Table 57 

Personal Traits as Hiring Criteria: Conventional Department 

Stores 

Traits 

Motivation 
Hard-working 
High energy level 
Flexibility 
Initiative 
Responsibility 
Ambition 
Enthusiasm 
People-oriented 
Confidence 
Common sense 
Assertiveness 
Decisiveness 
Maturity 
Honesty 
Relates well to supervisors 
Competitiveness 
Dedication/loyalty 
Managerial spirit 
Relates well to subordinates 
Self control 
Appearance 
Creativity 
Openness 
Sense of humor 
Willingness to relocate 

Level of Importance 

None--Low--Mod--High 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

3 18 
3 18 
5 16 
8 13 
2 19 
6 15 

1 7 12 
4 17 
4 16 
9 12 

11 10 
2 7 12 

8 12 
11 10 

3 18 
7 13 

1 2 9 9 
9 12 
9 12 
7 14 

13 8 
1 15 5 
1 12 8 
3 7 6 

1 1 12 7 
1 4 12 4 

Overall 
Rating 

3.91 
3.83 
3.83 
3.78 
3.74 
3.74 
3.71 
3.69 
3.69 
3.69 
3.65 
3.61 
3.59 
3.57 
3.57 
3.57 
3.52 
3.48 
3.48 
3.43 
3.39 
3.26 
3.17 
3.12 
2.96 
2.69 
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Table 58 

Personal Traits as Hiring Criteria: Discount Department 

Stores 

Level of Imi;2ortance 
Traits 

None--Low--Mod--High Overall 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4 ) Rating 

Hard-working 6 23 3.86 
Motivation 5 24 3.76 
Honesty 3 8 18 3.76 
Initiative 8 21 3.76 
Enthusiasm 1 7 21 3.71 
Responsibility 8 20 3.71 
People-oriented 3 12 14 3.65 
Relates well to subordinates 6 9 14 3.62 
High energy level 6 23 3.62 
Common sense 4 8 17 3. 62 
Relates well to supervisors 1 15 12 3.60 
Managerial spirit 1 4 10 13 3.57 
Dedication/loyalty 3 15 9 3.55 
Maturity 13 16 3.52 
Confidence 11 18 3.52 
Decisiveness 1 14 14 3.48 
Ambition 1 9 18 3.48 
Self control 2 16 8 3.45 
Flexibility 1 11 17 3.38 
Assertiveness 1 11 17 3.34 
Sense of humor 1 9 13 6 3.14 
Openness 1 8 11 8 3.05 
Competitiveness 5 13 1 3.00 
Appearance 1 4 18 6 3.00 
Creativity 8 14 7 3.00 
Willing to relocate 5 9 10 5 2.95 
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Table 59 

Top Three Personal Traits as Hiring Criteria for Executive 

Trainees: All Store Formats 

Rankings 
Personal Traits 

1st Composite 

Maturity 8 5 6 40 
Honesty 10 3 4 40 
Responsibility 7 3 6 33 
Common sense 6 4 7 33 
Hard-working 2 10 5 31 
Motivation 6 6 1 31 
High energy level 4 7 3 29 
People-oriented 2 8 5 27 
Flexibility 5 2 4 23 
Initiative 1 9 2 23 
Competitiveness 4 3 2 20 
Ambition 3 1 2 13 
Assertiveness 1 3 4 13 
Relates well to subordinates 3 1 11 
Enthusiasm 1 1 4 9 
Creativity 1 1 4 9 
Confidence 1 1 4 9 
Managerial spirit 2 2 8 
Dedication/loyalty 2 6 
Willing to relocate 1 1 3 
Self control 1 1 3 
Openness 1 3 
Relates well to supervisors 1 2 
Sense of humor 1 1 

important hiring criteria. Retailers in the $300 million to 

$1 billion range selected honesty (n=3, 4.2%). In the under 

$299 million category, four personal traits (n=2, 2.8%) were 



named as third: common sense, responsibility, people

oriented, and enthusiasm (see Table 65). 

Table 60 
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Top Three Personal Traits as Hiring Criteria for Executive 

Trainees: Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

Rankings 
Personal Traits 

1st Composite 

Maturity 3 1 11 
Common sense 2 2 1 11 
High energy level 2 2 1 11 
Competitiveness 2 2 1 11 
Hard-working 4 2 10 
People-oriented 3 3 9 
Responsibility 2 3 9 
Assertiveness 1 1 2 7 
Flexibility 1 1 1 6 
Honesty 1 1 5 
Initiative 2 1 5 
Ambition 1 1 5 
Enthusiasm 1 1 4 
Confidence 1 1 4 
Motivation 1 1 4 
Relates well to subordinates 1 3 
Dedication/loyalty 1 3 
Creativity 2 2 
Willing to relocate 1 1 
Self control 1 1 
Managerial spirit 
Openness 
Relates well to supervisors 
Sense of humor 
Decisiveness 
Appearance 
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Table 61 

Top Three Personal Traits as Hiring Criteria for Executive 

Trainees: Conventional Department Stores 

Rankings 
Personal Traits 

1st 2nd 3rd Composite 

Maturity 5 3 4 25 
Honesty 3 2 1 14 
Common sense 3 1 3 14 
Motivation 2 3 1 13 
Responsibility 3 1 10 
Hard-working 1 2 2 9 
People-oriented 4 1 9 
High energy level 3 2 8 
Flexibility 2 2 8 
Initiative 3 1 7 
Ambition 2 1 7 
Competitiveness 1 1 1 6 
Assertiveness 2 4 
Confidence 1 2 4 
Relates well to subordinates 1 3 
Creativity 1 3 
Managerial spirit 1 3 
Relates well to supervisors 1 2 
Sense of humor 1 1 
Enthusiasm 1 1 
Dedication/loyalty 
Willing to relocate 
Self control 
Openness 
Decisiveness 
Appearance 
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Table 62 

Top Three Hiring Personal Traits as Criteria for Executive 

Trainees: Discount Department Stores 

Rankings 
Personal Traits 

1st 2nd 3rd Composite 

Responsibility 1 2 2 9 
Common sense 2 2 8 
Maturity 1 2 1 8 
Flexibility 2 6 
Initiative 3 6 
Honesty 1 2 5 
Hard-working 1 1 5 
Motivation 1 1 5 
Relates well to subordinates 1 1 5 
Managerial spirit 1 2 5 
Creativity 1 1 4 
High energy level 2 4 
People-oriented 1 1 4 
Willing to relocate 2 4 
Decisiveness 1 1 4 
Dedication/loyalty 1 3 
Openness 1 3 
Assertiveness 2 2 
Self control 1 2 
Enthusiasm 2 2 

Ambition 1 1 
Confidence 1 1 
Relates well to supervisors 
Sense of humor 
Competitiveness 
Appearance 



Table 63 

First Most Important Personal Trait as Hiring Criteria by Sales Volume 

.S,ales Volume 

Trait >$299 million $300 million <$1 billion 
-$1 billion 

n % n % n % 

Honesty 2 2. 8 3 4.2 5 7.0 
Maturity, motivation 1 1. 4 2 2.8 3 4.2 
Responsibility 1 1. 4 2 2.8 3 4.2 
Common sense 2 2. 8 2 2.8 2 2.8 
Flexibility -- -- -- -- 5 7.0 
Competitiveness 1 1. 4 2 2.8 1 1. 4 
Ambition 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 
High energy level 2 2. 8 -- -- 1 1. 4 
Relates well to subordinates 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 
Dedication/loyalty 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 -- --
People-oriented 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 -- --

Managerial spirit 2 2.8 -- -- -- --
Hard-working -- -- -- -- 2 2.8 
Openness -- -- 1 1. 4 -- --
Enthusiasm, decisiveness, 

& initiative -- -- -- -- 1 1. 4 
Creativity & assertiveness -- -- 1 1. 4 -- --
Confidence -- -- -- -- 1 1. 4 

N 

10 
6 
6 
6 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

1 
1 
1 

Overall 
Rating 

% 

14.1 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
7.0 
5.6 
4.2 
4.2 
4.2 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 
2.8 
1. 4 

1. 4 
1. 4 
1. 4 

i'.) 

0 

"° 



Table 64 

Second Most Important Hiring Criteria by Sales Volume 

Sales Volume 

Trait ~$299 million $300 million <$1 billion 
-$1 billion 

n % n % n % 

Hard-working 4 5.6 -- -- 6 8.5 
Initiative -- -- 4 5.6 5 7.0 
High energy level -- -- 3 4.2 4 5.6 
People-oriented 1 1. 4 4 5.6 2 2.8 
Motivation 2 2.8 2 2.8 2 2.8 
Maturity 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 2 2.8 
Assertiveness -- -- -- -- 3 4.2 
Honesty & common sense 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 
Competitiveness -- -- 2 2.8 1 1. 4 
Responsibility 1 1. 4 -- -- 2 2.8 
Self control, enthusiasm, 
relates well to supervisors 
& subordinates, confidence 1 1. 4 -- -- -- --

Willing to relocate, 
ambition, creativity -- -- 1 1. 4 -- --

Flexibility -- -- -- -- 1 1. 4 

Overall 
Rating 

N % 

10 14.1 
9 12.7 
7 9.9 
7 9.9 
6 8.5 
4 5.6 
3 4.2 
3 4.2 
3 4.2 
3 4.2 

1 1. 4 

1 1. 4 
1 1. 4 

N 
I-' 
0 



Table 65 

Important Hiring Criteria by Sales Volume 

Sales Volume 

Trait >$299 million $300 million 
-$1 billion 

n % n % 

Common sense 2 2.8 1 1. 4 
Maturity 1 1. 4 2 2.8 
Responsibility 2 2.8 -- --
Hard-working 1 1. 4 2 2.8 
People-oriented 2 2.8 2 2.8 
Enthusiasm 2 2.8 -- --
Creativity & confidence 1 1. 4 2 2.8 
Honesty 1 1. 4 3 4.2 
Flexibility -- -- 2 2.8 
High energy level 1 1. 4 -- --

Assertiveness -- -- 1 1. 4 
Decisiveness 1 1. 4 1 1. 4 
Initiative 1 1. 4 -- --
Ambition & managerial spirit -- -- -- --

Competitiveness -- -- 1 1. 4 
Motivation & sense of humor -- -- -- --
Willingness to relocate -- -- 1 1. 4 

<$1 billion 

n % 

3 4.2 
2 2.8 
3 4.2 
2 2.8 
1 1. 4 
2 2.8 
1 1. 4 

-- --
2 2.8 
2 2.8 
2 2.8 
1 1. 4 
1 1. 4 
2 2.8 
1 1. 4 
1 1. 4 

-- --

Overall 
Rating 
N % 

6 8.5 
5 7.0 
5 7.0 
5 7.0 
5 7.0 
4 5.6 
4 5.6 
4 5.6 
4 5.6 
3 4.2 
3 4.2 
3 4.2 
2 2.8 
2 2.8 
2 2.8 
1 2.8 
1 1. 4 

N 
I-' 
I-' 
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Summary of Hiring Criteria 

Of the 16 applicant skills used as hiring criteria, 

retailers rated interpersonal (3.82), teamwork (3.82), oral 

communication (3.81), leadership (3.78), and problem-solving 

(3.78) highest. Foreign language competency (1.55), 

computer presentation software (2.55), and word processing 

(2.85) were rated lowest. If a company had a foreign 

language preference, it was Spanish (70.1%). 

Apparel specialty chain stores rated teamwork (3.83) 

and oral communication (3.83) highest. Interpersonal and 

problem-solving skills received 3.74 ratings. Rated lowest 

were foreign language (1.69), computer presentation (2.43), 

and spreadsheet software (2.91). 

Conventional department stores rated problem-solving 

(3.91) skills highest for hiring entry-level trainees. 

Interpersonal (3.87), oral communication (3.87), and 

leadership (3.87) were all rated second most important. 

Foreign language (1.52) was rated lowest followed by 

computer presentation software (2.69) and word processing 

(2.91). 

Discount department stores rated interpersonal (3.86) 

skills as the most important hiring criteria for trainees. 

Leadership (3.81) and teamwork (3.81) were rated second by 



this store format. Foreign language (1.43), computer 

presentation software (2.52), and word processing (2.67) 

were rated lowest of the 16 skills as hiring criteria for 

entry-level executive trainees. 

Comparison of the composite scores and the ratings 

confirm all but the placement of computer presentation 

software skills. Rated among the lowest for all store 

formats, the composite score for computer presentation 

software (34) places it fifth of the 16 skills. 
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Of 26 personal traits for hiring criteria, retailers 

rated motivation (3.84) and hard-working (3.83) highest. 

Responsibility, high energy level, and initiative received a 

3.78 rating. Willingness to relocate (2.72), sense of humor 

(3.03), openness (3.13), and creativity (3.14) received the 

lowest ratings. 

Honesty, high energy level, responsibility, and 

enthusiasm all received 3.88 ratings from apparel specialty 

chain stores. Willingness to relocate (2.56) and sense of 

humor (3.00) were rated lowest by this store format. 

Conventional department stores rated motivation (3.91) 

highest of the 26 personal traits as hiring criteria for 

entry-level executive trainees. Hard-working and high 

energy level both received a 3.83 rating. 
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Hard-working (3.86) was rated highest by discount 

department stores. Motivation, honesty, and initiative all 

received a 3.76 rating from this store format. Willingness 

to relocate (2.95) was rated lowest. Competitiveness, 

appearance, and creativity all received 3.00 ratings from 

discount department stores. 

Recommendations from Retailers 

In two open-ended questions, study participants were 

given the opportunity to communicate additional ideas or 

expand in more detail items covered by the questionnaire. 

Retailers could direct comments specifically to college 

students or educators. 

Recommendations to Students 

All of the comments given by retailers to students were 

catalogued. (See Appendix G.) After examination, the 

comments were collapsed into six categories. Presented in 

Table 66, these included (a) retail work and experience, 

(b) retail careers, (c) interpersonal and communication 

skills, (d) interviewing skills, (e) analytical skills, and 

(f) miscellaneous. 
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Table 66 

Recommendations to Students by Store Format 

Store Format 

Recommendation Specialty Department Discount All 

Retail work 
experience 14 4 8 26 

Retail careers 5 8 7 20 

Interpersonal and 
communication skills 2 9 6 17 

Miscellaneous 4 2 2 8 

Interviewing 
skills 2 3 5 

Analytical skills 2 2 

Note: For the specific comments on each topic grouped by 
retail store format see Appendix G. 

Retail Work Experience 

Suggestions to students regarding the acquisition of 

retail experience were numerous. Retailers from all store 

formats recommended that students work in various retail 

environments during their college years. The importance of 

working on the selling floor and in the corporate setting 

with different retail formats was stressed. Some retailers 

were specific about working during the holiday season and 
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other high-volume times. Several mentioned the importance 

of internships in retailing. 

Retail Careers 

Advice pertaining to the nature of and misconceptions 

about retail careers was offered by retailers with all three 

store formats. Respondents gave an array of comments 

regarding the time commitment necessary for a retail career. 

Some respondents stressed that long hours, nights and 

weekends, are typical of the industry. Others conveyed that 

jobs are not as time-demanding as many think them to be. 

Not all respondents agreed about retail salaries. One 

retailer pointed out that students in other majors would 

realize higher starting salaries. Several respondents 

cautioned students not to focus solely on the starting 

salary because the opportunities for advancement are ample. 

Interpersonal and Communication Skills 

Comments about the role of interpersonal and 

communication skills in retailing were recurrent from 

executives with all three store formats. Several retailers 

emphasized the importance of learning how to work well with 

people. Involvement in extracurricular activities was 

suggested as one way of doing this. Assuming leadership 
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roles in campus organizations was stressed. 

Another opportunity to refine people skills mentioned 

by several respondents was the interaction with retail 

customers. Learning to understand and appreciate the 

customer was highlighted. 

In both college extracurricular activities and retail 

work, the importance of good communication skills was a 

reoccurring theme. Both spoken and written communication 

were seen by retailers as very important. 

Interviewing Skills 

Students were encouraged to practice interviewing and 

to research companies before hand by apparel specialty chain 

and conventional department store executives. Several 

retailers advised prospective executive trainee to talk with 

others in positions they are considering as well as to 

physically inspect the retail environment. Knowing what 

specific duties of a position was underscored. Research on 

the present state and future potential of the retail firm 

was encouraged. 

Analytical Skills 

The importance of developing analytical skills was 

mentioned by 2 retail executives from conventional 



department stores. The importance of computer skills was 

also stated by 1 of these 2 respondents. 

Miscellaneous Comments 
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Retailers from all three store formats made a variety 

of comments did not align with the other five categories. 

Items in the group included advice to be flexible, focused, 

well-balanced, and to pursue excellence. One retailer 

advised students to determine their willingness to relocate. 

Another emphasized the importance of a good grade point 

average. 

Comments to Students by Store Format 

Fourteen apparel specialty chain retail executives 

directed comments specifically about retail work experience 

to students. Included were 5 comments about retail careers, 

4 about miscellaneous topics, and 2 each about analytical 

and interpersonal/communication skills. 

Nine conventional department store retail executives 

gave specific advice about the importance of interpersonal 

and communication skills. Eight comments pertained to 

retail careers, 4 to retail work experience, 3 to 

interviewing skills, and 2 each to analytical skills and 

miscellaneous topics. 



Retail executives working for discount department 

stores offered advice regarding the importance of retail 

work experience entry-level executive trainees. Retail 
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careers were the subject of 7 remarks, interpersonal and 

communication skills of another 6, and 2 were miscellaneous. 

Notably, retail work experience was mentioned most 

often by those from apparel specialty chain and discount 

department stores. Advice relating to retail careers was 

second most prevalent by respondents with all three store 

formats. 

Recommendations to Educators 

Comments to college and university educators preparing 

students for executive careers in retailing are cataloged in 

Appendix H. Presented in Table 67 are comments to educators 

that were collapsed into the same six categories as the 

comments to students. These included (a) retail careers, 

(b) retail work experience, (c) interpersonal and 

communication skills, (d) analytical skills, 

(e) miscellaneous, and (f) interviewing skills. 

Retail Careers 

Respondents with all three store formats asked 

educators to represent the vast array of career 
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opportunities realistically to their students. The fact 

that few become successful buyers and the misunderstanding 

of what that job is in today's retail environment was 

emphasized. In fact, several respondents mentioned that 

students do not have a realistic view of retail careers as a 

whole. Educators were asked to portray the industry 

realistically and to promote it to students. 

Retail Work Experience 

Comments to educators regarding retail work experience 

were most numerous from retailers with all three store 

formats. Educators were encouraged to insist on retail 

internships for their students. The importance of retail 

work experience during college was mentioned repeatedly. 

One retailer thought educators should work in retailing to 

get insight into career opportunities available to their 

students. 

Interpersonal and Communication Skills 

Retail executives working for all three store formats 

reiterated their concern that students understand that 

retailing is a people-oriented business. Because retail 

executives deal with employees and customers, students need 



well-developed interpersonal skills. The necessity of 

patience, understanding, instinct, and leadership was 

The one interpersonal skill that surfaced repeatedly 

was good communication. Skill in both the spoken and 

written form was emphasized. 

Table 67 
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Recommendations from Retailers to Educators by Store Format 

Recommendation Specialty 

n 

Retail careers 7 

Retail work 
experience 7 

Interpersonal and 
communication skills 4 

Analytical skills 4 

Miscellaneous 2 

Interviewing 
skills 2 

Note: For the specific comments 
retail store format see Appendix 

Store Format 

Department Discount 

n n 

10 8 

3 6 

3 7 

5 1 

3 3 

1 

on each topic grouped 
H. 

by 

All 

N 

25 

16 

14 

10 

8 

3 
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Analytical Skills 

The importance of strong math, computer, and analytical 

ability was stressed by respondents from all three store 

formats. Specifics such as percentages, variance, and 

fractions were mentioned by one. Others referred to such 

planning and financial aspects as open-to-buy and 

forecasting. 

Interviewing Skills 

Insight into interviewing was offered by retailers from 

apparel specialty chain and conventional department stores. 

Educators were prompted to conduct mock interviews for 

classroom activity. Researching retail firms was named as 

important preparation for interview success. Candidate 

awareness of recruiters' priorities for applicant maturity, 

initiative, and motivation were cited. 

Miscellaneous Comments 

Retailers from all three store formats noted several 

unrelated comments. One discount department store executive 

had experienced a negative portrayal of retailing by some 

academics. Another commented that retailing is dynamic and 

it needs to be taught in a dynamic fashion. Educators were 

encouraged to seek out retail contacts and include guest 
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speakers in addition to text-based instruction. 

Comments to Educators by Store Format 

Comments concerning retail careers by conventional 

department store executives to educators were most numerous 

(n=lO). Five remarks were about analytical skills, 3 each 

about retail work experience, interpersonal/communication 

skills, and miscellaneous topics, and 1 regarding 

interviewing skills. 

Information about retail careers was given by 8 

discount department store respondents. The other comments 

were concerned with the following topics: 7-interpersonal 

and communication skills, 6 retail work experience, 3 

miscellaneous, and 1 analytical skills. No discount 

department store respondent directed comments regarding 

interviewing skills to educators. 

Apparel specialty chain executives commented about 

retail careers and retail work experience equally (n=7). 

Four stated opinions about interpersonal/communication and 

analytical skills. Interviewing skills and miscellaneous 

topics were each the subject of comments by 2 respondents. 

Interestingly, comments about retail careers were among 

the most numerous by respondents from all three store 

formats. Comments about the importance of retail work 



Table 68 

One-Way ANOVA: Campus Recruiting 

Effect 

Between formats 

Within formats 

*.Q ~.05. 

2.9829 

11.3029 

df 

2 

67 

MS 

(N=69) 

1.4914 

.1687 

Hypothesis 2 
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8.8407 0.0004* 

There are no statistically-significant differences in the 

interviewing methods used by apparel specialty chain, 

conventional department, and discount department stores for 

the selection of executive trainees. 

Extracurricular Activities 

Conventional department stores were found to differ 

significantly from apparel specialty chain and discount 

department stores in their use of extracurricular activities 

as criterion for selection of applicants to interview. 

Extracurricular activities were rated significantly higher 

by conventional department stores (M=3.4783) than by apparel 

specialty chain (M=2.6957) and discount department stores 

(M=2.7000). (See Table 69.) 



Table 69 

One-Way ANOVA: Extracurricular Activities as Screening 

Criteria 

Effect 

Between formats 

Within formats 

*12. ~.05. 

Table 70 

One-Way ANOVA: 

Effect 

Between formats 

Within formats 

*12. ~.05. 

Work E~erience 

ss df 

9.1307 2 

36.8087 63 

Work E~erience 

1.8725 

12.1573 

df 

2 

64 

MS 

(N=65) 

4.5653 

.5843 

as Screening 

MS 

(N=66) 

.9363 

.1900 

.E 

7.8138 

Criteria 

4.9287 
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.0009* 

.0102* 

Apparel specialty chain stores were found to differ 

significantly in their use of work experience as a criterion 

for selecting candidates to interview from conventional 

department stores. Work experience was rated significantly 
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higher by apparel specialty chain (M=3.8696) than by 

conventional department stores (M=3.4783). (See Table 70.) 

Reference Verification 

Conventional department stores were found to differ 

significantly in reference verification from the other two 

formats (apparel specialty chain and discount department 

stores). Apparel specialty chain and discount department 

stores were more likely to always check an applicant's 

Table 71 

One-Way ANOVA: Reference Verification 

Effect 

Between formats 

Within formats 

*Q ~.05. 

5.2695 

16.7894 

df 

2 

65 

MS 

(N=67) 

2.6347 

2.6347 

10.2004 .0001* 

stores were more likely to always check an applicant's 

references. Conventional department store retailers 

verified applicant references sometimes. (See Table 71.) 
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Overall Grade Point Average 

Conventional department stores were found to differ 

significantly from discount department stores in the 

consideration of overall gpa as a criterion for selecting 

candidates to interview. When considering applicants to 

interview, conventional department stores placed moderate 

importance (M=3.1739) on overall gpa while discount 

department stores placed low importance (M=2.5714) on this 

factor. (See Table 72.) 

Table 72 

One-Way ANOVA: Overall Grade Point Average as Screening 

Criteria 

Effect 

Between formats 

Within formats 

*12 <.05. 

3.9954 

36.2733 

df 

2 

64 

MS 

(N=67) 

1.9977 

.5668 

Minimum Grade Point Average Requirement 

3.5247 .0353* 

Conventional department stores were found to differ 

significantly from the other two store formats (apparel 

specialty chain and discount department stores) in requiring 
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candidates to exhibit a minimum gpa. Conventional 

department stores were less likely to require a minimum gpa. 

(See Table 73.) 

Table 73 

One-Way ANOVA: Minimum Grade Point Average Requirement 

Effect 

Between formats 

Within formats 

*ll ~.05. 

2.3554 

13.4022 

df 

2 

63 

MS 

(N=65) 

1.1777 

.2127 

Hypothesis 3 

5.5361 .0061* 

There are no statistically-significant differences in the 

hiring criteria used by retail executives at apparel 

specialty chain, conventional department, and discount 

department stores for the selection of executive trainees. 

Average Starting Salary 

Conventional department stores were found to differ 

significantly in average starting salary from the other two 

formats. Higher starting salaries for entry-level executive 

trainees was more likely at conventional department stores 
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(M=3.6957) than at apparel specialty chain (M=2.7143) and 

discount department (M=2.8947) stores. 

Table 74 

One-Way ANOVA: Average Starting Salary 

Effect 

Between formats 

Within formats 

*n .::;..o5. 

Table 75 

12.0394 

54.9448 

df 

2 

60 

MS 

(N.=62) 

6.0197 

.9157 

(See Table 74.) 

6.5735 .0026* 

One-Way ANOVA: Analytical Skills as Hiring Criteria 

Effect ss df MS .E 

(N.=6 6) 

Between formats 2.1122 2 1.0561 4.1757 .0197* 

Within formats 16.1863 64 16.1863 

*n .::;.. 05. 

Analytical Skills 

Conventional and discount department stores were found 

to differ significantly on the importance associated with 



analytical skills as hiring criterion for entry-level 

executive trainees. Analytical skills were rated as more 

important by conventional department (M=3.8261) than 

discount department (M=3.4286). (See Table 75.) 

Summary of Hypotheses 
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Three hypotheses were analyzed addressing recruiting, 

interviewing, and hiring for apparel specialty chain, 

conventional department, and discount department stores. 

Based upon the statistical analyses, one hypothesis was 

accepted and two were rejected. 

Results of Hypothesis 1 

Statistics for on-campus recruiting during the year 

preceding the data collection were significantly different 

for the conventional department store format (n < .05). 

Conventional department stores (M=l.000) conducted on-campus 

recruiting more often than apparel specialty chain 

(M=l.4400) and discount department stores (M=l.4286). 

Because on-campus recruiting is pivotal to the recruiting 

process, Hypothesis 1 was rejected. 

Other aspects of the recruiting procedure such as 

identification methods of potential entry-level executive 

trainees, minimum education requirements, positions for 
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which college graduates are recruited, and from which 

college majors retailers will consider applicants were not 

found to differ significantly between store formats. 

Results of Hypothesis 2 

Significant differences were found in reference 

verification practices, three of the 11 personal 

achievements (extracurricular activities, work experience, 

and overall gpa), and the requirement of a minimum gpa as 

criterion to interview. Use of extracurricular activities 

as screening criteria for applicants to interview was 

significantly higher for conventional department stores 

(M=3.4783) than for apparel specialty chain (M=2.6957) and 

discount department stores (M=2.7000) (Q < .05). An 

applicant's overall gpa as screening criteria was 

significantly higher for conventional department (M=3.1739) 

than discount department (M=2.5714) stores. 

Use of work experience as applicant screening criteria 

to interview was significantly higher by apparel specialty 

stores (M=3.8696) than by conventional department (M=3.4783) 

and discount department stores (M=3.7619). Conventional 

department stores (M=l.7727) were less likely to verify an 

applicant's references than were apparel specialty chain 
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(M=l.1200) and discount department stores (M=l.2857). 

Although differences on five factors were found, 

comprehensively the interviewing process was similar between 

the three store formats. As indicated by the data, 

hypothesis 2 was accepted. 

No significant differences were found in initial and 

follow-up interviewing practices, applicant testing, job 

offer or rejection methods, and the personal achievements 

rated as the most and least important by retailers from the 

three store formats in the study. 

Results of Hypothesis 3 

Significant differences were found for one of 26 skills 

(analytical) for hiring criteria and the average starting 

salary offered to entry-level executive trainees (Q < .05). 

The level of importance placed upon analytical skills as 

hiring criteria by conventional department stores (M=3.8261) 

was significantly higher than that by discount department 

stores (M=3.4286). 

Starting salaries offered to entry-level executive 

trainees were significantly higher at conventional 

department stores (M=3.6957) than at apparel specialty chain 

(M=2.7143) and discount department stores (M=2.8947). 

Because the starting salary offer is critical to the hiring 
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process, hypothesis 3 was rejected. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Previous studies have consulted retail executives 

other than recruiters (Lazorchak, 1996/1997, Moore, 

1996/1997) regarding competencies (Braguglia 1994, 

Buckingham & Paulins, 1994) for retail careers. Discount 

department stores have not been among the store formats 

typically surveyed (Kotsiopulos et al., 1993). The purpose 

of this study was to expand the knowledge related to retail 

careers by surveying the retail executives responsible for 

recruiting, interviewing, and hiring at their firms. In 

addition to apparel specialty chain and conventional 

department stores, executives with discount department 

stores were included in this study. 

The primary objective of this study was to provide 

students and educators with current data on recruiting, 

interviewing, and hiring of entry-level executive trainees 

in retailing. Included in this chapter are summaries of the 

research procedures and findings, conclusions and 

discussion, recommendations to students and educators, and 

recommendations for future research. 
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Summary of Research Procedure 

A self-administered, 4-part questionnaire was developed 

by the researcher in order to collect data germane to the 

study's purpose and objective. The first section asked 

about demographics of the retailers and their firms. The 

second part dealt with recruiting procedures. 

The third section investigated various aspects of 

interviewing methods. Respondents were asked to rate 

personal achievements as applicant screening criteria to 

interview with their firms on a 4-point Likert-type scale. 

Importance levels ranged from 1 (none) to 4 (high). In the 

final section, retailers were queried regarding their firms' 

hiring criteria. As before, respondents rated the level of 

importance for various skills and personal traits on a 4-

point Likert-type scale. 

To establish content validity, the questionnaire was 

critiqued by an expert panel of 10 university educators and 

researchers. Revisions were made to the questionnaire as 

according to their suggestions. A pilot test following the 

same procedures to be used in the study was conducted with a 

randomly-selected, volunteer sample of 10 retailers 

representing the three store formats. 
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Retail firms for the study were identified from annual 

lists published in trade publications and directories of 

U.S.-based apparel specialty chain, conventional department, 

and discount department stores with at least 100 employees 

or the equivalent. Retail executives were contacted by 

telephone to secure their voluntary participation, title, 

and address. The questionnaire was sent to 124 retailers 

who agreed to take part in the study. Seventy-one of the 

questionnaires that were returned were usable for data 

analysis, yielding a response rate of 58.6%. 

To test if statistically-significant differences 

existed for recruiting, interviewing, and hiring among 

the three store formats, data were analyzed using a one-way 

ANOVA. Frequencies, means, and respondents' comments were 

reported. Hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of 

significance. 

Summary of Research Findings 

Respondents included retail executives working for 25 

apparel specialty chain, 24 conventional department, and 22 

discount department stores. Respondents included managers 

(n=31, 43.7%), directors (n=21, 29.6%), vice presidents 

(n=B, 11.3%), and 11 (15.5%) positions with other titles. 
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Retail divisions operated from 3 to 2,500 units. The 

annual sales volumes ranged from under $20 million (n=2, 

2.8%) to over $1 billion (n=30, 42.3%). Numbers of full

time employee equivalents ranged from between 100 and 249 

(n=2. 2.9%) to over 1,000 {n=62, 87.3%). 

Store locations in the U.S. were most numerous in the 

Midwest (N=47, 66.2%), followed by the South (N=45, 63.4%), 

Northeast {N=40, 56.3%), West (N=38, 53.5%), and remote 

states and territories (N=8, 11.3%). Five retail firms had 

stores in foreign locations, including Canada, Mexico, 

Europe, and South America. 

Conclusions and Discussion 

This study contributes to the existing literature by 

providing information on retail executive careers from the 

perspective of retail executives responsible for recruiting, 

interviewing, and hiring entry-level executive trainees in 

three major U.S. retail formats. Generalizations regarding 

retailing careers are limited to the respondents in this 

sample. 

1. Conventional department stores conduct on-campus 

recruiting visits for entry-level executive trainees more 

frequently than apparel specialty chain and discount 
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department stores. 

The results of this study confirm the "pivotal changes" 

in college recruiting cited by Drake (1996). Changes began 

in the early 1980s, when the majority of retailers indicated 

conducting on-campus recruiting (Lake, 1982), to the new 

approaches surfacing by the mid-1980s, ascertained by Drake 

(1996). Increased intensity and frequency of contacts with 

faculty were pursued as recruiting methods by some retailers 

(Flynn, 1995). Identifying and securing highly-qualified 

graduates prior to their graduation (Hanigan, 1987) as well 

as following exceptional graduates beyond graduation was 

among the new strategies implemented by retailers (Merrich, 

1996). 

Apparel specialty chain and discount department stores 

in this study continued the trend toward decreased on-campus 

recruiting events cited by previous studies. There may be 

several reasons for the continued decline in visits by 

retailers to campuses for the purpose of recruiting entry

level executive trainees. 

With the advent of electronic data transfer by fax 

machines and computer modems, the need for retail firms to 

travel to college campuses has been reduced. Preliminary 

steps of recruiting no longer must be done in person. 
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Students may need to initiate contacting the retailers with 

which they wish to interview. 

With the acceptance and adoption of electronic data 

transfer methods, frequency of on-campus recruiting may 

continue to decline. Because apparel specialty chain and 

discount department stores were observed to limit on-campus 

recruiting visits, students planning on executive careers 

with these store formats would most likely need to implement 

alternative methods of accessing these stores. 

available is the Internet. 

One route 

2. Extracurricular activities are viewed as important 

hiring criteria by retailers, especially conventional 

department stores. 

Extracurricular activities are viewed as avenues to 

develop interpersonal and leadership skills, all of which 

were highly-valued by the retailers in this study. The 

results of the current study are contradictory to those of 

an earlier study by Posner (1981) in which participation in 

extracurricular activities was seen as one of two least 

important job applicant characteristics. 

Numerous comments directed to students by retail 

executives in this study centered around involvement in 

extracurricular activities such as campus organizations. Of 
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seven specific comments about campus groups and the 

opportunities to develop leadership and interpersonal skills 

they offer, 5 were made by conventional department store 

retailers and one each by the other two store formats (See 

Appendix G.) 

A strong emphasis upon volunteerism is currently 

observable in the United States. Institutions of higher 

learning are implementing community-involvement programs 

into their curriculum (The Florida State University, 1996). 

This highlights the trend toward more community involvement, 

volunteerism, and the importance of appropriate 

extracurricular activities for students preparing for retail 

executive careers. 

3. Work experience is an important hiring criteria, 

particularly with apparel specialty chain stores. 

The findings of the current study confirm those of the 

research by Cox et al. (1989) in which work experience was 

one of five job candidate personal traits identified by 

interviewers as most important. Wheeler (1997) noted that 

misrepresentation of job-related work experience by a 

candidate had been virtually ignored due to the pervasive 

use of the structured interview format which is considered 

to reduce concerns about candidate reliability. 
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May Company Department Stores states on the firm's web 

site that work experience specific to retailing may not be 

required ("College Recruiting", 1997). This is not 

supported by the comments directed to students from retail 

executives collected during this study. The most numerous 

(N=26) comments regarded work experience specific to 

retailing. These 26 comments emanated from 14 apparel 

specialty chain, 8 discount department, and 4 conventional 

department stores. (See Appendix G.) 

4. Reference verification practices vary between store 

formats. 

The results of the current study are supported by 

earlier research findings. Lousig-Nont (1997) cautioned 

against disproportionate reliance upon shining references. 

Cox et al. (1989) found that most (95%) interviewers 

verified references submitted by applicants. Some companies 

(44%) used reference services to check references. 

considered as most important by interviewers. 

Conventional department stores were found to be less 

likely to always check applicant-supplied references than 

apparel specialty chain and discount department stores. 

This suggests a loosening of reference verification 

practices among retailers. 
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5. An applicant's overall grade point average is of low to 

moderate importance and varies between store formats. 

Results of this study indicate that conventional 

department store retailers place more weight for applicant 

consideration to interview upon overall grade point average 

than do apparel specialty chain and discount department 

stores. Aspects of the studies by Donnellan (1996) and 

Skinner-Annable and Wilson (1988) are confirmed by the 

current study. 

College grade point average was not judged important 

for management trainees by 71% of Donnellan's (1996) 

respondents, who were vice presidents of human resources 

with specialty, department, and discount department stores. 

This percentage rose to 86% for executive trainees in 

general. This confirmed Skinner-Annable and Wilson's (1988) 

findings that although a college degree was valued by many 

retailers, excelling academically was not a requirement. 

The current study found that overall grade point average was 

of moderate (M=3.1739) importance to conventional department 

stores, slightly lower to apparel specialty chains 

(M=2.9130), and rated mid-way between low and moderate 

(M=2.5714) by discount department stores. 
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Grade point average was identified as a valid predictor 

of recruiters' interview ratings of college students 

(DeBell, 1991/1992). For male applicants, grade point 

average was found to be the best predictor of interview 

ratings and women's ratings could be predicted by several 

factors, one of which was grade point average. 

Hultz (1988) studied the role of grade point average as 

it related to recruiter decision making. College recruiters 

were found to use a student's grade point average in their 

major field of study as one of two aspects that influenced 

their hiring decisions most heavily. Results of the current 

study showed retailers place less than a moderate (M=2.8636) 

amount of importance upon grade point average in the major. 

Conventional department store retailers rated grade point 

average in the major highest of the three store formats 

(M=3.1304), followed by apparel specialty chain (M=2.8261) 

and discount department stores (M=2.6000). 

6. Average starting salaries for entry-level executive 

trainees are higher with conventional department store 

retail firms. 

The starting salary offer is such a compelling factor 

that it may play the decisive role in the acceptance or 

rejection of an entry-level executive trainee position. 



Previous studies have investigated starting salary offers 

from other perspectives. 
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Keech (1998) investigated starting salary levels for 

divisions within stores, not by store format. The average 

starting salary offered for entry-level retail management 

positions in the store divisions was between $23,000 and 

$28,999. Entry-level management positions in the 

merchandising division reported starting salaries between 

$26,000 and $31,999. Although different salary ranges were 

used, amounts are similar. 

Another previous study investigated the role of the 

manager's age conducting the interview and the salary offer. 

Moore (1997/1998) found that older managers recommended 

significantly higher starting salary ranges for job 

candidates. 

A wide range of starting salary offers were reported in 

the current study. Although all three store formats offered 

up to the highest salary level (over $35,000), the apparel 

specialty chain stores reported offering salaries in the 

lowest category (under $20,000). The lowest salary offered 

by conventional and discount department stores was in the 

$20,001 to $25,000 range. Typically, apparel specialty 

chain (M=2.7143) and discount department stores (M=2,8947) 
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offered starting salaries in the $20,001 - $25,000 range. 

Conventional department stores (M=3,6957) reported offering 

entry-level executive trainees significantly higher starting 

salaries, in the $25,001 - $30,000 category. 

7. Analytical skills for hiring entry-level executive 

trainees are emphasized more by conventional department than 

by apparel specialty chain and discount department stores. 

Conventional and discount department store rated 

analytical skills as hiring criteria between a moderate and 

high level of importance. Ratings by apparel specialty 

chain stores ranged from low to high. The average 

importance level assigned to analytical skills fell into the 

moderate rating for discount department (M=3.4286) and 

apparel specialty chain stores (M=3.4783). Conventional 

department stores (M=3.8261) rated analytical skills 

significantly higher than the other two store formats. 

The results of the current study support preceding 

research. Well-rounded students with good analytical skills 

were sought by recruiters in the Dunne and Lusch (1999) and 

Heitmeyer et al. (1992) studies. Statements on the May 

Department Stores Company web site confirm that this 

department store retailer seeks "individuals who exhibit 

strong analytical skills" ("College Recruiting", 1997). 
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Recommendations to Students 

Based upon the results from this study and the 

conclusions which were drawn, the following recommendations 

are made to students preparing for executive careers in 

retailing. 

1. Prepare to interview by researching prospective 

employers. 

Students should be informed about the firms with which 

they will interview. One respondent in this study summed it 

up by stating, "They should interview us like we interview 

them". 

Goodwin & Company recommended that college students 

conduct a computer search of prospective companies (Kirrane, 

1996). Special attention should be given to researching 

organizational issues related to career opportunities with 

the firm. Some of these would include any plans to expand, 

decentralize, or merge and the financial status of the 

company. 

2. Prepare to interview by becoming familiar with aspects 

of the region in which the retailer is located. 

Students should be aware that regional differences in 

food, customs, and vocabulary exist. If they have never 

lived in or traveled to other regions of the country they 
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may have some new experiences. The possibility that they 

may be served something unlike the food with which they are 

familiar exists. They may hear words indigenous to the 

locale--known as colloquialisms, with which they are 

unfamiliar. A possible way to introduce oneself to regional 

characteristics would be to seek publications from the area 

such as local newspapers, magazines, or history books. The 

local chamber of commerce would most likely provide 

pertinent information designed to highlight the community. 

Another method would be to network in person within the 

community they currently live to locate individuals from the 

area under investigation and to speak directly to them 

regarding points of interest about that region. Networking 

to the larger community, indeed to the world, could be 

facilitated by use of the Internet. 

3. Prepare to interview by becoming familiar with interview 

protocol and manners related to more formal social 

situations. 

Our society has become increasingly informal. Those 

students who have not been employed or involved in a variety 

of social situations would especially benefit from knowing 

about interview protocol relating to business settings. 

Polite phrases and responses can be learned and practiced in 



mock interview sessions and a degree of comfort and 

spontaneity acquired. 
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Students should be aware of the various serving styles 

ranging from buffet to formal sit-down dinners and the 

appropriate manners associated with each. Familiarization 

with serving utensils and silverware settings with 

implements for various courses of a meal would be in order. 

4. Prepare to interview by becoming fami1iar with the types 

of tests retailers are likely to administer. 

Students can acquaint themselves with standardized 

tests retailers use for entry-level trainee positions. Many 

libraries keep a reference copy of tests used in business 

and industry such as personality or aptitude tests. 

Additionally, being aware of the typical formats and length 

of time required to complete such tests would assist 

students prepare. 

5. Prepare to interview by practicing. 

Role playing to practice interviewing would be 

advisable. Reviewing audio and video tapes of ones 

participation in mock-interviews could assist students in 

refining their self-presentation skills. For both telephone 

and in-person communication, students could evaluate their 

voice volume and clarity, distracting mannerisms, eye 
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contact, and vocabulary usage. 

The Hudson's Bay Company offers computer-based training 

(CBT) for recruitment, interviewing, and candidate 

selection. During 1991, 512 individuals participated in the 

90-minute course at 400 locations. The course includes 

role-playing, case studies, and quizzes to track individual 

progress (Kelly, 1993). 

6. Become familiar with the various resume' preparation and 

presentation methods/tools available. 

In addition to the standard paper resume', 

technological advances offer new avenues to applicants. 

Among these are the electronic and video resume'. 

With the advent of the Internet, communication with 

potential employers is facilitated. Students can identify 

and locate possible employers via computer searches. Once 

communication is established, students can often apply 

online at the company's web site. 

If a resume' is capable of being scanned, it too can be 

transmitted by way of the computer. Preparing a scannable 

resume with a keyword summary making the document computer

searchable is becoming increasingly important. Such skills 

are described in an article entitled "Electronic Resumes and 

Online Job Searches" (Keying In, 1998, January). 
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The differences between a paper resume and a scannable 

version are explained by Kennedy and Morrow (1994). The 

type of paper, ink, and printer are important, because a 

piece of camera-ready art is being prepared (Petrini & 

Thomas, 1995). Norman (1988) developed a word processor

based exercise to teach resume' writing to students. 

Perhaps one of the newest resume' formats is the video 

resume' interview. Electronic Resume Revolution (Kennedy & 

Morrow, 1994) offers ideas for developing such a resume . 

Specific scripts and checklists are also included. 

7. Consider the relationship between cost of living for the 

region in which the position is located to the starting 

salary offer. 

When examining starting salaries, the region of the 

United States in which one will be working should be 

considered. Costs of living vary notably from one area to 

another. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics 

offers a myriad of regional information about salaries and 

cost of living on a web site (http://stats.bls.gov). 

The United States is divided into 10 regions for the 

purposes of this economic analysis. Abundant statistics on 

typical salaries in the region and in particular the retail 

sector there, detailed categorized cost of living 
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information (food, shelter, utilities, and medical care), 

and economic trends over previous years for regions and the 

cities contained within each are readily available over the 

Internet (Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers, 

1999). 

An additional source available is the community's 

chamber of commerce. The American Chamber of Commerce 

Association (ACCRA) provides cost of living information. 

Recommendations to Educators 

Based upon the results from this study and the 

conclusions which were drawn, the following recommendations 

are made to educators preparing students for executive 

careers in retailing. 

1. Augment curricula with resources and materials on 

recruiting, interviewing, and hiring in retailing that have 

been developed by colleagues in the field. 

Some college courses addressing interviewing skills and 

resume' writing were identified by an Internet keyword 

search. Among those colleges and universities that offer 

such courses were Dickinson College, Indiana University, 

Northern Illinois University, North Carolina State 

University, Texas Woman's University, and the University of 
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Cincinnati. Courses of this nature are offered in the 

business, English, or speech departments, or by the campus 

career counseling center. 

A course developed by Brooks (1995) has been 

implemented at Northern Illinois University and North 

Carolina State University. An article about this course is 

available from ERIC (EJ511431) or in the Journal of Career 

Planning and Employment (1995). 

In a paper presented to the Annual Convention of the 

American Psychological Association (1992), Ware discussed 

the teaching of a college-level career development course. 

The goals of this course were to increase students' 

knowledge about themselves, about postgraduate education and 

occupational opportunities, and about entry-level job 

skills. A video tape, a booklet, written assignments, 

career inventories, and skill development tasks were 

developed for the class. 

Information about a course developed by Ware (1992) is 

available from ERIC (ED348585). Presented in a paper at the 

100 th Annual Convention of the American Psychological 

Association, this course covers occupational opportunities, 

entry-level job skills, job search skills, and resume' 

writing. 
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Students are introduced to the concept of writing a 

resume to meet their needs in a course developed by Monagle 

(1983). From a worksheet listing such aspects as work 

experience, education history, and career objective, 

students are encouraged to write their resume' focusing upon 

its audience--potential employers. Attention to details 

such as the visual appearance of the resume' regarding 

spacing, underlining, and font style are stressed. 

White and Winters (1980) authored a "Team-Taught Career 

Communications Course". Offered at the University of 

Cincinnati, this class familiarized students with the 

written and oral skills needed to conduct a successful job 

search as well as later on the job. Faculty members from 

the English and speech department instructed using oral and 

videotaped presentations. Topics covered included: (a) oral 

and written communication skills for the job search, resume 

writing, and interviewing; (b) oral skills needed on the job 

for handling complaints and giving instructions; and 

(c) writing skills used in preparing letters, memos, and 

reports. 

2. Develop and make available to colleagues resources and 

materials on recruiting, interviewing, and hiring in 

retailing. 
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Document teaching methods and tools on these topics. 

Submit papers and projects to organization which sponsor 

conferences in the field such as ITAA (International Textile 

and Apparel Association) and NRF (National Retail 

Federation). Make your materials available to other 

academicians via the Internet if your college/university has 

a web site. If it does not, start the process to establish 

a web site for your discipline. 

3. Maintain a database of alumni working in the field and 

key retail executives with which your program has dealt with 

on a repeat basis. 

Establish some mechanism for continued contact between 

your program's graduates, their employers, and your faculty. 

This could be as basic as a manually-recorded list and 

filing system. Another approach would be an annual or semi

annual newsletter to which current students, alumni, and 

retailers could contribute. If facilities allow, an on-line 

web site for alumni to post information pertinent to 

retailing careers could be established. Communication 

between current students and program graduates could be 

accomplished via e-mail. 

This would enable current students to access an alumni 

database in the field which they are preparing to enter. 



Such a mechanism would also enable educators to keep in 

contact with graduates and retailers in order to up-date 
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course content. This tool should be created and maintained 

in such a way that it would be transferable to new faculty 

joining the program thus enabling the academic unit to 

perpetually benefit from previous students and faculty. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

As a result of this study, the following 

recommendations for further investigation are suggested: 

1. Study what role, if any, annual sales volume plays 

in recruiting, interviewing, and hiring practices compared 

to store format. 

2. Investigate what, if any, relationship exists 

between retail firms' store locations (West, Northeast, 

South, etc.) and the college recruiting practices of firms 

in each region. 

3. Research the role of average starting salary 

relative to other factors such as store format, location of 

store, and position and benefits offered relative to job 

acceptance for entry-level executive trainees is indicated. 

4. Conduct a follow-up study to see if the personal 

achievements, skills, and traits rated highest by the retail 
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executives are those which entry-level trainees report using 

on the job. 

5. Conduct a follow-up study of the methods and 

criteria used by retail executives in the evaluation of 

entry-level executive trainee candidates' personal 

achievements, skills, and traits. 
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APPENDIX A 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 



Store 

Abercrombie 
& Fitch 

American Eagle 
Outfitters 

American Retail Group 
Eastern Mt Sports 
Maurice's 
Miller's Outpost 

Ann Taylor 

Bebe Inc. 

APPENDIX A 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

Address & Telephone 

PO Box 16586 
Columbus, OH 43216 
614-577-6500 

PO Box 788 
Warrendale, PA 15095 
724-776-4857 

6251 Crooked Creek 
Norcross, GA 30092 
770-662-2671 

142 W 57th St 5 th floor 
New York, NY 10019 
212-541-3200 

380 Valley Dr 
Brisbane, CA 94005 
415-695-018 

Contact Person & Title 

Graham Knox 
Human Resources 

Laurie Washington 
College Recruiter 

Stephen Salk 
VP of Personnel 

Michele Leahy 
VP of Recruiting & Staffing 

Deborah Korotzer 
Corporate Recruiter 

(',.) 

-....I 
co 



Betsey Johnson 

Braun's Fashions 

Britches of 
Georgetowne 

The Buckle 

Cache 

Casual Male 

Catherine's 
Plus Sizes 

498 7th Ave 21 st floor 
New York, NY 10018 
212-244-0843 

2400 Xenium Ln N 
Minneapolis, MN 55441 
612-551-5000 

PO B 1189 
Herndon VA 22070 
703-834-6721 

PO Box 1480 
Kearney, NE 68847 
308-236-8491 

1460 Broadway 
New York, NY 10036 
212-840-4242 

555 Turnpike St 
Canton, MA 02021 
781-821-2500 

3742 Lamar Ave 
Memphis, TN 38118 
901-363-3900 

Lauren Angowitz 
Customer Service 

Rosemary Wolf 
Human Resources 

Joe Sherrier 
Human Resources 
joespud462@aol.com 

George McHague 
Guest Relations 
georgem@buckle.com 

Margarita Croasdaile 
Human Resources 

Natalie Leonard 
Employment Manager 

Cynthia Wimberly 
Employment Recruiter 

N 
-..] 

I..O 



Cato Fashions 

Charlotte Russe 
& Rampage 

Charming Shops 
Fashion Bug 

Chico's 

Clothes time 

CWT Specialties 

Dawahare's 

PO Box 34216 
8100 Denmark Rd 
Charlotte, NC 28234 
704-554-8510 

4645 Marina Bl 
San Diego, CA 92117 
619-587-9900 

450 Winks Ln 
Bensalem, PA 19020 
215-245-9100 

11215 Metro Pkwy 
Fort Myers, FL 33912 
941-277-6200 

5325 E Hunter Ave 
Anaheim, CA 92807 
714-779-5881 

1430 Broadway 
3rd floor suite 308 
New York, NY 10018 
212-730-9700 

1845 Alexandria Bl 
Lexington, KY 40504 
606-278-0422 

Paula Sanders 
Recruitment Manager 
psand@catoacorp.com 

Susan Pen 
Corporate Recruiter & Training 

Kathy Tirnmell 
HR Manager 
corp426@charming.com 

Ruth Ann Miller 
Human Resources Manager 

Phitsana Sisomzang 
Human Resources 

David Hinder 
SN VP of HR & Store Operations 

Dee Shinnick 
HR Manager 

N 
(X) 

0 



DEB SHOPS 
Tops 'N Bottoms 
Joy Shops 

De Jong's 

Draper Rossmor 

Dress Barn 

EDISON BROTHERS 
5-7-9 Shops 
Big & Tall 
Coda 
J Riggings 
J W Jeans West 
Oaktree 
Repp LTD 
Zeidler & Zeidler 

Escada (USA) 

9401 Blue Grass Rd 
Philadelphia, PA 19114 
215-676-6000 

306 Main St 
Evansville, IN 47708 
812-423-1161 

17911 Mitchell Ave S 
Irvine, CA 92714 
714-540-7904 

30 Dunnigan Dr 
Suffern, NY 10901 
914-369-4830 

PO Box 14020 
Edison Menswear 
501 N Broadway 
St. Louis, MO 63102-2102 
314-331-7553 

10 Mulholland Dr 
Hasbrouck Heights 
NJ 07604 
201-462-6000 

Debbie Tinlin 
Director of Store Operations 

Ms. Sandy Apler 
Director of HR & Marketing 

Debra Newman 
Human Resources 

Isabel Speigle 
Director of Human Resources 

Beth Bauer 
Operations Assistant 

Dawn Lord Dunn 
Retail HR Specialist 
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Filene's Basement 

Gantos 

Goody's Family 
Clothing, Inc. 

Gymboree Corp. 

Harold's 

Hit or Miss 

Intimate Brands 
Victoria's Secret 

40 Walnut St 
Wellesley, MA 02181 
617-348-7000 

3366 Kraft Ave SE 
Grand Rapids, MI 49588 
616-949-7000 

PO Box 22000 
Knoxville, TN 37933-2000 
423-966-2000, 4223 

700 Airport Bl 
Burlingame, CA 94010 
650-579-0600 

PO Drawer 2970 
765 Asp 
Norman, OK 73070 
405-329-4045 

100 Campanelli Pkwy 
Stoughton, MA 02072 
800-528-5001 

3 Limited Parkway 
PO Box 16586 
Columbus, OH 43216 
614-577-7072 

Bill O'Donnell 
Corporate Recruiter 

Krista Wieland 
Employment Relations & 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Donna Kendrick 
Director of Store Human Resources 

Lisa Aoyama Wong 
Human Resources 
lisa __ aoyama@gymmail.com 

Tara Crowley 
Human Resource Coordinator 

Herbert Yalof 
Human Resources 

Rebecca Sinclair 
Human Resources 
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Joseph A. Bank 
Clothiers, Inc. 

Laura Ashley 

THE LIMITED, INC. 

Express 

Lane Bryant 

Lerner 

Limited Too 

Structure 

500 Hanover Pike 
Hampstead, MD 21074 
410-239-5727 

6 St James 
Boston, MA 02116 
800-367-2000 

1114 Avenue of the Americas 
The Grace Building 
New York, NY 10036 
212-403-9473 

1 Limited Pkwy 
Columbus, OH 43230 
614-415-6214 

5 Limited Pkwy E 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068 
614-577-4650 

460 W 33rd 
New York, NY 10001 
212-884-2028 
3885 Morris 
Columbus, OH 43219 
614-415-3820 

2 Limited Pkwy 
Columbus, OH 43230 
614-415-5100 

Melissa Powell 
Human Resources 

Katie Burke 
HR Generalist 

Ms. Tracy Lovgren 
Corporate Recruiter 

Carolyn Torchia 
HR: Recruiter 

Dawn Wilcox 
HR: Recruiter 

Leslie Stavener 
Human Resources 
jmarcus@lernerny.com 
Chip Mardis 
Director of Human Resources 

Dr. Roland Hearnes 
Manager of Recruitment 1'.) 
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Maison Weiss 

Men's Wearhouse 

Mother's Work Inc. 

Pacific Sunwear 

Paul Harris 

Ross Stores 

RP McCoy Apparel 

4500 155 N 
Jackson, MS 39211 
601-981-4621 

1515 East Fowler 
Tampa, FL 33612 
800-777-8580 ext. 8466 
813-505-8878 cellular 

1409 Noble St 
Philadelphia, PA 19123 
215-873-2200 

PO Box 68042 
Anaheim, CA 92817 
714-693-8066 

6003 Guion Rd 
Indianapolis, IN 46254 
317-293-3900 

8333 Central Ave 
Newark, CA 94560 
510-505-4400 

619 W 54th St 
New York, NY 10019 
212-957-9150 

Steven Jeffreys 
General Manager 

Mike Sins 
Corporate Recruiter 

Melissa Eskin 
Director of Personnel 

Ilene Mahoney 
Human Resources 

Ms. Sandy Gilbert 
Human Resources 

Carol McNamara 
Staffing Manager 

Julie Karian 
VP of Operations 
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Stein Mart 

Talbots 

T J Maxx 

Today's Man 

Urban Outfitters 

Wet Seal & 
Contempo Casuals 

White House 

Windsor Fashions 

1200 Riverplace Bl 
Jacksonville, FL 32207 
904-346-1500 

175 Beal St 
Hingham, MA 02043 
781-749-7600 

770 Cochituate Rd 
Framingham, MA 01701 
508-390-3540 

835 Lancer Dr 
Morrestown, NJ 08057 
609-235-5656 

1809 Walnut St 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
215-564-2313 

64 Fairbanks 
Irvine, CA 92718 
949-583-9029 

7600 Energy Pkwy 
Baltimore, MD 21226 
410-437-7747 

3901 S Broadway St 
Los Angeles, CA 90037 
213-232-8121 

Connie Saunders 
Employment Manager 

Ms. Lynn Martin 
Employment Representative 

Bruce Margolis 
SN VP of Human Resources 

Kathy Joyce 
Human Resource Generalist 

Melanie Kirk 
Human Resource Manager: Recruiting 

Richard O'Shea 
Director of Human Resources 

Richard Sarimento 
CEO 

Teresa Silva 
Human Resources N 
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APPENDIX B 

Conventional Department Stores 



Store 

Belk Brothers 

The Bon-Ton 

BOSCOV 

Crowley Milner 

DAYTON HUDSON 
Dayton's 
Hudson's 
Marshall Field 

APPENDIX B 

Conventional Department Stores 

Address & Telephone 

2801 W Tyvola Rd 
Charlotte, NC 28217 
704-377-4251 

2801 E Market St 
PO Box 2821 
York, PA 17405 
717-757-7660 

PO Box 4116 
Reading, PA 19606 
610-779-2000 

2301 W Lafayette 
Detroit, MI 48216 
313-962-2400 

1777 Nicollet Mall 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 
612-370-6948 

Contact Person & Title 

Audrey Abron 
Corporate Recruiter 

Susan Hulme 
Manager of Executive Employment 
resumes@bonton.com 

Linda Edminston 
Recruiting 

Ms. Pat Karas 
Personnel 

Andrea Falls 
Campus Recruiter 
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Mervyn's 

DILLARD DEPARTMENT 
STORES 

Elder-Beerman 

FEDERATED DEPARTMENT 
STORES 

Bloomingdale's 

The Bon Marche 

Burdines 

25001 Industrial Bl 
Hayward, CA 94545 
510-727-3000 

Dillard Park Plaza 
Markham & University 
Little Rock, AR 
501-376-5200 

3155 El-Bee Rd 
Dayton, OH 45439 
937-296-2700 

7 West 7th St, 13th fl 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
513-579-7000 

1000 Third Ave 
New York, NY 10022 
212-705-2000 

Third Avenue & Pine St 
Seattle, WA 98181 
206-506-2121 

22 E Flagler St 
Miami, FL 33131 
305-835-5151 

Mike Woginrich 
Senior Campus Relations 

Representative 

Donna Rutherford 
Administrative Assistant 

Dennis Clouser 
Recruiter 

Susan Burns 
Director of College Relations 

Barbara Smaby 
VP Executive Placement/Recruitment 

Tammy Luce 
Manager of College Relations 

Ronda Jimenez 
College Relations 

~ 
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Filene's 

Foley's 

Hecht's/Strawbridge 
& Clothier 

Kaufmann's 

Lord & Taylor 

Meier & Frank 

Robinson-May 

426 Washington St 
Boston, MA 02108 
617-357-2400 

PO Box 1971 
Houston, TX 77002 
713-651-6257 (fax) 

685 N Glebe Rd 
Arlington, VA 22203 
703-558-1200 

400 Fifth Ave 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
412-232-2000 

424 Fifth Ave 
New York, NY 10018 
212-391-3344 

621 SW Fifth Ave 
Portland, OR 97204 
503-223-0512 

6160 Laurel Canyon Bl, 
3~ floor, Human Resources 
North Hollywood, CA 91606 
818-508-5226 

Mr. Shawn Tubman 
Manager of Executive Recruitment 

& College Relations 

Jane Ruchalski 
VP of HR 

Alan Krisfalusi 
Director of Executive Recruitment 

& Placement 

Jeff O'Hanlon 
Director of Executive Recruitment 

Mary Sheehy 
Manager of Executive Placement & 

Recruitment 

Tony Kastanzo 
Manager: Executive Recruiting 

Caprice Willard 
College Recruiter 
recruiting@robinsonmay.com 
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Macy's East 

Macy's West 

Goldsmith/Lazarus/ 
Rich's 

Stern's 

Gottschalk's 

Kohl's Corp. 

MAY DEPARTMENT 
STORES COMPANY 

Famous-Barr/ 
L. S. Ayers 

151 W 34th St 
New York, NY 10001 
212-695-4400 

170 O'Farrell St Box 28 
San Francisco, CA 94120 
415-954-6064 

223 Perimeter Center Pkwy 
Atlanta, GA 30346 
770-913-4000 

Rt 4 Bergen Mall 
Paramus, NJ 07652 
201-845-2374 

7 Riverpark Place E 
Fresno, CA 93720 
209-434-8000 

N56W1700 Ridgewood Dr 
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 
414-703-7000 

611 Olive St 
St Louis, MO 63101 
314-342-6300 

601 Olive St 
St Louis, MO 63101 
314-444-3111 

Bart Ianantuoni 
Director of Training 

& Administration 

Helen Harris 
Director of Executive Recruitment 

Tim Ferenchik 
Manager of College Relations 

Tanya Catini 
College Relations 

Renee Jones 
Corporate Director of Recruiting 

Ryan Sesterling 
College Relations Coordinator 

Peggy Scott 
Director of College Recruiting 
peggy.scott@mail.mayco.com 

Mr. Tigue Koll 
Manager of College Recruiting I'\.) 
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Montgomery Ward 

Neiman-Marcus 

Nordstrom 

J.C. Penney Co. 

SAKS INCORPORATED 
Carson Pirie Scott/ 
Bergner's/ 
Boston Stores 

Herberger's 

McRae's 

Montgomery Ward Plaza 
Chicago, IL 60671 
312-467-2000 

1618 Main St 
Dallas, TX 75201 
214-741-6911 

1617 6th Ave 
Seattle, WA 98101 
206-628-2111 

6501 Legacy Dr 
Plano, TX 75024 
972-431-2301 

331 W Wisconsin Ave 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
414-347-4141 

600 W St Germain 
St Cloud, MN 56302 
612-251-5351 
PO B 20080 
Jackson, MS 39289 
601-968-4400 

Mr. Kaye Miller 
Human Resources 

Crystal Kerren 
College Recruitment 

Delena Sunday 
Director of Human Resources 

Gene Humpal 
Manager of Employment Services 

Liz Torres 
Corporate Recruiter 

Laurie Gainey 
Divisional Human Resource Manager 

Skip Scheidemantel 
DVP of Human Resources 
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Parisian Division 

Proffitt's 

Saks Fifth Avenue 

Younkers 

Sears 

Stage Stores/Bealls/ 
Palais Royal 

ZCMI 

750 Lakeshore Pkwy 
Birmingham, AL 35211 
205-940-4127 
PO Box 9388 
Alcoa, TN 37701 
423-983-7000 

12 E 49th St 
New York, NY 10017 
212-940-4048 

701 Walnut St 
Des Moines, IA 50309 
515-244-1112 

3333 Beverly Rd 
Hoffman Estates 
IL, 60179 
847-286-2500 

10201 Main St 
Houston, TX 77025 
l-800-324-3244 

2200 S 900 W 
Salt Lake City 
UT 84137 
801-579-7662 

Lorie Barber 
Manager of Recruiting 

Barbara Hall 
Manager of Human Resources 

Karen Gehm 
Human Resource Manager 

Kendra Sones 
Manager of Recruitment 

Bob Weary 
Director of College Relations 

Carol Ann Moore 
Director of Human Resources 

Ken Kraudy 
Director of Human Resources 
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APPENDIX C 

Discount Department Stores 



Store 

Ames 

Ann & Hope 

APEX 

Bill's Dollar 

Bi-mart 

APPENDIX C 

Discount Department Stores 

Address & Telephone 

2418 Main St 
Rocky Hill, CT 06067 
860-257-2198 

1 Ann & Hope Way 
Cumberland, RI 02864 
401-722-1000 

100 Main St 
Pawtucket, RI 02860 
401-723-3500 

PO B 9407 
Jackson, MS 39286 
601-981-7171 

220 S Seneca Rd 
Eugene, OR 97402 
541-344-0681 
cbill@bimart.com 

Contact Person & Title 

Alyson Evans 
Manager of College Relations 
aevans.ameshome.com 

Deb Barie 
Regional Personnel Manager 

Ms. Renee St. Germain 
Director of Human Resources 

Carlene Stuart 
Human Resources 

Cathy Bill 
Manager of Training, Development, 

& Recruitment 
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Bradlee's 

Consolidated 
Stores Corp. 

Costco Wholesale 

Dollar General 

Dollar Tree Stores 

Duckwall-ALCO 

Family Dollar 

1 Bradlees Circle 
Braintree, MA 02481 
781-380-3000 

PO B 28512 
Columbus, OH 43228 
614-278-6800 

999 Lake Dr 
Issaquah, WA 98027 
425-313-8100 

1000 Northchase Dr 
Suite 301 
Goodlettsville, TN 37072 
615-263-6813 

PO B 2500 
Norfolk, VA 23501 
757-321-5000 

401 Cottage 
Abilene, KS 67410 
785-263-3350 

PO Box 1017 
Charlotte, NC 28201 
704-847-6961 

Linda Galliger 
Human Resources 

Linda Moore 
Store Staffing Manager 

Joe Welch 
Human Resources 

Rod Jeffries 
Corporate Human Resources 
rjeffries@dollargeneral.com 

David McDearmon 
Human Resources Manager 

Dennis Alesio 
VP Personnel 

Mary Lauzon 
Human Resources 
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Fedco 

Fred's Super Dollar 

Gibson's Discount 
Centers 

Grandpa's (Gramex) 

Hill's Stores 

Kmart 

Mac Frugal's 
Bargains/Big Lots 

9300 Santa Fe Springs Rd 
Santa Fe Springs 
CA 98670 
310-946-2511 

4300 New Getwell 
Memphis, TN 38118 
901-362-3733 ext 2720 

100 Chaffin Industrial Pk 
Dodge City, KS 67801 
316-227-8121 

11966 St Charles Rock Rd 
Bridgeton, MO 63044 
314-739-8300 

3010 Green Garden Rd 
Aliquippa, PA 15001 
724-378-0511 ext 284 

3100 W Big Beaver 
Troy, MI 48004 
248-643-1000 Ext 35566 

2865 Valley View Lane 
Farmers Branch, TX 75234 
972-243-2312 
1-800-877-1253, 6788, 4935 

Katherine Hamilton 
Human Resources 

Paul Upchurch 
VP Personnel 

Heather Klinksiek 
Human Resources 

Jane Gaithch 
Director of Human Resources 

Steve Ruggieri 
Director of Regional HR 

David Schuvie 
College Relations 

Georgia Williams 
Regional Personnel Manager 

rv 
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Magic Mart (Amrnar's) 

Meijer 

Fred Meyer 

National Wholesale 
Liquidators 

J. J. Newberry 
(McCrory Corp) 

Pamida 

Quality Stores 

710 S College Ave 
Bluefield, VA 24605 
540-322-4686 

2727 Walker 
Grand Rapids, MI 49544 
616-453-6711 

PO Box 42121 
Portland, OR 97242 
503-232-8844 

111 Hempstead Turnpike 
West Hempstead, NY 11552 
516-489-3300 

12 E Market St 
York, PA 17405 
717-757-8181 

8800 F St 
Omaha, NE 68127 
402-339-2400 

455 E Ellis 
PO B 3315 
Muskegon, MI 49443-3315 
616-798-8787 

Lee Pucket 
Personnel Director 

Greg Van Zant 
Regional Human Resource Director 

Steffany Naito 
VP of Recruiting 

David Swissa 
Controller 

Dick Thompson 
Human Resources Director 

Mr. Jamie Herbert 
Recruitment Manager 
jherbert@pamida.com 

Ted Britton 
Director of Human Resources 



Rose's 

Sam's Warehouse Club 

Service Merchandise 

ShCJpKo Stores 

Shoppers World 

-~ 

Smart & Final 

Target 

PO Drawer 947 
Henderson, NC 27536 
252-430-2600 

608 SW 8th St 
Bentonville, AR 72712 
501-277-7783 

7100 Service Merchandise Dr 
Brentwood, TN 37027 
615-660-6000 

700 Pilgrim Way 
Green Bay, WI 54307 
920-497-2211 

21675 Coolidge 
Oak Park, MI 48237 
248-399-5252 

600 Citadel Dr 
Commerce, CA 90040 
323-869-7641 

33 S 6th St 
PO Box 1392 
Minneapolis, MN 55440 
612-304-6032 

Carl White 
Senior VP Human Resources 

Vicki Zimmerman 
Project Manager: Recruitment 

Jennifer Richey 
Manager of Recruiting 

Jerry Ollmann 
Director of Executive Staffing 

Brian Bradburn 
Director of Operations 

Andrea Robertson 
HR: Recruiter 

Janice Payton 
Team Human Resources 
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The Anderson's 

Value City 

Venator 

Wal-Mart 

Yankee Trader 

480 W Dussel 
Maumee, OH 43537 
419-893-5050 

1800 Moler 
Columbus, OH 43207 
614-221-9200 

233 Broadway 
New York, NY 10279 
212-553-2000 

702 SW 8th St 
PO Box 116 
Bentonville, AR 72716-9031 
501-273-4000 

463 N High St 
Columbus, OH 43215 
614-228-1322 

Marlys Kotyuk 
Employment Administrator 

John Miller 
Assistant Executive Recruiter 

John Gillespie 
SN VP of Human Resources 

Joey Jones 
Manager of College Recruitment 

Bob Booker 
General Manager 



APPENDIX D 

Cover Letter 



Date 

Dear (name of executive recruiter): 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a study about 
executive trainees. This is the questionnaire about which I 
spoke on the telephone. You may respond directly on the 
paper copy of the questionnaire and return by it mail 
(a stamped, return-addressed envelope is included for your 
convenience) OR you may respond over the Internet at 
www.trainees@flash.net. 

The perspective and opinions of retail professionals are 
greatly valued by the researcher. The questionnaire takes 
about 20 minutes to complete. ALL RESPONSES ARE ANONYMOUS 
and will be used to form an overall picture of college 
recruiting. No specific individual nor store can be 
identified in this study. 

The data collected will be used to assist merchandising 
educators to better understand the recruiting, interviewing, 
and hiring processes in companies where their students seek 
employment. This up-to-date information will enable 
educators to prepare students for retail careers. If you 
have any questions, please contact me by phone, fax, or 
e-mail. THANK YOU for your assistance. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carla Anderson Perez, doctoral student 
Texas Woman's University 
5906 Elk Ridge 
San Antonio, TX 78249 
210-690-2432 phone 
210-291-9903 fax 
trainees@flash.net e-mail 
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APPENDIX E 

Questionnaire 



SECTION A. Responses to #1-46 should reflect 
your firm's viewpoint. 

1. HOW can YOUR RETAIL FIRM best be described? 
Apparel Specialty Chain Store 
Conventional/Traditional Department Store 
Discount Department Store 
Other, please specify ______________________ ___ _ 

2. WHAT is your current position/occupational title? 
Manager of _________________________________________________ _ 
Vice President of 
Director of 
Other, please specify 

3. HOW many individual stores are in your retail division? 
_______ ( stores with the same name if part of an ownership 

group or chain) 

4. WHAT is your retail division's annual sales volume? 
under $20 million 

$20 - 99 million 
$100 - 299 million 
$300 - 599 million 
$600 million to $1 billion 
over $1 billion 

5. HOW many full-time people (or the equivalent) does your 
firm employ? 

fewer than 100 
100 - 249 
250 - 499 
500 - 999 
over 1,000 
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6. In what geographical area(s) does YOUR FIRM have stores? 
Check ALL that apply. 

West: includes WA, OR, CA, NV, AZ, NM, UT, CO, WY, 
ID, MT 

Midwest: includes ND, SD, NE, KA, OK, MO, IA, MN, 
WI, IL, IN, MI, OH 

South: includes TX, LA, MS, AL, GA, FL, AR, TN, SC, 
NC, VA, WV, KY 

Northeast: includes MD, DE, NJ, PA, NY, CT, RI, MA, 
VT, NH, ME 

Remote States/Territories--includes AK, HI, PR, 
Virgin Is, Guam 

Foreign--please check ALL that apply. 
Mexico Canada Central America 
Europe Asia South America 
Other, please specify ------ - ----------·---- ~~-

SECTION B. RECRUITING Check ALL that app1y. 

7. HOW does YOUR FIRM identify potential entry-level 
executive trainees? 

current employees are eligible 
walk-in applicants 
telephone job line 
Internet web site 

campus recruiting 
other, pl ease specify _ ___________ _____________ ___________ _____ _ _ 

8. Does YOUR FIRM have a minimum educational requirement 
for an entry-level executive trainee? 

No Yes high school diploma 
Associates (2-year degree) 
Bachelors (4-year degree) 
MBA 
other Masters 



9. For WHAT positions does YOUR FIRM recruit 
college graduates? 

executive trainee 
assistant buyer 
buyer 
department manager 
assistant store manager 
store manager 
other, please specify 
none 

10. From WHICH college majors does YOUR FIRM recruit 
executive trainees? 

merchandising 
retailing 
marketing 
business 
management 
economics 
accounting/finance 
liberal arts 
textiles, apparel, and/or fashion 
computer science 
any major 

301 

11. In the past year, did YOUR FIRM actively recruit bn 
college/university campuses for entry-level executives? 

Yes No (*If "no", please skip to #17) 

12. WHO from YOUR FIRM visits campus(es) to recruit? 
campus recruiter 
regional recruiter 
buyer 
store manager 
human resources/personnel 
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13. In WHAT geographical areas does YOUR FIRM conduct 
college recruiting? Check ALL that apply. 

West: includes WA, OR, CA, NV, AZ, NM, UT, CO, WY, 
ID, MT 

Midwest: includes ND, SD, NE, KA, OK, MO, IA, MN, 
WI, IL, IN, MI, OH 

South: includes TX, LA, MS, AL, GA, FL, AR, TN, SC, 
NC, VA, WV, KY 

Northeast: includes MD, DE, NJ, PA, NY, CT, RI, MA, 
VT, NH, ME 

Remote States/Territories: includes AK, HI, PR, 
Virgin Is, Guam 

14. Are there specific colleges/universities at which YOUR 
FIRM regularly recruits? Please name the 3 your 
company most frequently approaches. 

A. B. C. 
---·- --- -- - -

15. What criteria are used to determine the three colleges/ 
universities in #14? 

alumni have preformed well for the firm 
member(s) of the firm serve on the institution's 
advisory committee 
close geographical location to the firm 
reputation/prestige of the institution 
other, please specify 

16. HOW often does YOUR FIRM recruit on college campuses? 
yearly fall 

as needed 

spring 
winter 
summer 

SECTION C. INTERVIEWING 

17. About HOW long does a typical INITIAL interview last? 
under 30 minutes 
30 to 60 minutes 
1 - 2 hours 
over 2 hours 



18. HOW soon after an INITIAL interview is a typical 
FOLLOW-UP interview? 

within a week 
1 - 2 weeks 
2 - 4 weeks 
no follow-up interviews (if "no", skip to #20) 

19. WHERE are FOLLOW-UP interviews usually conducted? 
on college/university campus 
at retail store 
at corporate headquarters 
at remote site(s) via electronic device 

Internet 
videoconference 
telephone 

For #20 - 25, please check ALL that apply. 
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20. WHAT type(s) of interview format(s) does your company 
use for evaluating executive trainees? 
Check all that apply. 
one-on-one (1 interviewer and 1 interviewee) 
in-house (conducted at store or corporate offices) 
panel (several interviewers and 1 interviewee) 
behavioral description (applicant is queried about past 
behavior which is used to predict future behavior) 
situational (applicant is asked what they would do in 

various hypothetical situations) 
biographical data (interviewer collects personal data) 

Other, please specify - - - - ---------- --- ------- ----- ----··---··- ·--· 

21. What response methods are used for applicant tests with 
YOUR FIRM? 

verbal (oral) 
written 
audio tape 
video tape 
on a computer using a keyboard 
on a touch-screen computer 



22. WHAT tests does YOUR FIRM ask executive trainee 
candidates to take? 

psychological/personality 
analytical 
intelligence (IQ) 
substance abuse 
integrity 
aptitude 
polygraph 
physical/medical exam 
handwriting analysis 
company-specialized, please describe 
none 

23. Which of the specific TESTS listed here are used by 
YOUR FIRM? 

Taylor-Johnson 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
Humm Wadsworth Temperament Profile 
Employment Inventory 
Personality Factor Questionnaire 
Firo Test 
Myers-Briggs 
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other, please specify ___________________ ______ __ __ _________ _ 
none 

24. WHAT types of technology are used for INTERVIEWING at 
your firm? 

telephone 
computer 
video tape/camera 
audio recorders 
other, please specify 
none 

25. WHO interviews executive trainee candidates? 
executive recruiter 
human resource/personnel manager 
other human resource representative 
store manager 
person who will be the trainee's immediate 
supervisor, please specify title ----------- -·- - _______ _______ _ 
other, please specify title _________________ __ ____ _____ ______ _ 



Starting with #26, please select the BEST response. 

26. Are applicants interviewed during a meal? 
always 
sometimes 
never 

27. Does your firm pay for all costs related to in-house 
interviews? (transportation, meals, lodging, etc.) 

we do not conduct in-house interviews 
always 
sometimes 
never 
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28. HOW many individuals are typically interviewed per 
trainee position? 

29. How often are references of applicants being considered 
for an executive trainee position contacted? 

always 
sometimes 
never 

30. How often is resume information of applicants being 
considered for an executive trainee position verified? 

always 
sometimes 
never 

31. How often is the executive trainee candidate asked to 
state his/her expected salary? 

always 
sometimes 
never 

32. How often is the starting salary revealed during the 
interview? 

always 
sometimes 
never 



33. What is your firm's average starting salary for an 
entry-level executive trainee? 

under $20,000 
$20,001 - $25,000 
$25,001 - $30,000 
$30,001 - $35,000 
over $35,000 
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34. How often is an executive trainee's salary negotiable? 
always 
sometimes 
never 

35. HOW are job offers made to executive trainees? 
in person 
by telephone 
by letter 

36. HOW are rejections communicated? 
in person 
by telephone 
by letter 
not communicated 
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37. Indicate how important each of the following criteria 
is to YOUR FIRM when selecting applicants to interview. 
Circle the number response on each line. 

---- ·--------- ---- - - -·-------------- - ---·-------- - ---- -·- - - -

PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENTS 
LEVEL of IMPORTANCE 

None--Low--Moderate-High 

- - - --- - - -------- -------- - - ------ - ------ - - ----

A. educational degrees 

B. educational major 

C. overall grade point average 

D. grade point average in major 

E. extracurricular activities 

F. work experience 

G. retail sales experience 

H. managerial experience 
I. previous employers' 

recommendations 

J. faculty recommendations 

K. leadership experience 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

From the list in #37, indicate the 3 MOST IMPORTANT and the 
3 LEAST IMPORTANT items your firm considers when selecting 
an executive trainee: 

38. MOST IMPORTANT 
1st 

39. LEAST IMPORTANT 
1st 

40. 

2nd 2nd 
3rd 3rd 

Does your firm require applicants to have a 
minimum grade point average (gpa)? 

Yes If so, what is the minimum gpa? ___ __ _ 
No 
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SECTION D. HIRING 

41. When YOUR FIRM assesses applicants for entry-level 
executive or executive training positions, HOW much 
importance is placed on each of the following SKILLS? 
Circle the number of your response on each line. 

-- -- ------- ----- -- -- -- -- -- ------ --- ----- - --- --- - -
SKILLS 

A. computer skills: 
presentation software 

B. computer skills: 
word processing 

C. computer skills: 
spreadsheet software 

D. interpersonal skills 

E. leadership skills 

F. teamwork skills 

G. organizational skills 

H. written communication skills 

I. oral communication skills 

J. foreign language competency 

K. time-management skills 

L. ability to motivate others 

M. ability to prioritize tasks 

N. planning skills 

0. problem-solving ability 

P. analytical skills 

LEVEL of IMPORTANCE 
None--Low--Moderate--High 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 
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From the list in #41, indicate the 3 MOST IMPORTANT and the 
3 LEAST IMPORTANT items your firm considers when selecting 
an executive trainee: 

42. MOST IMPORTANT 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 

- - - ·-- - -

43. LEAST IMPORTANT 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 

44. If an applicant is multi-lingual, which foreign 
language(s) would YOUR FIRM prefer that they speak? 
French Spanish Chinese Japanese 
German Italian other , specify ____ _ __ __ ___ __ _ 

45. How much importance does YOUR FIRM place on these 
personal traits for executive trainees? 

PERSONAL TRAITS 
A. maturity 
B. responsibility 
C. self control 
D. motivation 
E. ambition 
F. competitiveness 
G. openness 
H. common sense 
I. sense of humor 
J. high energy level 
K. hard-working 
L. enthusiasm 
M. relates well to subordinates 
N. relates well to supervisors 
0. managerial spirit 
P. people-oriented 
0. creativity 
R. confidence 
S. appearance 
T. assertiveness 
U. dedication/loyalty 
V. willingness to relocate 
W. honesty 
X. decisiveness 
Y. flexibility 
Z. initiative 

LEVEL of IMPORTANCE 
None-Low-Moderate-High 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 
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46. If YOUR FIRM could use only 3 personal traits listed in 
~ as HIRING CRITERIA for executive trainees, what 
would those be? Please list in order of importance 
using the items' letters. 

1st 2nd 3rd 

47. WHAT advice would YOU give to college STUDENTS 
preparing for careers as retail executives? 

48. WHAT information would YOU like to communicate to 
college EDUCATORS who prepare students for careers as 
retail executives? 

---- - - ---- ··-- --- - - - - ---- - - ·- - -

----- - -- - ···--· - ·- - - - - - - - ----- -

THANK YOU for completing this questionnaire 



Dear Retail Recruiting Study Participant: 

If you would like to receive a copy of the 
study's results please return this postcard 
with your e-mail or street address. 

e-mail 

Street address 
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APPENDIX F 

Reminder Postcard 



(date) 

Last week I sent you a questionnaire asking 
about the recruiting and hiring of RETAIL 
EXECUTIVE TRAINEES. In order to get a true 
picture of this process--
YOUR PARTICIPATION in this study is VITAL. 
If you have already answered the questionnaire, 
please accept my sincere THANKS. If not, please 
do so TODAY. You can respond at a web site 
www.flash.net/~trainees. If you prefer to 
answer on a paper copy, I will gladly send 
another today. Call, fax, or e-mail NOW. 

Sincerely, Carla Anderson Perez 
5906 Elk Ridge 
San Antonio, TX 78249 
(210) 690-2432 (tape) 
(210) 491-9903 (fax) 
trainees@flash.net 
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APPENDIX G 

Responses to Question 47 by 
Store Format and Topic 



ANALYTICAL SKILLS 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. Develop analytical skills and computer skills. 

2. Must have great time-management skills and a high 
stress tolerance, need to be analytical. 

INTERPERSONAL AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Get involved on campus in some thing you enjoy and make 
it a better organization because you were a part. 

2. Develop situational management expertise. 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. Develop oral and written communication skills to the 
highest level possible. 

2. Hold executive positions within the organizations you 
participate, don't just belong, be the VP. 

3. Attitude is everything. If you are motivated and have 
a positive attitude towards your job, you can go as 
fast as you want in this career. 

4. Hard work and commitment. An ability to facilitate 
change, a willingness to make the customer the top 
priority. 

5. Understand the customer, customer needs--value others. 

6. Assume leadership roles when they can. 

7. Learn to communicate well verbally. 

8. Get involved in a few activities that you really have 
interest in and assume leadership roles. 
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9. Make sure you participate in extracurricular activities 
and when possible take over leadership roles. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Communication and a willingness to work as a team and 
not walking around giving orders is key to a successful 
retail manager. Being a leader and not a boss or 
manager. 

2. A retail executive position requires time, energy and a 
great deal of psychology. You must learn to think 
first before you act. 

3. Seek opportunities to take leadership roles to develop 
skills. 

4. Learn people skills, prioritization. 

5. Be prepared to work hard. Be customer-oriented. 
If you don't like people don't get into the retail 
business. 

6. It's a people business. 

RETAIL CAREERS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Be humble, be prepared to start at the bottom and use 
hard work to move up. 

2. Work in retail to see if it is where you belong. 

3. To get as much experience on the sales floor as 
possible. Work toward earning extra responsibilities, 
understand and adopt the mentality of "I'm the store 
owner". 

4. Exposure to the retail environment couples with you(r) 
education will allow generous opportunities in 
retail(ing). 
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things to check: (a) company's financial (situation), 
(b) interview current employees, and (c) company's 
growth opp(e)rtunity. 

Conventiona1 Department Stores 

1. A career in retail can offer growth in a variety of 
ways. You will be promoted as a product of your 
achievement and personal success. 

2. Research the company and the position as much as 
possible. Understand what is expected of you and your 
position. 

3. Don't be so anxious to advance your career. Learn the 
basics, build a strong foundation. 

4. Get retail experience whil(e) in school. 

5. Try to obtain retail work experience at different types 
of retailers, especially co-op or inter assignments. 

6. Expect a career where you should think of yourself as a 
businessman/woman. You must be aggressive. 

7. Talk to everyone! Students need to separate where they 
like to shop from place(s) they can work at. 

8. Work in retail while in college. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Obtain work experience in a retail environment. 
Understand the different types of retailers. 

2. Don't let the beginning salary keep you from exploring 
and experiencing a challenging, rewarding, and exciting 
job. The money will come. 

3. Look at the long-term opportunities. Seek assignments 
from which you can learn. Build relationships 
throughout your organization and beyond. 

4. Good choice--keep motivated to attract and keep good, 
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positive people. 

5. Be open to all opportunities. Do not view the 
opportunity from what you know--rather look at it from 
what you might gain and learn from experience. You 
will quickly learn if you have the right personality 
for the retail environment. 

6. Be open and honest with their wants and what they want 
from a company. 

7. Prepare for ANOTHER industry. 

RETAIL WORK EXPERIENCE 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Get real-world experience before and during 
undergraduate studies to make sure this is what you 
want. 

2. Have experience in retail-work in a store and gain an 
internship in a retail corporate office if possible. 

3. To get as much experience in a retail environment as 
possible. 

4. Assure your work history is a strong part of your 
resume. Do not rely solely on a degree to give you job 
opportunities. 

5. Work in retail while in school--particularly holidays. 

6. Get as much retail work experience as you can. 

7. Obtain as much retail experience as you can. 

8. Work on the selling floor at least one to two years 
before you make a final decision. 

9. Get as much experience as possible-internships, co-ops, 
etc. before you graduate. 

10. Develop their retail knowledge, interest, and passion 



by working in our industry even if it is only 
part-time. 

11. College students preparing for careers as retail 
executives should get as much prior experience as 
possible via internships, etc. This exposure will 
offer them an advantage within the market. Work in 
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a retail store and retail corporate environment-see the 
retail world from both perspectives. 

12. Set up exploratory meetings with retail executives to 
gain insight regarding retail careers. Internships, 
co-ops, or part-time work experience is helpful. 
Maintain flexibility with regard to position. 

13. Be open to an opportunity and aggressive with it. 

14. Contact retailers and enroll in their internship 
programs. You can gain valuable experience working in 
different areas of retail organizations. Work on the 
selling floor during the Christmas holiday. 

Conventiona1 Department Stores 

1. Gain retail experience. 

2. There is more to it than selling merchandise. 
actually managing your own small business. 

3. Work part-time in RETAILING throughout college. 

You are 

Explore the different facets of retailing--department 
stores, specialty stores, etc--to determine your niche. 
Participate in internships, campus retailing or 
business clubs, campus activities such as fashion 
shows. 

4. Take an internship in retail--not on the sales floor, 
but in a buying office. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Retail is one of the few industries where how quickly 
one advances is up to them. There are several 
different directions one can take their career. Be 
flexible. 
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2. Gain as much (much) experience in the retail industry 
as you can ... if that is what you truly want to pursue, 
be flexible, thrive on responsibility. 

3. Locate and enlist in either an internship program or 
attempt to secure retail management experience. In 
retail, experience si still extremely important. 

4. Get as much retail experience as possible before you 
graduate. 

5. College students interested in careers as retail 
executives should experience working in store 
environments during college years and if possible, 
experience a retail corporate office. 

6. If possible work part-time to see what it really is all 
about during summer and holidays. 

7. Do as many internships as possible. Join the retail 
center on campus (if available). Make sure retailing 
is for you. 

8. Get some retail work experience with your education. 

INTERVIEWING SKILLS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Always include a company-specific cover letter with 
your resume. 

2. Research the company you are interviewing with before 
you go for the interview. Go into the store and take a 
good look before the interview. 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. Do your research on the company! Look at their 
financial stability, personal growth potential. Study 
the senior executives. Also, ask questions. They 
should interview us like we interview them. 

2. Do research on companies, explore all options, practice 
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interviewing. 

3. Make sure you research any company and the position you 
are interviewing for. Try to get the name and number 
of recent hires into that position and call them to 
find out what they do and what is expected of them. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Be focused and well balanced. 

2. Be flexible and able to multi-task. 

3. Determine area of relocatability. 

4. Learn as much as possible about the industry. 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. Develop a good gpa. 

2. Do what you can to excel at everything you do. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Be flexible, willing to relocate. 

2. Talk with people in retailing to find out what they 
like and don't like. 



APPENDIX H 

Responses to Question 48 by 
Store Format and Topic 



ANALYTICAL SKILLS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Strong math: percentages, variance, fractions. 

2. Strong analytical skills. 

3. Computer skills are essential. 

4. Computer literate, knows how to think. 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. Job is more analytical than creative. 

2. Analytical and business-minded. 

3. We want someone good at math, analytical. 

4. Computer skills: word processing, spreadsheet, 
analytical skills. Planning/forecasting classes. 

5. Careers deal with planning and financial aspects. 
Buyers are dictated by open to buy, store space. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Analytical capabilities. 

INTERPERSONAL AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Write and speak grammatically correct. 

2. Teach interpersonal, motivational, people-oriented 
activities; typical weakness of new managers. 

3. Teach students how to related to, educate, and motivate 
people. 

4. This is a people business, we just happen to have 
suits on our racks. 
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Conventiona1 Department Stores 

1. Teach interpersonal skills and communication skills. 

2. Instruct them how to use their head, instinct. 

3. Retail is an (entrepenurial) venture. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Teach communication and people skills. Prepare them 
for hands on, not desk job. Help them understand their 
employees are their greatest asset. 

2. Leadership. 

3. Teach how to deal with public, patience, and 
understanding. Always keep control of the situation. 

4. Teach oral and written communication skills. 
Teamwork: "The sum of the parts is greater than the 
whole". 

5. Teach to be leaders, motivators. 

6. We want someone with good communication skills. 

7. Push students to be their best, not mediocre. 

RETAIL CAREERS 

Appare1 Specia1ty Chain Stores 

1. Being a "buyer" means what? 

2. Retail offers well over 100 careers, there is vast 
opportunity. 

3. Very few become SUCCESSFUL buyers. 

4. Communicate wider understanding than just "buyer". 

5. Be sure students understand the time commitment. 
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6. Fast-changing, non-structured environment. 

7. Get students to see the excitement of the industry not 
just the starting salary. 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. There are a variety of career options. 

2. Retail offers fast opportunities and responsibilities 
like no other industry. It is a myth that careers are 
65 hours at minimum wage, there are good salaries. 

3. Tell students to look beyond starting salary, think 
long-term. 

4. Retail is business not just fashion and shopping. 

5. Emphasize retailing's diverse opportunities, the 
rewards counterbalance the long hours. 

6. Earning potential is very competitive. This industry 
is constantly changing and provides immediate 
management responsibilities. 

7. Buying is a thing of the past. 
merchandise planning. 

Careers now involve 

8. Teach real world of retailing: not glamorous, long 
hours, nights, weekends, holidays, standing for hours, 
manual labor, nasty customers at times, lower pay then 
other areas. 

9. Don't (mislead) about "creativity" or needing a 
master's degree. 

10. Provide realistic view of retailing. Need an intense 
business background. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Be sure students understand that they will work more 
than 40 hours a week. 
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2. Teach students a willingness to work upward, start in a 
nonglamorous position. 

3. Present all aspects of retailing-students' perceptions 
are skewed. 

4. There are lucrative career opportunities. Many 
students consider retailing to be a store clerk, 
working nights and weekends. 

5. Know what it is like and help students understand the 
world of work. 

6. Be honest, retailing is exciting, it takes a special 
person to succeed in retailing. 

7. Be open and honest with students. Be open to 
successful companies. It is a great industry for the 
right students. Help us sell it. 

8. Long hours, dedication, drive, focus, able to make 
decisions. 

RETAIL WORK EXPERIENCE 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Insist on a RETAIL internship. 

2. Experience! 

3. Get hands-on experience. 

4. Have students establish a work history, store 
experience. 

5. Have students get as much retail experience as they 
can. 

6. Tell students to work two years on the selling floor 
before they decide. 

7. Encourage retail experience during college. 
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Conventional Department Stores 

1. Internships. 

2. Internships, dispel(l) myths regarding retail careers. 

3. (Educators should) Take jobs to gain insight into 
careers. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Stress the importance of internships. 

2. Retail experience gives distinct advantage to students. 

3. Retail work-clerk, stocker, customer service. Choose 
texts that reflect real retail world. 

4. Retail experience as well as education. 

5. Work experience is as critical as a college education. 

6. Form a retail center on campus. 
to support such endeavors. 

Retailers are anxious 

INTERVIEWING SKILLS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Conduct mock interviews. 

2. Recruiters may not be as motivated by credentials 
as an applicant's maturity, initiative, and interest 
in learning and succeeding. 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. Study the company. 



MISCELLANEOUS 

Apparel Specialty Chain Stores 

1. Technology. Real-world skills. Tom Peters' 
generalized retail goal. 

2. Guest speakers. 

Conventional Department Stores 

1. Invite speakers to clubs, classes. 
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2. Real world contacts are better thank a book. Have 
retail representatives give presentations to classes. 
Some will even do case studies. 

3. Common sense, flexible. 

Discount Department Stores 

1. Talk to business leaders to get real view. 

2. Retail(ing) is dynamic. Teach it this way. 

3. Sometimes academics communicate negative attitudes 
about retailing; higher respect for retail careers 
needed. 
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